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INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS

AMENDMENT TQ THE STATUTES

The Extraordinary General Assembly of the International
Council of Scientific Unions, immediately preceding the XIV
General Assembly at Helsinki, Finland, September 1972, amended
the Statutes of the Council. The following new provision concerning
the non-discriminatory philosophy of ICSU was incorporated into
the Statutes:

'5. In pursuing these objectives the Council shall observe
the basic policy of non-discrimination and affirm the rights
of scientists throughout the world to adhere to or to
associate with internaticnal scientific activity without regard
'0 race, religion, political philosophy, ethnic origin,
citizenship, language or sex. The Council shall recognize
and respect the independence of the internal scientific
planning of its National Members,

September 1972



INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS

RESOLUTION ON THE FREE CIRCULATION OF SCIENTISTS

The XIVth General Assembly

A. Recapitulates that the terms of reference of the Standing
Committee on the Free Circulation of Scientists, as defined
by the 10 General Assembly, are:

to assist the Executive Board to find solutions to various
problems associated with the implementation of the resolution,
according to which the declaration of "political nondiscrimination!,
adopted by the 8 General Assembly, is reaffirmed, and moreover,
as resolved by the 10 General Assembly,

in holding ICSU meetings and meetings of ICSU
scientific and special committees, the Council
shall take all measures within its power to
ensure the fundamental right of participation,
without any political discrimination, of the
representatives of every member of ICSU con-
cerned and of invited observers:

-his policy be adopted also by the Unions
adhering to ICSU for all their activities.

che ICSU National Members be invited to follow
his policy.

Noting with satisfaction that ICSU, in executing its declared
policy of supporting free international collaboration among
scientists, has been successful in most cases:

Observes, however, with regret, that scientists are still
oday sometimes not allowed freely to attend the appropriate
scientific meetings organized by the ICSU family either abroad or
n their home countries:

Notes that the obstacles encountered in recent vears have
fallen into the following categories:

1) the refusal of a visa to enter a certain country,
or fatal delays in granting visas-



Resolution on the Free Circulation of Scientists
Page 2

11) refusal of permission to participate in an
appropriate scientific meeting organized by
the ICSU family in the country of the scientist
:n question;

11) refusal of permission to travel to scientific
meetings organized by the ICSU family and held
outside the country, and/or excessive payment
required for the permission to travel out of the
country to such meetings.

Fearing that the difficulties encountered by scientists from
some countries, in gaining permission to travel freely to scientific
meetings of the ICSU family in other countries or to participate in
such appropriate meetings in their own country, might endanger
he global character of ICSU and the Unions; :

Decides to remind the affiliated Unions and other organs of
ICSU of their obligation to bring all instances in which the free
circulation of scientists has been restricted to the notice of the
ICSU Standing Committee on the Free Circulation of Scientists;

Recommends that when consideration is being given to the
selection of a place for an ICSU meeting the Standing Committee
on the Free Circulation of Scientists shall, on request, provide
summary information in its possession on previous cases of
restriction relative to the proposed place of meeting.

B. Observesthat recently considerable communication has been
received by the Standing Committee on the difficulties encountered by
some scientists wishing to migrate from their country;

Further observes that this form of "brain drain'', that is,
the migration of talent from developing countries to the industrialized
ones, is of great concern to the developing as well as to developed
countries, as illustrated among others by resolution 1.243 of the
General Conference of UNESCO at its 16 session, in 1970:

Observing, moreover, that the prevention of migration of scien-
tists from a country is an internal political question, outside the
terms of reference of ICSU, but nevertheless a serious challenge
0 the world scientific community:

Notes that this problem does not fall within the mandate of the
Standing Committee on the Free Circulation of Scientists:

Decides to ask the Executive Board to study how ICSU should
approach this new problem, namely the factual impossibility of
migrating from a country, and to report to the 15 General Assembly.

Sentembear 127°



INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS

RESOLUTION ON THE NONPOLITICAL TRADITION QF ICSU

The International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU)
with its component Unions and committees, exists to promote
active cooperation in scientific matters between scientists
from all parts of the world, regardless of the political
structure of their governments. To this end, there is a
well-established agreement that scientific meetings shall
not be disturbed bypolitical statements or by any activities
of a political nature, It is upon this understanding that ICSU
has been able to exert considerable influence in order to
ensure the free movement of bona fide scientists to attend

scientific meetings anywhere in the world.

The Executive Committee of ICSU, unanimously,
wishes to emphasize the importance of this agreement on
the exclusion of politics and draws attention to the need of
observing it at all times,

October 1966



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
NATIONAL RESEARCH CCUNCIL

RESOLUTION ON NONPOLITICAL NATURE OF SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS

Scientific meetings sponsored by the International Unions
provide an unparalleled opportunity for scientists to exchange
scientific information in their chosen fields, The intrusion of
nonscientific issues into union-sponsored gatherings, either
during the formal sessions or in a manner that identifies them
with the meetings, can only serve to undermine the Unions as
vehicles for advancing scientific knowledge,

The National Academy of Sciences is the organization
which serves as the focus for participation by the United States
in the work of the International Council of Scientific Unions and
its constituent unions, committees and commissions. The
Council of the Academy re-emphasizes the basic nonpolitical
nature of those organizations. ICSU and the unions exist to
facilitate free and constructive communication on scientific

matters among scientists from all areas, irrespective of the
social and political policies of their governments. To this end
there is a long-established tradition that their deliberations
remain unencumberedbytheintroductionof political statements
and related activities.

The Council of the NAS urges all scientists to help
maintain ICSU's nonpolitical traditions by avoiding controversial
nonscientific activities while participating in union-sponsored
meetings.

October 1966



INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS

RESOLUTION ON FREE CIKRCULATICN OF SCIENTISTS

The Xth General Assembly

considering that ICSU has a declared policy of supporting free
international collaboration among scientists, but

noting with regret, that there are still parts of the world where
difficulties exist in the free passage of scientists, thus inter-
fering seriously with the progress of modern science,

reaffirms the declaration on "political non-discrimination'
adopted by the VIIIth General Assembly of ICSU inn 1958.

resolves that, in holding ICSU meetings and meetings of ICSU
Scientific and Special Committees and Inter-Union Commissions,
the Council shall take all measures within its powers to ensure
the fundamental right of participation, without any political
discrimination, of the representatives of every member of
[CSU concerned and of invited observers:

recommends that this policy be adopted also by the Unions
adhering to ICSU for all their activities,

invites the ICSU Naticnal Members also to follow this policy,
and

requests the Executive Committee to create a standing working
group to assist the Officers Committee to find solutions to
various specific problerns associated with the implementation
of this resolution.

November 1963



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

RESOLUTION ON POLITICAL NON-DISCRIMINATION
IN INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES

i. The Governing Board of the National Academy of
Sciences - National Research Council desires that the United
States maintain its intellectual and scientific leadership in
international activities and emphasize and implement its role
as a friendly host to international scientific meetings.

Meetings of international scientific bodies make a
positive contribution to national security and welfare: they
contribute to scientific progress in this country; they express
he high value that the United States as a nation places on
intellectual and scientific pursuits; they give scientists of
other nations a first-hand opportunity to become acquainted
with our scientific and cultural contributions to the welfare

of all peoples.

2. The opportunity that an institution has to be a
friendly host to an international scientific organization depends
upon its ability to receive officers and members of that
organization and scientific delegates duly selected by the
responsible participating scientific body in any country.

3. We endorse the spirit of the attached statement
approved in 1958 by the International Council of Scientific
Unions, which (a) draws a distinction between the recognition
of the activities of scientists and the political recognition of
the government of the country or territory involved, and
(b) affirms the right of the scientists of any country or
territory to adhere to or to associate with international
scientific activity without regard to race, religion, or
political philosophy.

4, In view of the contribution of science to human
welfare, we strongly believe that the foregoing considerations
should be weighed in the formulation of governmental policy.
Ne recognize that many other factors not primarily scientific
must also enter into the formulation of this policy, but we
urge that ingenuity and imagination be used to achieve the
henefits of international cooperation in science. |

April 1640



 INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS

RESOLUTION ON POLITICAL NON-DISCRIMINATION

To ensure the uniform observance of its basic policy of
political non-discrimination, the ICSU affirms the right of the
scientists of any country or territory to adhere to or to assoc=-
iate with international scientific activity without regard to race,
religion or political philosophy,

Such adherence or association has no implications with
respect to recognition of the government of the country or the
territory concerned.

Subject only to payment of subscriptions and submission
of required reports, the ICSU is prepared to recognize the
academy, research council, national committee, or other bona
fide scientific group representing scientific activity of any
country or territory acting under a government de facto or
de jure that controls it /i. e,, the country or territory - Ed. /

Meetings or assemblies of ICSU or of its dependent
organisms such as its special committees and its joint
commissions should be held in countries which permit participa-
tion of the representatives of every national member of ICSU or
of the dependent organisms of ICSU concerned, and allow free
and prompt dissemination of information related to such meetings,

ICSU and its dependent organisms will take all necessary
steps to achieve adherence to these principles.

October 1958
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INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

“xecutive Committee
Nashington meeting, September 19 and 24, 1972
National Academy of Sciences

“IRST SESSION, September 19, 1972
____14n,00

resent: Messrs. R. BACHER, presiding
N. 30AS
J. DEKEYSER
A. XASTLER
1. MATER-LEIBNITZ
«. PAL
5. ROZENTAL
J. WEISSKOPF

Cc. BUTLER, Secretary-General
_. KERWIN

Sent regrets: G. BERNARDINI

S5ent good wishes: D. BLOKHINTSEV

A

4

President Bacher welcomed the Executive Committee to the United
tates and to the National Academy of Sciences.

It was decided to invite Dr. Tuchkevich of the Soviet Union to
3 consultation towards the end of the meeting.

Preliminary discussion took place concerning possible action of
che Union with respect to Continental China and the well-known
broblem of designating and seating together the Republic of China
and the People's Republic of China. It was agreed that steps
should continue to be taken, within the spirit of the Union
statutes, to encourage the participation of Continental China.



Minutes

The minutes of the Executive meeting et Brussels in June 1972
were reviewed. An error in the locale of the meeting was noted (!)
and the minutes otherwise aooroved as circulated.

The Secretary-General reported

a) the refusal by Hungary to issue visas for any South African
scientists wishing to attend the IUPAP conference at Keszthely.
It was agreed that Commissions should be informed of this
sotential difficulty for future conferences and asked to require
assurances on the visa problem before contemplating future
neetings in Hungary. The ICSU Committee on the free circulation
3f scientists should be informed.

3) on routine matters handled by the Secretariat.

3lates

The Committee turned to the problem of completing slates of
nominees for Commissions. Several suggestions had been received
"rom National Committees and Commissions. The Committee consulted
\later in the day) with Dr. Tuchkevich on the matter of Soviet
nembers, A revised list was finally approved by the Executive for
release to the Assembly.

lhe matter of a candidate for the position of Associate Secretary-
seneral was raised. It was agreed that Messrs. Maier-Leibnitz,
deisskopf and Kerwin should meet with Dr. Jan NILSSON of Sweden
to discuss the possibility of his accepting the position.

General Assembly Agenda

lhe agenda for the General Assembly was discussed, and that given
in Appendix I was agreed upon. It followed closely the proposed
agenda previously circulated to delegates. It was decided not to
introduce the question of Statute modifications at this time.

D. In closing the first session, President Bacher read a letter of good
wishes sent by Past-President Blokhintsev. Members expressed their
regret that he would not be present for the General Assembly.



SECOND SESSION, September 24th, 1972
 i _ _ _%p,0o0o_

"resent: as at the first session

in addition: Dr, 5. BHAGAVANTAM

Dr, L. SOSNOWSKI
Dr. J. NILSSON

President Bacher welcomed Messrs. Sosnowski and Nilsson, members of
the new Executive Committee, who were sitting in.

ember countries

Associate Secretary-General Kerwin reported on the status of
nember countries. It was agreed that several should increase
the number of shares held in the Union, viz: Switzerland,
Joviet Union, Japan; while other countries might be approached
‘or membership, viz: Nigeria, Turkey, Chile.
"rof. Maier-Leibnitz agreed to contact Swiss physicists in this
respect.

News-Bulletin

lecent issues of the News-Bulletin were distributed.

7.
8.

Financial report for 1971
Suggested budget for 1973

The financial reports for 1971 and for the three-year period
'969.70-71 were reviewed and accepted.

rhe 1973 budget was discussed and some changes in the draft budget
made, The budget as adopted is given in Appendix II.

 1 Conferences proposed in 1973

he list of conferences requesting sponsorship for 1973 was
reviewed, In the case of those requests not accompanied by
check-lists, the Secretary-General was instructed to request them,
with particular attention to be paid to the commitment for visas.



[he list of approved conferences and grants (subject in several
cases to appropriate check-lists being obtained) is given in
Appendix III. Several conferences were rejected, particularly
those of insufficiently "international" character.

[t was also decided to award an exceptional grant for 1972 of
51,000. to the Tucson meeting on modulation spectroscopy.

Co Commissions' support

The broad lines of financial support which Commissions might
axpect for 1972-75 was examined, and amounts tentatively assigned
3s quide-lines. These are given in Appendix IV.

i 1973 Executive Meeting

"rofessor Pal reiterated the invitation of Hungary that the 1973
“xecutive Committee meeting should be held in Budapest. This
invitation was warmly accepted.

Noting that the dates of the ICSU General Committee meeting were
september 18-22, the Executive fixed friday and Saturday, September
28-29 for its Budapest meeting.

1 4, 1975 General Assembly

[t was agreed to wait until next year before taking up the matter
af the venue of the 1975 General Assembly.

|
RY Other business

a) Acting on a resolution approved by the XIVth General Assembly,
the Executive named a study group to examine the advisability
of creating an International Commission on Quantum Electronics.
Scientists who will be invited to serve on the study committee
are:

D. Bradley (Belfast)
S.C. Brown (USA)

Lallemand (Paris)
Meyer (Bern)
Arohorov (Moscow)
Ramsden {UK)
Haken Stuttgart).

[t was noted that liaison should be established with the
Association of Electrical Engineers.



5) Dr. Bertaut's letter concerning the ICSU resolution on the
Free movement of scientists was discussed. IUPAP is in
agreement with ICSU and Professor Bell's résumé of the situation
3s distributed to the General Assembly was to the point.
"he Executive emphasized the need for continuous pressure
igainst offending parties, and for systematic reporting of
jifficulties to the ICSU Committee headed by Prof. Herlofson.
The suggestion of inviting papers from speakers to be speci-
Fied just before a conference was rejected as impractical.
Such a procedure might have eased some visa problems super-
"icially, but would not attack the basic wrong.

c) The People's Republic of China: Following the Assembly
jiscussion, it wasagreedtowriteCommissionsaboutinviting
Mainland Chinese scientists, and to await the report on
rofessor Aage Bohr's visit to China.

d) Gravitation Group: This group was considering some affiliation
with IUPAP. "Dr. Butler was reluctant to give it Affiliated
Commission status.

2) IUCSTP: Dr. Bhagavantam reported that IUCSTP would like‘a
corresponding member from IUPAP. He suggested Dr.Salan.

1 6

£) Check-list: Dr. Boas regretted the lack of information about
projected conferences. He suggested that more publicity be
given the check-list, and that a reprint of it could accompany
an issue nf the Bulletin.

3) Scientific programme: That of the Washington meeting was deemed
nighly successful, It was suggested that not more than two
lectures be scheduled per session.

Adjournment
Professor Bacher thanked the Executive Committee warmly for their
cooperation during his term of office. Various members of the
Executive expressed their appreciation of his guidance during a
successful period,

"he meeting then adjourned.

Juébec, November 1972.



APPENDIX I

Proposed Agenda for the General Assembly 1972

I. Welcome by the USA Academy of Sciences and the President.

2. Minutes of the 1969 General Assembly as recorded in Document IUPAP-16.

3. Adoption of the Agenda.
4, Obituaries.

5. Resolutions of the Executive Committee concerning the Election
Procedure for Executive and Commission membership: Paper I.

Resolution of the Executive Committee concerning the sizes of
Commissions: Paper II.

Preliminary discussion of names proposed by Commissions, National
Committees and the Executive Committee
Decisions will be deferred until items 13 and 14) : Paper III,

3. Secretary-General's Report.
7. Commission reports: Paper IV,

10. Inter-union and other commissions - some brief reports.

it. ICSU matters.

12. Report of the Financial Commission.

13. Recommendations of Commissions = presentation and
discussion.

14. General discussion of future union policy.

15. Conferences for 1973.

16. Election of the Executive Committee for 1972-1975.

17, Election of Commission Members for 1972-1975.

I8., Resolutions from Commissions.

19. Resolutions from National Committees.

20, The venue of the 1975 General Assembly.

21. Other business.

22. Adjournment of the Assembly.



APPENDIX II

1973 BUDGET

INCOME

Member countries (170 x $300.). .

JNESCO, . . .

Interests .

. . . . $51,000,

13,000,

1,500.
 TT—

365,500,

EXPENDITURES

_onferences .

~gmmissions .

-xecutive Commitee

Secretariat .

Publications. .

Subscriptions .

Janking and Accounting. .

Contingencies .

vs $40,000,

8,000.

3,000.

4,000.

2,000,

1,500.

500.

} 1,500.

$65,500,



APPENDIX III

1973 CONFERENCES
eee

3. Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics

3 1 International Conference on Statistical Mechanics
Amsterdam : September 1973

Organiser : Professor N. Trappeniers
Van der Waals Lab.
University of Amsterdam
Valcknierstraat 67
Amsterdam

TAN
}5.000.

Theoretical Physics and Biology
Versailles : 1973

ro
7!

Professor M. Marois
[nstitute de la Vie
89 Bd. St. Michel
Parie be

4. Cosmic Rays

a 1 13th Conference on Cosmic Rays
Denver, Colorado : 17-30 August 1973

Professor R. L. Chasson
Department of Physics
University of Denver
Denver
Colorado 80210, U.S. A.

nan
54,000.



8. Semi Conductors Commission

3.1 5th Conference oa Amorphous and Liquid Semiconductors
Garmisch-Partenkirchen : Summer 1973
(BRD).

Professor M, H. Cohen
The James Franck Institute
Jniversity of Chicago
5640 Ellis Avenue
Chicago Ill. 60637, U.S.A.

gn
0

9, Magnetism Comimnission

3.1

J. 2

J J

International Conference on Magnetism
Moscow : 22-28 August 1973

TAN
36,000.

Dr. A.A. Goussev
Vavilova St. 44, Bldg. 2
Moscow 117333, U.S.S.R.

Sagamore IV : Electron charge, spin and momentum density
Minsk, U.S.S.R. : 12-17 Auoust 1973

Professor N. Sirota
The Institute of Physics
Byelorussiam Academy of Sciences
Podlesnaya 17 :

Minsk, U,S.S.R.
en
1a.

6th International Colloquium on Magnetic Thin Films
U.S. S.R. Date?

Professor Telesnin
Department of General Physics
Faculty of Physics
Moscow State University
Moscow V-234

10. Solid State Commission

10.1 4th International Conference on Solid Compounds of Transition Elements
Geneva : 9-13 April 1973

Professor E. Parthe
Laboratoire de Cristallographie aux Rayons X
University of Geneva
32 bd. d'Yvoy, 1211 Geneva 4

tpn
31,000.
subject to further

atid,



10.2 Sagamore IV: Electronic Charge, Spin and Momentum Densities
(Satellite to the International Moscow Magnetism Conference)

Minsk, U.S.S.R. : 12-17 August, 1973

10.2

10.3

10.4

Professor N, N, Sirota
[nstitute of Physics of Solids and Semiconductors
Byelorussian Academy of Sciences
Minsk, Podlesnaya 17
J.S.S.R., EEsee 9.2 :

lst Specialised Coll. Ampere "Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Solids:
Pulse Methods, High Resolution, Spin Dynamics and Related Phenomena

Cracow, Poland : 23 August - 1 September 1973

Dr. J. W. Hennel
Instytut Fizyki Jadrowej
W. Krakowie
Krakow 23
ul. Radzikowskiego 152
Poland.

tpn
31,000.
subject to
Further studv

3rd International Meeting on Ferroelectricity
Edinburgh, U.K. : 10-14 September 1973

Professor W. Cochran
Jniversity of Edinburgh
Department of Physics
James Clerk Maxwell Building
I'he King's Buildings
Mayfield Road
Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, U.K.

np"
51,000.
subject to

Further study

Lattice Defects in Ionic Crystals
Marseille or Nice, France : 2-7 July 1973

Professor M. Chemla
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie
Universite de Paris VI

gn 9 quai Saint Bernard
51,000, 75 - Paris Ve
subject to further study.

10.5 5th International Conference on Internal Friction
and Ultrasonic Attenuation
Aachen, BRD : 27-30 August 1973

cn
$500,
subject to ff. studv

orof, K. Lucke
fetal ungy and Metal PhysicsTechnische Hochschule
Aachen, BRD.



11. Commission on Particles and Fields

11.

11.2

”~

1 “Ll,

International Conference on Instrumentation for High Energy Physics
Rome : 8-12 Mav 1973

Professor I. FF. Quercia
Frascati National Laboratories
Casa Postale 70-00044
Frascati (Roma)
[taly

1g -

51,000,

Vth International Conference on High Energy Physics and Nuclear
Structure
Jppsala, Sweden : 18-22 June 1973

Dr. Helge Tyren
Gustaf Werner Institute
University of Uppsala
Uppsala, Sweden

gn
51,000.

VIith International Conference on Photon and Electron Interactions

at High Energy
Bonn, BRD : 27-31 August 1973

Dr. K.H., Althoff
Physikalisches Institut der Universitit Boan
Nussallee 12
Bonn, Germany

Tpgn
31,000.

12. Nuclear Physics Commission

12.1 International Conference on Nuclear Physics
Munich, Germany : 27 August - September 1973

12.2

Professor H.J. Mang
Physik Department
8046 Garching
Germany

TAM
55,000.

International Conference on Photonuclear Reactions and Applications
Asilomar Conference Grounds, Pacific Grove, California: .

26-30 March 1973

Barry LL. Berman
Physics Department
Laurcnce Livermore Laboratorv
University of California
Five rmore (C21: faasaiga Q4AREN

'H
CoOnn



12.3 Reactions between Complex Nuclei
satlinberg, Tennessee : October 1973

tpn
51,000.

Paul H, Stelson
"hysics Division
Jak Ridge National Laboratory
dak Ridge
Tennessee 37830

15. Atomic and Molecular Physics

15.1 8th International Conference on the Physics
af Electronic and Atomic Collisions
Belgrade, Yuqoslavia : July 16-21, 1973

NAN
54,000.

Jr Branka Cobic
Ion Physics Laboratory
Joris Kidric Institute
P,0, Box 522
delarade, Yugoslavia.

16. Plasma Physics

1 6.1

 6.0

Conference on Plasma Theory
Kiev, USSR : October 1973

Prof. L.A. Artsimovich
[.V. Kurchatov Institute for Atomic Energy
Moscow
JSSR,

gn
51,000.

XIth International Conference on Ionized Gases
Prague

Prof, Milos Chvojka
“ost Schranka 24

"A-B"? Praha 8
52,000, Czechoslovakia,
subject to further study



International Astronomical Union

Gravitational Radiation and Gravitational Collapse
darsaw, Poland : 5-8 September 1973

tpn
30.

Prof. C. de Jager
The Astronomical Institute
21 Beneluxlaan
Utrecht
Netherlands.

Joint sponsorship with IAU,

Raman Scattering
Bangalore, India : January 1973

Dr. S., Ramaseshan
Deputy Director
National Aeronautical Laboratory
3angalore 17, INDIA.



APPENDIX IV

COMMISSIONS! BUDGET : 1973-74-75

commission I Budget Spent Conf Spent/
1970-71-72 1970-71-72 * Conf. Suggested

a

 | . FINANCE

2. SUN.

3. THERMODYNAMICS, STAT. MECHANICS

4. COSMIC RAYS

5, VERY LOW TEMPERATURES

5. PUBLICATIONS

7. ACOUSTICS

38. SEMICONDUCTORS

0. MAGNETISM

10, SOLID STATE

11. PARTICLES and FIELDS

12, NUCLEAR PHYSICS

13. ATOMIC MASSES

14, PHYSICS EDUCATION

15. ATOMIC PHYSICS &amp; SPECTROSCOPY

16. PLASMA PHYSICS

17. OPTICS

18. OTHERS

3 0. “ A “

3,000,

5,000.

3,000,

5,000.

3,000.

3,000. 5,000.
3,000. 12,000.
5,000. 5,000.

I'5..000. 17,000.
12,000, 13,000,
12,000. 10,200.
3,000, 3,000,
6,000, 3,300.

'5,000. 16,600.
5,000, 4,000,

5,000,

15,000. 3,500,

7

%2,250,

8,000.

1,750.

J

5,000.

A 2,000.

3 1,660.

1,200,

1,450.

14

J

1,250.

3,000.

1,600,

1.850.J

q 1.300.

3 0.

3 1,150.

$130,000, $127,100. 71

5 7,000.

8,000.

6,000.

8]

5,000.

0,000,

6,000.

\2,000.

12,000.

10,000.

3,000.

6,000.

15,000.

5,000.

15,000.

$120,000.



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE

INTERNATIONAL UNICN of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

r
'

Secretary-General :

Jr. C.C. BUTLER. F.R.S.,
Nuffield Lodge
Regents Park
-ondon NW1 4RS, ENGLAND.
“el. 01 - 722-8871

Secrétaire général adjoint:
Prof. L. KERWIN, FR.S.C
Jniversité Laval
Québec 10, Canada.
Téi.: 418 - 666-2131

MEMO to Members of the 1569-72 IUPAP Executive Committee

From Larkin KERWIN

subject: Minutes of the Washington Executive Meeting.

You will find enclosed a draft of the Minutes of the meeting of
the Executive Committee of the Union held in Washington last
sentember.

[I would ask you to please send me anv comments or corrections hy
december 31st.

fhe Minutes of the General Assembly are in preparation.

Québec, November 13, 1972.



INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

-xecutive Committee
Washington meeting, September 19 and 24, 1972
National Academy of Sciences

“IRST SESSION, September 19, 1972
 ee  __ __Ah,00

a.

Present: Messrs. R. BACHER, presiding
A. BOAS
WN. DEKEYSER
A. KASTLER
A. MAIER-LEIBNITZ
-. PAL

3. ROZENTAL
J. WEISSKOPF

C. BUTLER, Secretary-General
L. KERWIN

bent regrets: G. BERNARDINI

Sent good wishes: D. BLOKHINTSEV

— lL ems _ ww . amr

President Bacher welcomed the Executive Committee ta the United
atates and to the National Academy of Sciences.

It was decided to invite Dr. Tuchkevich of the Soviet Union to
a consultation towards the end of the meeting.

Preliminary discussion took place concerning possible action of
the Union with respect to Continental China and the well-known
droblem of designating and seating together the Republic of China
and the People's Republic of China. It was agreed that steps
should continue to be taken, within the spirit of the Union
statutes, to encourage the participation of Continental China.



Minutes

The minutes of the Executive meeting at Brussels in June 1972
were reviewed. An error in the locale of the meeting was noted (!)
and the minutes otherwise approved as circulated.

? The Secretary-General reported

a) the refusal by Hungary to issue visas for any South African
scientists wishing to attend the IUPAP conference at Keszthely.
It was agreed that Commissions should be informed of this
potential difficulty for future conferences and asked to require
assurances on the visa problem before contemplating future
meetings in Hungary. The ICSU Committee on the free circulation
af scientists should be informed.

5) on routine matters handled by the Secretariat.

Slates

The Committee turned to the problem of completing slates of
nominees for Commissions. Several suggestions had been received
from National Committees and Ccmmissions. The Committee consulted
(later in the day) with Dr, Tuchkevich on the matter of Soviet
nembers, A revised list was finally approved by the Executive for
release to the Assembly.

The matter of a candidate for the position of Associate Secretary-
General was raised. It was agreed that Messrs. Maier-lLeibnitz,
Weisskopf and Kerwin should meet with Dr. Jan NILSSON of Sweden
to discuss the possibility of his accepting the position.

 bh General Assembly Agenda
The agenda for the General Assembly was discussed, and that given
in Appendix I was agreed upon. It followed closely the proposed
agenda previously circulated to delegates. It was decided not to
introduce the question of Statute modifications at this time.

0. In closing the first session, President Bacher read a letter of good
wishes sent by Past-President Blokhintsev. Members expressed their
regret that he would not be present for the General Assembly.



SECOND SESSION, September 24th, 1972
© —— — _ _ _%f4p.,po___
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Present: as at the first session

in addition: Dr, S. BHAGAVANTAM

Dr. L. SOSNOWSKI
Dr. J, NILSSON

President Bacher welcomed Messrs. Sosnowski and Nilsson, members of
the new Executive Committee, who were sitting in.

3 Member countries

Associate Secretary-General Kerwin reported on the status of
member countries. It was agreed that several should increase
the number of shares held in the Union, viz: Switzerland,
soviet Union, Japan; while other countries might be approached
“or membership, viz: Nigeria, Turkey, Chile.

rof. Maier-lLeibnitz agreed to contact Swiss physicists in this
respect.

3. News-Bulletin

Recent issues of the News-Bulletin were distributed.

Il.
3 .

Financial report for 1971
Suggested budget for 1973

The financial reports for 1971 and for the three-year period
1969-70-71 were reviewed and accepted.

The 1973 budget was discussed and some changes in the draft budget
nade. The budaet as adooted is given in Appendix II.

4 Conferences proposed in 1973

The list of conferences requesting sponsorship for 1973 was
reviewed, In the case of those requests not accompanied by
check-lists, the Secretary-General was instructed to request them,
~ith particular attention to be paid to the commitment for visas.



The list of approved conferences and grants (subject in several
cases to appropriate check-lists being obtained) is given in
Appendix III. Several conferences were rejected, particularly
those of insufficiently "international character.

{t was also decided to award an exceptional grant for 1972 of
51,000. to the Tucson meeting on modulation spectroscopy.

12.

1 3.

1

' 5

Commissions' support

The broad lines of financial support which Commissions might
axpect for 1972-75 was examined, and amounts tentatively assigned
as quide-lines. These are given in Appendix IV.

1973 Executive Meeting

"rofessor Pal reiterated the invitation of Hungary that the 1973
ixecutive Committee meeting should be held in Budapest. This
invitation was warmly accepted.

Noting that the dates of the ICSU General Committee meeting were
september 18-22, the Executive fixed Friday and Saturday, September
28-29 for its Budapest meeting.

1975 General Assembly

It was agreed to wait until next year before taking up the matter
of the venue of the 1975 General Assembly.

Other business

a) Acting on a resolution approved by the XIVth General Assembly,
the Executive named a study group to examine the advisability
of creating an International Lommission on Quantum Electronics.
Scientists who will be invited to serve on the study committee
are:

D. Bradley (Belfast)
S. 3rown (USA)

-allemand (Paris)
Meyer Bern)
Prohorov Moscow)
lamsden UK)
1aken 'Stuttgart).

It was noted that liaison should be established with the
Association of Electrical Engineers. *



5) Dr, Bertaut's letter concerning the ICSU resolution on the
free movement of scientists was discussed. IUPAP is in
agreement with ICSU and Professor Bell's résumé of the situation
as distributed to the General Assembly was to the point.
"he Executive emphasized the need for continuous pressure
against offending parties, and for systematic reporting of
difficulties to the ICSU Committee headed by Prof. Herlofson.
‘he suggestion of inviting papers from speakers to be speci-
fied just before a conference was rejected as impractical.
Such a procedure might have eased some visa problems super-
"icially. but would not attack the basic wrong.

2) The People's Republic of China: Following the Assembly
discussion, it was agreed to write Commissions about inviting
Mainland Chinese scientists, and to await the report on
Professor Aage Bohr's visit to China.

1) Gravitation Group: This group was considering some affiliation
with IUPAP, Dr. Butler was reluctant to give it Affiliated
~ommission status.

2) IUCSTP: Dr. Bhagavantam reported that IUCSTP would like a
corresponding member from IUPAP. He suggested Dr.Salan.

F) Check~list: Dr. Boas regretted the lack of information about
orojected conferences. He suggested that more publicity be
jiven the check-list, and that a reprint of it could accompany
an issue of the Bulletin.

1) Scientific programme: That of the Washington meeting was deemed
1ighly successful, It was suggested that not more than two
,ectures be scheduled per session.

6. Adjournment

Professor Bacher thanked the Executive Committee warmly for their
cooperation during his term of office. Various members of the
ixecutive expressed their appreciation of his quidance during a
successful period.

he meeting then adjourned.

luébec, November 1972.



APPENDIX I

Proposed Agenda for the General Assembly 1972

. Welcome by the USA Academy of Sciences and the President,

2, Minutes of the 1969 General Assembly as recorded in Document IUPAP-16.

3. Adoption of the Agenda.
1. Obituaries.

3. Aesolutions of the Executive Committee concerning the Election
Procedure for Executive and Commission membership: Paper I.

Resolution of the Executive Committee concerning the sizes of
Commissions: Paper 11.

Preliminary discussion of names proposed by Commissions, National
Committees and the Executive Committee
‘Decisions will be deferred until items 13 and 14) : Paper III,

Secretary~General's Report.
9. Commissicn reports: Paper IV,

l0. Inter-union and other commissions - some brief reports.

11. ICSU matters.

12. Report of the Financial Commission.

13. Recommendations of Commissions - presentation and preliminary
discussion.

aeneral discussion of future union policy.

_onferences for 1973.

16. Election of the Executive Committee for 1972-1975.

17. Election of Commission Members for 1972-19785.

18. Resolutions from Commissions.

19. Resolutions from National Committees.

20. The venue of the 1975 General Assembly.

21. Other business.

22. Adjournment of the Assembly.

3.



APPENDIX II

1973 BUDGET

INCOME

Member countries (170 x $300.). . . . . . $51,000.

JNESCO, . .

[nterests

13,000.

1,500.
cereal Ae

565,500,

cXPENDITURES

.onferences . + »

~ommissions . .

xecutive Committee 9

Secretariat . .

Publications. .

Subscriptions .

Banking and Accounting. 9

_ontingencies . .

; 340,000.

8,000.

8.000.

4,000.

2,000.

 , 500.

500.

1,500.

$65,500,



APPENDIX III

1973 CONFERENCES

3. Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics

3.1

5

International Conference on Statistical Mechanics
Amsterdam : Sentember 1973

Organiser : Professor N. Trappeniers
Van der Waals Lab.
JIniversity of Amsterdam
Valcknierstraat 67
Amsterdam

TAN
35,000.

Theoretical Physics and Biology
Versailles : 1973

Professor M. Marois
Institute de la Vie
89 Bd. St. Michel
Parie be

tH !
Sua.

4. Cosmic Rays

4.1 13th Conference on Cosmic Rays
Denver, Colorado : 17-30 August 1973

Professor R, LL. Chasson
Department of Physics
University of Denver
Denver
Colorado 80210, U.S.A.

AN
b4 , 000.



8. Semi Conductors Commission

3.1 5th Conference oa Amorphous and Liquid Semiconductors
Garmisch-Partenkirchen : Summer 1973
(BRD).

gn
30.

Professor M, H, Cohen
The James Franck Institute
University of Chicago
5640 Ellis Avenue :

Chicago Ill. 60637, U.S.A.

9, Magnetism Cominission

J) 1

J

).3

[International Conference on Magnetism
Moscow : 22-28 August 1973

TAN
36, 000.

Dr. A.A. Goussev
Vavilova St. 44, Bldg. 2
Moscow 117333, U.S.S.R.

Sagamore IV : Electron charge, spin and momentum density
Minsk, U.S.S.R. : 12-17 August 1973

Professor N. Sirota |

I'he Institute of Physics
Byelorussiam Academy of Sciences
Podlesnaya 17
Minsk, U.S.S.R.

ice
VO.

6th International Colloquium on Magnetic Thin Films
U.S. S. R. Date?

Professor Telesnin
Department of General Physics
I"aculty of Physics
Moscow State University
Moscow V-234

10. Solid State Commission

10.1 4th International Conference on Solid Compounds of Transition Elements
Geneva : 9-13 April 1973

Professor E. Parthe
Laboratoire de Cristallographie aux Rayons X
University of Geneva
32 bd. d'Yvoy, 1211 Geneva 4

npn
51,000.
subject to further

etiidvy.



16.2 Sagamore IV : Electronic Charge, Spin and Momentum Densities
(Satellite to the International Moscow Magnetism Conference)

Minsk, U.S.S.R. : 12-17 August, 1973

10.2

10.3.

(0.4

Professor N,N, Sirota
Institute of Physics of Solids and Semiconductors
Byelorussian Academy of Sciences
Minsk, Podlesnaya 17
U.S.S.R. LUsee 9.2 )

—

1st Specialised Coll. Ampere "Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Solids:
Pulse Methods, High Resolution, Spin Dynamics and Related Phenomena
Cracow, Poland : 28 August - 1 September 1973

Dr. J. W. Hennel
Instytut Fizyki Jadrowej
W. Krakowie
Krakow 23
ul. Radzikowskiego 152
Poland.

tpn
51,000.
subject to

Farther studv

3rd International Meeting on Ferroelectricity
Edinburgh, U.K. : 10-14 September 1973

Prcfessor W. Cochran
University of Edinburgh
Department of Physics
James Clerk Maxwell Building
I'he King's Buildings
Mayfield Road
Edinbureh EH9 3JZ, U.K.

pn
51,000.
subject to

Further study

Lattice Defects in Ionic Crystals
Marseille or Nice, France : 2-7 July 1973

Professor M. Chemla
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie
Universite de Paris VI

I: 9 quai Saint Bernard
51,000, 75 - Paris Ve
subject to further study.

00.5 5th International Conference on Internal Friction
and Ultrasonic Attenuation
Aachen, BRD : 27-30 August 1973

ncn
5500,
subject to ff. study

Prof. K. Licke
tetallurgy and Metal Physicsrechnische Hochschule
Aachen, BRD.



11. Commission on Particles and Fields

(1.1

Ad. ¢

[1 ~
“3

International Conference on Instrumentation for High Energy Physics
Rome : 8-12 Mav 1973

Professor I.F. Quercia
Frascati National Laboratories
Casa Postale 70-00044
Frascati (Roma)
[taly

gn -

51,000,

Vth International Conference on High Energy Physics and Nuclear
Structure
Jppsala, Sweden : 18-22 June 1973

Dr. Helge Tyren
Gustaf Werner Institute
University of Uppsala
Jppsala, Sweden

1g
51,000.

VIth International Conference on Photon and Electron Interactions
at High Energy
Bonn, BRD : 27-31 August 1973

Dr. K.H., Althoff
Physikalisches Institut der Universitit Boan
Nussallee 12
Bonn, Germany

Tg
51,000.

12. Nuclear Physics Commission

12.1 International Conference on Nuclear Physics
Munich, Germany : 27 August - September 1973

2.2

Professor H.J. Mang
Physik Department
8046 Garching
Germany

AN
55,000.

International Conference on Photonuclear Reactions and Applications
Asilomar Conference Grounds, Pacific Grove, California : -

26-30 March 1973

Barry L.. Berman
Physics Department
Laurence Livermore Laboratory
University of California
Livermore. California 945880

151
31.000.



12.3 Reactions between Complex Nuclei
Gatlinberq, Tennessee : October 1973

gn
31,000.

Paul H, Stelson
Physics Division
Jak Ridge National Laboratory
Jak Ridge
Tennessee 37830

15. Atomic end Molecular Physics

'5.1 Bth International Conference on the Physics
of Electronic and Atomic Collisions
Belgrade, Yugoslavia : July 16-21, 1973

Dr Branka Cobic
[on Physics Laboratory
doris Kidric Institute
P.0., Box 522
Belgrade, Yugoslavia.

TAN
54,000.

16. Plasma Physics

1 6.1

16.2

Conference on Plasma Theory
Xiev, USSR : October 1973

Prof. L.A. Artsimovich
[.V. Kurchatov Institute for Atomic Energy
Moscow
J3SR,

"Bp"
51,000,

XIth International Conference on Ionized Gases
®raque

Prof. Milos Chvojka
Post Schranka 24
Praha 8
~zechoslovakia.

"AB"?
$2,000.
subject to further study



International Astronomical UnionNSrunonLC8sWNioh

Gravitational Radiation and Gravitational Collapse
Narsaw, Poland : 5-8 September 1973

pn
0.
Joint sponsorship with IAU,

Prof, C. de Jager
lhe Astronomical
21 Beneluxlaan
Utrecht
Netherlands.

Institute



APPENDIX IV

COMMISSIONS' BUDGET:1973-74-75

Commission

}. FINANCE

2. S.U.N.

3. THERMODYNAMICS, STAT. MECHANICS

5. VERY LOW TEMPERATURES

6. PUBLICATIONS

T. ACOUSTICS

4, COSMIC RAYS

8. SEMICONDUCTORS

9. MAGNETISM

10. SOLID STATE

11, PARTICLES and FIELDS

12, NUCLEAR PHYSICS

13. ATOMIC MASSES

14, PHYSICS EDUCATION

15. ATOMIC PHYSICS &amp; SPECTROSCOPY

16. PLASMA PHYSICS

17. OPTICS

18, OTHERS

| Budget Spent C Spent/
1970-71-72 1970-71-72 “°F conf.

b 0. g| | 0.

3,000,

5,000. $ 9,000,

3,000. 8,000.
5,000. 7,500,
3,000.

5,000. 5,000.
8,000. 12,000.
5,000, 5,000.

15,000, 17,000.
12,000, 13,000.
12,000, 10,200.
3,000. 3,000.
6,000. 3,300.

'5,000. 16,600.
5,000, 4,000.

5,000.

15,000. 3,500.
$130, 000. $127,100. 71

b2,250.

8.000.

1,750.

5,000.

2,000.

1,660.

1,450,

1,250.

3.000.

1,600,

1,850.

1,300.

0.

f 150,

Suggested

al

$ 7,000,

8,000,

6,000.

1

5,000.

10,000,
6,000,

12,000,

12,000,

10,000,

3,000,

6,000.

15,000.

5.000.

1]

15,000.

 $120,000.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September 21, 1972

On behalf of all my fellow citizens, I welcome
the distinguished physicists who have come to
the United States to participate in the Fourteenth
General Assembly of the International Union of
Pure and Applied Physics. We are especially
nonored that you have chosen to celebrate your
fiftieth anniversary in our country, and that you
nave given us this opportunity to pay special
tribute to the achievements you have realized for
all humanity.

Never before has there been such an urgent need
for global cooperation in scientific affairs. It is
a need that is positively and effectively served
oy meetings such as this. Governments have
often lagged behind organizations such as yours
in promoting scientific and technological coopera-
tion. Your leadership has been an inspiration
coward this end and has given incentive to scientific
progress that will serve all mankind and promote
the cause of world peace and prosperity.

{ hope that your sessions will be rewarding and
productive for all who attend, and that your de-
liberations will benefit the millions of people who,
on this milestone in your history, gratefully
acknowledge your considerable accomplishments.

” ~
—— /

ay

({
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JUPAP -Past and future
Five physicists who have been closely linked with the International
Union of Pure and Applied Physics discuss its role in promoting
meetings, in publications, scientific exchange and research support.

Although “everyone” has heard of
(UPAP, many of us are unaware of
what it is (a membership organization?
in organization of other organiza-
;ions?), what it does, and how it is fi-
1anced (does the money come out of
our American Physical Society or Opti-
zal Society dues? out of our taxes?).

These questions are brought to mind
oy two coincident events: This year
he International Union of Pure and
Applied Physics celebrates its fiftieth
anniversary, and later this month the
irst JTUPAP General Assembly to be
1eld in the US will take place at the
US National Academy of Sciences. To
answer some of the questions and to
ndicate the new roles that IUPAP is
ikely to play in the future, pHySICS
ropay invited five people from the US
who have been closely associated in
some way with IUPAP to discuss the
organization. (For a discussion of
some of the more formal aspects of
[UPAP, see L. Kerwin, PHYSICS TODAY,
May 1969, pagei53.) Participants were
» Robert F. Bacher of the California
mstitute of Technology, who is presi-
dent of IUPAP
» William W. Havens of Columbia
University, who is Executive Secretary
of The American Physical Society, a
delegate to the General Assembly and
‘he secretary of the US National Com-
mittee of [IUPAP.
» H. William Koch, Director of the
American Institute of Physics, who is a
member of the US National Commit-

ee of IUPAP and is chairman of the fi-
1ance committee for the 1972 assembly
» Robert E. Marshak, president of the
City College of the City University of
New York, who is a former member of
‘he US National Committee of ITUPAP
ind a former secretary of the IUPAP
Tigh Energy Physics Commission
» Frederick Seitz, president of Rocke-
eller University, who is a member of
he US National Committee of IUPAP
ind a delegate to the General Assem-
sly; Seitz was a vice-president of
UPAP from 1960-1966.

'UPAP was established to encourage
nternational physics. What has it
eallv accomplished since 19292?

3acher 1 think it would be useful to
ook at the history in terms of US par-
icipation. US participation in IUPAP
ias of course varied over the years
ince 1921. George Ellery Hale had a
najor part in starting ICSU [the Inter-
1ational Council of Scientific Unions],
50 the US National Academy through
1im played a role in the establishment
Hf this organization. Through the
920’s and 1930’s, our role in IUPAP
vas one of not too active participation.
The organization was almost extinct
luring World War II and, after the
var, came back—with a certain
imount of difficulty. The last twenty
rears ‘have been a period of steady
irowth, for several reasons, but mostly
iecause International meetings have

become much more popular, and IUPAP
1as been very active in sponsoring these
neetings.
Havens IUPAP is now primarily con-
erned with meetings, and the organi-
;ation has several commissions on
specialities in physics, which arrange
neetings within the specialities.
When I first became associated with
UPAP about eight years ago, meetings
apparently took place more or less at
random, with conflicting meetings on
the same subject, at the same time, in
wo different countries. We began to
coordinate the meetings, so that they
could be spaced at reasonable times
ind wollld have good reasons for exist-
ng. Some goofs still do occur—the
igh Energy Physics Commission
night hold a meeting on high-energy
1uclear physics, and the Nuclear Phys-
cs Commission, not knowing about the
slan, schedules a conflicting meeting.
But the number of these goofs is de-
&gt;reasing.

The 1969 IUPAP General Assembly,
n Dubrovnik, defined three types of
meetings to help assure adequate ar-
-angements for the sessions it helps
sponsor. A large general meeting, in a
oarticular subject, is a “Class A”
meeting and must be held in a place
arge enough to accommodate 1000-
000 people. A “Class B”” meeting is a
renuinely international meeting on a
speciality within a subject. A “Class
&gt;” meeting is one that, although inter-
rational. is either on an extremely nar-

‘HYSICS TODAY /SEPTEMBER 1a
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row topic or is likely to draw partici-
pants only from a local area.

Meetings are supported by IUPAP
with varying sums of money. The or-
zanizing committee of a particular
meeting may use the money with very
few restrictions—for paying the travel
2xpenses of particular participants, for
aid in publishing the proceedings or for
amenities at the meeting to make it
more attractive, and so on. The
amount of money is never large,
secause the entire annual IUPAP oper-
ating budget is only about $50 000. The
oublication of a printed Proceedings is
encouraged so that the meeting may be
valuable to more than only the few
oeople who can attend.
Bacher Even IUPAP approval, with-
out any money, helps conference
organizers raise funds.

Where does IUPAPs money come
from?

Havens It comes from the contribu-
ions of the member academies and
rom UNESCO. In the US the con-
ributions are handled by the National
Academy of Sciences, with funds from
“he National Science Foundation. Each
nember country has a certain number
of shares in IUPAP, related to the ex-
tent of scientific activity in the coun-
ry, and pays $300 per share. The US
nas 18 shares out of a total of 169.

People sometimes ask me what good
[UPAP does, other than financial, in
running international meetings. Its
real value is the very fact that it is an

HAVENC

nternational organization that has
yeen accepted by the governments that
ire members, and once, a meeting is
sponsored by IUPAP, a whole group of
‘egulations take over. These regula-
ions, “The Free Exchange of Scien-
ists Program,” were formulated by
CSU. If a physicist wants to travel
rom one country to another to attend
me of the conferences, regular proce-
lures, recognized by both govern-
nents, are in effect to enable him to
btain a visa. In fact for the upcoming
seneral Assembly in Washington, we
wre providing information about how
me applies for a visa in the US, and
vhat to do if the visa is not issued
vithin a certain period of time. Some
seople, particularly from Eastern Eu-
‘ope, don’t even realize that they need
;0 apply for a visa if they have an offi-
rial invitation.
3acher Some of the things that Bob
Marshak] has done illustrate the role
of IUPAP in international meetings
rery well.

The International Council of Scien-
Afic Unions and its member unions—of
vhich IUPAP is one—have provided
he medium for scientific interaction
yetween the Eastern European
ountries and the West. The particu-
ar series of meetings that Bob started
n 1950, the “Rochester” conferences,
became the conferences at which high-
mergy physics information was ex-
‘hanged. Shortly after the Soviet
Tnion was invited to attend, difficul-
les arose with visas, and the Soviet
nion found it much easier to partici

0).

rate through some international orga-
uzation. For this reason, the Com-
nission on Particles and Fields was set
ip. It came into being solely to spon-
jor these conferences.
Marshak Yes, after the Rochester
~onference had been going on for six
ears, in 1956, we were finally able to
:ave the Soviet Union represented at
he conference. They had declassified
heir high-energy work several years
-arlier, so we know that they were fair-
y active, and we were finally able to
sersuade the US Atomic Energy Com-
aission to cooperate by allowing them
0 come to the US.

Now that year, 1956, we had an
nternational high-energy conference in
lochester [New York] in April; in
Viay, the Soviet Union organized its
irst international high-energy confer-
nce; in June, CERN arranged its
nternational high-energy physics con-
erence.

This kind of repetition was a little
idiculous, and wasteful of time and ef-
ort. I happened to be a member of
he US delegation to the IUPAP Gen-
ral Assembly in Rome, in 1957, and
ve decided to try to internationalize
he conference and put it on a more ra-
ional basis. I recall getting full coop-
ration from Ioffe, the head of the So-
et Union’s delegation, to set up the
UPAP High Energy Commission.

You are right, of course, that a major
yurpose of the Commission was to reg-
late the conferences, and we built in a
hree-way symmetry among the Ameri-
ans, the Russians and the Western

YHYSICS TODAY /SFPTEMRBER 17”
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Europeans—in terms of the relative
number of Commission members.

But one of the interesting features of
that 1957 IUPAP General Assembly, as
[ remember it, was that we gave the
Commission two charges in addition to
that of organizing the high-energy
physics conferences. One further
charge was to try to develop much
more vigorous communication in high-
anergy physics; we even tried to devel-
op an international newsletter at that
sime. The effort was abortive, al-
hough we did raise money from the
National Science Foundation and
CERN was ready to publish it. The
Soviet Academy of Sciences did not at
hat time support the idea, but they
did agree to the idea of preprints, and
hat was an important step in the right
direction.

The final charge, which I thought
very important and innovative, was
ziving the Commission responsibility
to develop new modes of international
cooperation in research. It was, in
other words, a precursor of the Nation-
al Academy of Sciences-Soviet Acade-
my exchange program. Although the
efforts were not completely successful
at that time, they did produce results
in later years and led to serious infor-
mal discussions between Soviet, US
and CERN scientists. Kach tried to
‘earn more about the other’s plans, so
‘hat foolish duplication of machines
could be avoided. Formal action was
difficult because of fluctuations in the
osolitical climate.

Those informal discussions, which

‘*“VQICS TODAY/SEPTEMBER1972
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vent on continuously through the
nechanism of the IUPAP Commission,
vere perhaps to some extent responsi-
ble for the more recent formal collabo-
ations established by the AEC with
he Soviet Commission for Peaceful
Jses of Atomic Energy. We have an
inalogy here with the Pugwash Confer-
:nce, which is a mechanism or forum
or informal discussion of arms control
hat later leads to more formal agree-
nents.
3acher In fact IUPAP, through
CSU, has been the principal medium
or scientific exchange between the
dastern European countries and the
vestern countries. From the time of
‘red Seitz’s participation in IUPAP,
in effort was made to get greater in-
rolvement for the American Institute
f Physics and the various physicist’s
societies in IUPAP. And, for the last
six years or so, we have had vigorous
»articipation of these societies and
AIP.
Seitz One historical point of interest
ere is that the US suffered originally
yecause of its geographical isolation.
dale, as an astronomer, was con-
cerned because US scientists were
Jhree thousand miles away from Eu-
ope and were cut off from the interna-
ional movement centered there. The
ituation is a little reversed now. We
wre certainly not off the center any
onger, but many of the countries that
ire now developing scientifically need
‘he international unions for the same
yurposes that we once did.

30ob Marshak’s comments have

aised an even more general issue, the
mportance of unions, JUPAP among
hem, in helping to open doors by
reing very consciously apolitical. It
tas taken a long while for people to ap-
reciate this. I think it was ten years
ifter World War I before the Germans
vere allowed back into the internation-
Jd unions, but since World War II, we
ave taken the view that any duly con-
tituted scientific group, regardless of
vhat country or half country it is in,
hould be part of an international orga-
mization. Our own US delegation has
:onsistently voted to admit to ITUPAP
ind ICSU groups appropriately and
yrofessionally representatives of the
field. I think it is very important that
ve maintain that front, in the period
thead. There will be pressures to push
ut groups, and I think it would be a
reat disaster if we let that happen.
3acher Well, if this were done, it
vould open the door to pushing out
Toups for all sorts of other reasons.
and while a particular case might be
me that would get a lot of sympathetic
support, the principle of keeping it
:ompletely out of politics is a very im-
sortant one, and I think now finally
ifter a good many years this is general-
y agreed to by the US government at
nost levels.

n what other ways does IUPAP con-
ribute?

Koch We’ve been discussing past ac-
:omplishments and organizational as-
sects of TUPAP. There is one area of
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Villiam H. Bragg was the first president of IUPAP. Presidents since Bragg have been
Robert A. Millikan, Karl Manne Siegbahn, Hendrik A. Kramers, Nevill F. Mott, Edoardo
Amaldi, Homi J. Bhabha, Louis Néel. D. |. 3lokhintsev and. currently. Robert F. Bacher.

activity that I think will become more
important in the future. I think
LUPAP is going to play an increasing
role in stimulating and fostering inter-
national cooperation in the publication
and information area. For years
tUPAP has had a publications commis-
sion that has been active and effective,
out increasingly IUPAP is going to be
mnvolved in international cooperation
‘or computerized information systems.
At the moment, the particular part of
[CSU that is involved is the ICSU Ab-
stracting Board. I've been the IUPAP
representative to that abstracting

oard for the last three years, and it
1as been exciting to behold how the
‘arious countries of the world and the
‘arious scientific societies are agreeing
nore and more to standardize the pro-
luction of the journals that report re-
earch results. There is growing agree-
nent, and growing recognition of the
weed for agreement, on trying to lead
hese journals toward computerized
\bstract-indexing services, toward re-
rvackaging of discipline-oriented arti-
les in journals so that the results in
he fundamental sciences will be usa-
ile and adaptable to the solution of

problems that are more mission orient-
ed.
Bacher It’s very likely that the inter-
national cooperation in publication and
abstracting is really just in its early
stages.
Koch One of the things that the Pub-
lications Commission has already done
is to agree on standards for writing ab-
stracts and standards for preparation
of articles. But as we get into a com-
puterized system and try to handle the
various research articles uniformly, we
need a much greater level of standardi-
zation and agreement than ever before.
[n the past, agreements have been
aimed at improving the quality of par-
ticular journals, one journal at a time,
and at having uniform ways to summa-
rize an article in an abstract. Now, in
a computerized system, we are going to
nave to handle all of those abstracts
together. They must all be tagged the
same way, with the same indexing
terms and the same symbols, so that
people in a developing country and
oeople in a country like the US or a
European country will be able to un-
derstand the language of physics in
whatever format—printed, microform
or computer tape—thev find suits their
needs.
Bacher The emphasis on IUPAP in
the past has been principally on spon-
soring meetings, and I hope that what-
aver the organization does, it doesn’t
rake emphasis off that absolutely nec-
essary function. Bill Koch has pointed
out that IUPAP is increasingly active
in publications, and there is a good
deal to be done in that field. Now
there is a new area just coming into
Jeing, and I think IUPAP can play an
‘mportant role in it. The laboratories
in which physics is done are getting to
be fewer in number and larger in
scope, and many of them already tran-
scend national boundaries. In high-
nergy physics, and more recently in
ther subfields, people want to go to
major centers where there are facilities
ind contacts that they could not possi-
oly have in their own laboratories. It
ieems quite possible to me that IUPAP
an in the future play a much more
mportant role in this kind of exchange.

The team from the Soviet Union
ioing high-energy physics experiments
it the National Accelerator Laboratory
5 an example. The visit was set up
nrough the AEC exchange program.
3ut I think that, because this kind of
xchange is going to happen increas-
ngly, there are ways that IUPAP can
1se its good offices to promote it.
Seitz As you said earlier, the work
hat ITUPAP did in the past helped
pen that door, so that it’s now rou-
ine.
Bacher If the question of having
7isas easily available had not been set
1p for going to meetings. it would be
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mpossible to have exchanges for doing
&gt;xperiments. But there are other
possibilities—the CERN laboratory,
he theoretical laboratory [Internation-
al Centre for Theoretical Physics] in
Trieste, and international experiments
iave been carried out at Serpukhov
and earlier at Dubna [in the USSR].

We would want to include the devel-
ped as well as the underdeveloped
~ountries, but if we are going to have
his sort of international collaboration
t will have to be started with the de-
veloped countries. Getting the devel-
»ping countries to participate in inter-
rational physics has been very diffi-
cult, although I think the situation is
mproved now and that there are really
very good opportunities. But my feel-
ng is that the way to proceed is
hrough initial participation of the de-
veloped countries and, once the labora-
ories are going, the developing
zountries can be brought in.
Marshak There’s no question that
he way to start is through the existing
.aboratories, which are essentially all
n the developed countries. But I
hink that the International Founda-
tion of Science, a new organization
that I have been helping to set up
through ICSU, might play a role in sci-
antific exchanges. About 14 countries
have already joined, through their acad-
amies, and the foundation is intended
;0 provide funds for individuals or
small groups in the developing
&gt;ountries, to build up their scientific
capacities. Roger Revelle [Harvard],
Sven Brohult [president of the Swedish
Academy of Engineering Sciences] and
Abdus Salam [director of the Trieste
Centre for Theoretical Physics] are
among the organizers. If the Interna-
tional Foundation of Science gets going
as we expect it to, it will need interna-
sional review committees to judge the
merit of various proposals from the sci-
entists of the developing countries.
And 1 would hope that, through
{(CSU—which is intended to have a
very close relation with the Founda-
tion—IUPAP will take a verv active in-
terest.

Everyone is going international in
lifferent ways. We have mentioned
he Trieste center. Abdus Salam is
he moving spirit behind another inter-
national federation being formed now,
the International Federation of Inter-
national Institutes. About 20 interna-
sional or quasi-international centers,
such as the Salk Institute and Woods
Hole, are joining together into this
ternational’ federation. Although the
dea was originally conceived of to pro-
vide more opportunities for scientists
from the developing countries, it is
starting out by providing more cooper-
ation among different scientific disci-
plines among the more advanced
countries. for more or less the reasons

seorge Ellery Hale and Robert Millikan at Norman Bridge lab, Caltech. Both played impor-
ant roles in relation to IUPAP-—Hale as an early advocate of the International Council of
Jcientific Unions. to which IUPAP belongs. and Millikan as IUPAP’s second president.

ve have mentioned. Here is another
rea of international activity in which
UPAP might get involved.

This leads me to a different thought.
"he kind of general self-examination of
he role of physics that is taking place
n the US is also going on in other
countries. I wonder whether IUPAP
night profitably get more involved in
his kind of physics policy discussion
1s a prognosis for the future.
Koch You mean similar to the Brom-
ey report [the recently completed re-
sort of the NAS Physics Survey Com-
nitteel? 1 think this mav be an area

n which, after a while, there will be a
more conscious exchange of viewpoints.

What about the more immediate fu-
‘ure? What is the program for the
1972 General Assembly going to in-
clude?

Koch I think Bill [Havens] was one of
the prodders in associating a science
nrogram with the Assembly.
Javens The IUPAP general confer-
:nces I've attended have been very nice
ind enjoyable affairs, but there were
wmlv one or two lectures on science
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darticipants at the 1956 Moscow conference on high-energy physics included (left to right)
Murray Gell-Mann, Lev Landau and Robert Marshak. That year three separate international
sonferences on this subject were held; the IUPAP High Energy Physics Commission, with
Marshak as secretary. was established largely to regulate these international meetings

This September conference has three
reasons for being associated with a
ood scientific program: It is the fifti-
sth anniversary of IUPAP; this is the
first general conference to be held in
the US, and I don’t think the atten-
lance would be very good if all we had
at the conference was discussion of a
few administrative details.

[ thought that the IUPAP General
Assembly would be a gathering of
sminent scientists coming from all
over the world, and we ought to take
advantage of this assembly to put on a
unique scientific program that would
he impossible in any other place. The
irst scientific session is Thursday 21
September, and we have such people as
Edoardo Amaldi, a former president of
(UPAP, who is going to talk on the
unity of physics. Looking at the pro-
sram I see that Toraldo di Francia will
speak on optics, Tuzo Wilson of Cana-
da on the physics of the earth, Sir Fred
Hoyle of Cambridge on astrophysics,
Kip Thorne on gravitation, Gerhard
Herzberg on spectroscopy and molecu-
ar structure, John Bardeen and J. Frie-
del on solid-state physics, H. B. G. Casi-
mir on physics and society, Wolfgang
Jentner on international cooperation,
L. A.] Artsimovitch on plasma physics,
Victor] Weisskopf on elementary par-
icles, [Aage] Bohr on nuclear physics
—so we’ll have quite a full program.
Bacher This move to have the gener-
al assemblies, which have traditionally
geen business sessions, devote an in-

reasing amount of time to scientific
vork has been worked on for a good
nany years, and I think it fair to say
hat part of the impetus has come from
&gt;eople in the US. Having a general
1ssembly here gave us an opportunity
‘0 try something unusual in this direc-
ion, and I think a really outstanding
rogram has been put together.
och I think it’s significant that in
alking about IUPAP we’ve touched on
o many different topics—the national
&gt;hysical societies, the relationship of
UPAP to ICSU, the growing strength
f ICSU, publications, relations to
sther international bodies. I find this
rariety a particularly significant as-
ect, demonstrating the growing
trength of [IUPAP.
3acher One of IUPAP’s difficulties is
hat it has a very meagre budget to op-
rate on. Between $50 000 and $60 000
s the entire budget. The major funds
‘or any meeting, whether of a commis-
ion or a general assembly, must be
aised outside. Our general assembly
his year will cost considerably more
han the annual budget of IUPAP for a
rear, just to put on that one meeting,
ind this is customary.
viarshak 1 wonder whether the time
night not be ripe for asking all physi-
»ists who belong to a national physical
society that in turn belongs to IUPAP
0 tax themselves to the tune of, per-
1aps, one dollar a year.
3acher When we talk about IUPAP
nances, we should recognize that

bout one quarter of the IUPAP budget
loes come as a subvention from
INESCO to ICSU, which then allo-
ates funds among the unions accord-
ng to plans and formulas worked out
juite a long time ago.

With such limited budgets as they
wave, both JTUPAP and ICSU are very
rail organizations, and their strength
an only be the strength that comes of
yeing the principal organization for
nternational cooperation and collabo-
ation in science and technology.
Seitz That’s right, and they depend
rery much on the spirit and dedication
f a rather small number of people,
who feel it transcends them.
Bacher I think it rather interesting
hat, 50 years ago, when IUPAP was
set up, it was designated the Interna-
jonal Union of Pure and Applied
&gt;hysics. This much emphasis on ap-
slied physics 50 years ago is rather sur-
rising. Well, of course, applied phys-
cs has come to mean something com-
sletely different in these 50 years.
Now physics has applications to many
sther sciences and also applications to
echnology and industry; the border
setween pure and applied science has
Jecome one that is completely indis-
sinct and will continue to be indistinct.
_ suspect that IUPAP in the future will
nave much more to do—and does al-
ready in some of its commissions—with
sroblems that are related to industry.
We cannot tell what this will mean
‘or the future. r
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The first draft of Bohr's ideas on atomic structure (see
axcerpt at left) served as a basis for discussions with
irnest Rutherford at Manchester in July 1912. After his
eturn fo Copenhagen, Bohr prepared his ideas for
submission to the Philosophical Magazine; in the letter
0 Rutherford reproduced here (above left) he asked
or comments on Part | of the three-part manuscript.
utherford’s reply (above) shows some of his reactions
o the new theory. (The original draft and Rutherford’s
efter to Bohr are in the Bohr Papers at the Niels Bohr
nstitute, Copenhagen; Bohr’s letter to Rutherford is
n the Rutherford Papers at the Cambridge University
Library. Both the Bohr and Rutherford collections are
wailable on Microfilm at the AIP Niels Rohr Library.)
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Niels Bohr'simpact on physics was expressed over a fifty-year
oeriod through his fundamental scientific contributions,
his creation and nurturing of a working center for physicists
of all nations at his Copenhagen institute and his humanistic
concern and vigorous efforts for international cooperation
n science and other cultural fields. This month, ten years
after his death, Bohr's major role in international physics
vill be commemorated in Washington, D.C., by the Inter-
rational Union of Pure and Applied Physics, as part of the
celebration of the Union’s 50th anniversary. A bust of Bohr
see photo at the top of the facing page) by the Danish sculp-
tor Harald Isenstein will be unveiled at the fourteenth

neeting of the IUPAP General Assembly at the National
\cademy of Sciences and thereafter will be accorded a
olace of honor in the offices of the IUPAP Secretary General.
As part of the 50th anniversary celebration and tribute to
3ohr, an exhibit will be presented at the National Academy
oy the American Institute of Physics Center for History of
hysics. The exhibit will provide glimpses of the world of
dhysics in 1922, when IUPAP was founded, and will show
aspects of Bohr's life, work and international impact. The
ristorical documents and photographs in the exhibit are
rom the collections of the AIP Center's Niels Bohr Library,
vhich is now ten years old, and we offer a selection here.

Bohr's major contributions to physics continued during
he decades following his pioneering work on the
constitution of the atom, as did his warm relationships
vithscientistsfromalinations. Inthe photo at left, we see
3ohr with the German physicist Amold Sommerfeld
Margrethe Bohr Collection, AIP Niels Bohr Library).
'he photo above, taken at the 1931 Rome Conference
on Nuclear Physics, shows (front row) Jean Perrin of
France, Guglielmo Marconi of Italy, Bohr and Francis
Aston of the UK (Segre Collection. AIPNiels Bohr Library).
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INTERNATIONAL UNION oF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

” A

JNION INTERNATIONALE bE PHYSIQUE PURE ET APPLIQUEE

Secretary-General:
Dr. GC. €. BUTLER, F.R.S.
Nuffield Lodge
Regent's Park
condon, NWI 4RS
zngland
ielephone: 01-722 8871

Associate Secretary-General:
Prof, L, KERWIN, F.R.S.C
Département de Physique
Faculté des Sciences
Jniversité Laval
Québec 10, Canada ~

Téléphone: 418-656-213]

MEMORANDUM

To : Members of the Executive Committee

From : Secretary-General

Executive Meeting : September 19th

\ As arranged at Brussels the Executive will meet at
700 p.m. at the National Academy of Sciences, Washington.

The main business will be to reconsider some of our
recommendations for appointments on Commissions and inter-
anion committees. A small number of comments on our proposals
made at Brussels have been received - mainly from the existing
Commissions.

Please bring vour Brussels papers with you.

It will be necessary for the old Executive, plus any of
the new members available in Washington, to meet briefly at the
end of the Assembly - probably on September 25th. Conference
grants for 1972/3 will be made then and arrangements made for
the 1973 meeting. This will be the last occasion at which Professor
Bacher will preside.

C.C. Butler
5th September 1972



ATTENDANCE AT XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF IUPAP

Summary:

Delegation

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia
3razil
Bulgaria
Canada
Republic of China
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Finland
France
Federal Republic of Germany
German Democratic Republic
dungary
[ndia
Ireland
Israel
[taly
Japan
Republic of Korea
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Pakistan
Poland
Romania
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Jnited Arab Republic
Jnited Kingdom
USA
USSR
Yugoslavia

Tote

Number in Delegation

\

J
7
i

24
3

10-

In addition, there were 6 IUPAP officials and 3 observers who were not part of
a delegation who attended the General Assembly. This gave us a total of 113
who attended the IUPAP General Assembly sessions.



[I. Names of Delegates and Observers

Australia

Dr. Walter Boas
Dr. John Stuart Dryden
Prof. H. Webster

Austria

Prof. Dr. Otto Hittmair

Belgium
Prof. W. Dekeyser

Bolivia

Lic. Carlos Aguirre
Ing. Ricardo Anda

+Ing. Gaston R. Mejia

Canada

Dr. R. E. Bell
Jr. Gerhard Herzberg
Prof. Paul Lorrain
Dr. G. Volkoff
dr. J. Tuzo Wilson

France

Prof. Jacques Badoz
Prof. Dr. E. F. Bertaut
Prof. Julien Bok
Dr. Bernard Briat
Prof. G. Delacote
Prof. B. Dreyfus
Prof. Pierre Lallemand
Madame H. Mathieu-Faraggi
Prof. Jean Charles Terrien
Prof. B. Vodar
Prof. M. Michel Voos

Federal Republic of Germany

Delegates
Prof. Dr. G. W. Becker
Prof. Dr. Karl Ganzhorn
Prof. Dr. Hans Joos
Prof. Dr. W. Kroebel
Prof. Dr. H. Maier-Leibnitz
Dr. K.-H. Riewe

Observer

Prof. Wolfgang Gentner
Republic of China

Delegates

Dr. Ching-Tang Chen-Tsai
Prof. Chun-Shan Shen
Dr. Wei-Noon Wang
Dr. Ta-You Wu

Observer

Mr. Hsuen-Chang Pan

Czechoslovakia

Prof. Dr, Miroslav Trlifaj

Denmark

Prof. Aage Bohr
Prof. S. Rozental

German Democratic Republic

Prof. J. Auth
Dr. Herbert Friedrich
Prof. Dr. Karl Lanius

Hungary

Prof. L. Pal

India

Prof. F. C. Auluck
Prof. S. Bhagavantam
Prof. M. G. K. Menon
Prof. B. M. Udgaonkar
Dr. P. Venkateswarlu

Ireland

Prof. Declan M. Larkin

Chairman of delegation



Israel

Prof. Yuval Ne'eman

[taly
Prof. Edoardo Amaldi
Prof. Bruno Brunelli
Prof. D. Sette
Prof. G. Toraldo Di Francia

Japan

Prof. Isao Imai
Prof. T. Sugawara

United Kingdom

Delegates

Prof. George R. Bishop
+tProf. Nicholas Kurti
Dr. R. S. Pease
Prof. W. C. Price
Prof. J. G. Wilson

Observers

Prof. L. F. Bates, F.R.S.
Sir Gordon Sutherland

ISA
Republic of Korea

Dr. Chul C. Lee

Netherlands

Dr. H. F. P. Knaap

Delegates

Dr. D. Allan Bromley
Prof. Sanborn C. Brown
Dr. Edwin L. Goldwasser
Dr. W. W. Havens, Jr.
Dr. Frederick Seitz

New Zealand

Alternate Delegates
Dr. Ian G. Donaldson

Poland

Prof. Leonard Sosnowski
Prof. Joseph Werle

Spain
Prof. Luis Bru

Sweden

Dr. Eric Dyring
Prof. Jan S. Nilsson
Prof. E. Rudberg

Switzerland

Prof. Dr. Heini Granicher
Prof. Dr. Andre Mercier
Prof. Hans H. Staub

Prof. Stanley S. Ballard
Dr. John Bardeen
Dr. Lewis M. Branscomb
Dr. Milan D. Fiske
Dr. Martin Greenspan
Dr. H. William Koch
Dr. Roman Smoluchowski

Observers

Dr. E. Richard Cohen
Dr. Hsu Y. Fan
Dr. Joseph L. Fowler
Dr. Conyers Herring
Dr. I. Hirsh
Dr. Walter H. Johnson, Jr
Dr, William C. Kelly
Dr. Hugh Odishaw
Dr. Simon Pasternack
Dr. George T. Rado
Dr. F. Dow Smith
Dr. Hugh C. Wolfe

+Chairman of delegation



USSR

Dr. Eleveter Andronikashvili
Jr. Vasiliy D. Badakayev

+Dr. Vladimir M. Tuchkevich

Yugoslavia

+Prof. Aleksandar Milojevic
Dr. Milorad Mladijenovic

Chairman of delegation

{IT. IUPAP Officials

President: Prof. Robert F. Bacher (USA)

First Vice-President: *Prof. H. Maier-Leibnitz (FRG)

Vice-Presidents: Prof. G. Bernardini (Italy)
*Dr. S. Bhagavantam (India)
*Dr. Walter Boas (Australia)
¥Prof. Dr. W. Dekeyser (Belgium)
Prof. Alfred H. Kastler (France)

*Prof. L. Pal (Hungary)
*Prof. S. Rozental (Denmark)
Prof. Victor Weisskopf (USA)

Secretary~General: Dr. C. C. Butler (UK)

Assoc. Secretary-General: Prof. Larkin Kerwin (Canada)

*Also listed above as delegates

‘\ Observers not included in National Delegations

Prof. Donald D. Betts (Canada) - member of Commission on Thermodynamics
and Statistical Mechanics

Prof. H. B. G. Casimir (Netherlands) - member of Commission on Physics
Education

Dr. Herbert Friedman (USA) - Representative from IUCSTP



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE
——

INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

Secretary-General :

Dr. C.C. BUTLER, F.R.S.,
Nuffield Lodge
regents Park
London NW1 4RS, ENGLAND
Tel. 01 - 722-8871

Secrétaire général adjoint:
Prof. L. KERWIN, F.R.S.C
Université Laval
Québec 10, Canada
Tél.: 418 - 656-2131

“uébec, October 13%, 1972.

Prof. Victor Weisskopf,
Vice-President of IUPAP,
Department of Physics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139, USA.

dear Prof. Weisskopf:

At the 14th General Assembly of IUPAP
held in Washington, you were re-elected as Vice-President of the
TJnion for the coming three years.

The delegates were very grateful
that you should have allowed your mme to stand and that the Union
will continue to have the benefit of your counsel and experience
For the next three vears.

I look forward with great pleasure
0 working with you again.

Yours sincerely,

oor oy

Larkin Kerwin,
Secretary-General

"K+ceb



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

Resolutions by the Executive Committee for consideration at the 1972
Washington General Assembly

The Secretary-General circulated a paper to National Committees and
Executive and Commissions on the proposed arrangements for the
appointment of Executive and Commission Members in January 1972. This
paper was drawn up after considering some comments which arrived after
the 1971 meeting of the Executive in Dublin.

The following resolutions are neither alterations nor additions to the
existing IUPAP Statutes. Essentially they are Procedures for Elections of
[UPAP officers.

Procedure for the Appointment of Executive Committee Members

The Executive Committee recommends

—_— The Executive shall consist of :

President
Past-President
8 Vice-Piresidents
Secretary-General

These officers are all provided for in the Statutes. In addition,
the Executive proposes an Associate Secretary-General.

2

5

i

The President will serve for 3 years and will be succeeded by
the First Vice-President.

The First Vice-President will serve for 3 years and will then
become President.

The 8 Vice-Presidents will be appointed for 3 years and will be
eligible for one further cycle of 3 years.

The Secretary-General and Associate Secretary-General will
be appointed for 3 years and will be eligible for a maximum of
3 terms of 3 years. (The Executive recognise that it will not
be possible to implement this rule in 1972).

“3 Election Procedure :

6.1 National Committees will be invited to send names of

physicists willing to serve and whom they support to the
Secretary-General 4 months before each General Assembly.



6.2

~

5.4

5. 5

5.6

The Secretary-General will inform National Committees
of all the suggested names approximately 3 months before
the General Assembly.

The Executive Committee will consider all the suggested
names (and may itself add names), and will prepare, as
a basis for discussion at the next General Assembly, a
list of names for the new Executive Committee. The
Lxecutive will publish its list of names for the new Executive
as early as possible, but not later than the beginning of
he General Assembly.

National Delegations will be able to add names, from the
first list of suggested names, to the Executive proposals
during the Gegeral Assembly. Each such addition must be
seconded by another Delegation. If the candidate is not a
national of the proposer's country, then the permission of
the candidate's National Delegation must be obtained. The
Executive will fix a deadline about mid-way threugh the
Assembly for the receipt of final proposals, duly seconded.

If more names are proposed, either by the Executive or
by National Committees, than the number of vacancies to
be filled, then a secret ballot will be held. Voting will be
by heads of Delegations completing thé number of ballot
forms corresponding to the number of votes allotted to
their Delegation.

If one or more vacancies occur on the Executive between

meetings of the General Assembly, the Executive is
2mpowered to fill them. Members appointed to these
vacancies will serve until the next General Assembly. In
the event of their being reappointed by the Assembly, the
initial period of service will not count towards the maximum
permitted length of service.

June 1972
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Procedure for the Appointment of Cornmission Members

The Executive Committee recommends :

i. .~ Each Commission (other than the Finance Commission) will
consist of :

Chairman
Secretary
5 to 10 members

a

ne Commissions will advise the Executive Committee on the
appropriate size for their work. The Executive will make
recommendations to the Assembly which will fix Commission
sizes before clections take place.

»

Chairmen of Commissions

Chairmen will be appointed for 3 years, normally after 3
(or exceptionally after 6) years as secretary or as an ordinary
member of their Commission. In exceptional circumstances
a Chairman may become an ordinary member of the Commission
for 3 years after his period as Chairman.

Secretaries of Commissions

Secretaries will be appointed for 3 years after 3 years' service
on the Commission. Secretaries will be eligible for a second,
and final, cycle of 3 years.

J Commission members

Commission members will be appointed for 3 years and will
be eligible for one further term of 3 years.

Exceptions to this rule will be permitted for members of the
SUN Commission and the Atomic Masses Commission, both of
which have very specialised tasks and undoubtedly have a need
for some of their members to serve longer than 6 years.

National Distribution of Commission Membership

The members of each Commission (excluding Chairman and
Secretary) must all come from different. countries adhering
to ITUPAP.

The work of a few Commissions may be hindered by this rule,



for example Particles and Fields. They may present their
case to the Executive and, if approval is given, the Executive
will make a recommendation to the General Assembly for
ratification before the elections take place.

As sociate Members

Some Commissions have established valuable links with other
Unions. They may wish to ask these Unions to nominate experts
in their fields to become Associate Members of the IUPAP
Commissions. These members would be additional to the fixed
number of IUPAP members. Associate Members will not be
2ligible for IUPAP grants towards travelling and subsistence
sxpenses when attending IUPAP Commission meetings. They
will not have a vote at Commission meetings,

2 The Executive recognise that it may not be possible to implement
all these rules concerning length of service straightaway in 1972.

When new Commissions are established ad hoc arrangements
will need to be made until a normal rotation of membership
can be established.

Inlection Procedure for Commission Members

9.1 National Committees and Commissions will be invited to
suggest names {or membership (including the offices of
Chairman and Secretary) of Commissions to the
Secretary-General up to four months before the General
Assembly. Each name submitted must be accompanied by
brief details of the physicist's career and post currently
held, and, for names submitted by Commissions, it is
desirable that the permission of the candidate's National
Committee should be obtained. A special form will be
provided for this purpose. The Secretary-General (or
Associate Secretary-General) will circulate all the names
received by the deadline to National Committees
approximately 3 months before the General Assembly.

J. The Executive Committee will consider all the suggested
names (and may itself suggest names) and will subsequently
prepare, as a basis for discussion at the Assembly, a list
of names for members of the Commissions.

[n preparing the lists of names for Commissions the
Executive will endeavour to ensure a satisfactory world-
wide spread of Commission membership. The Executive
will publish their proposed list of Commission members.
as early as possible but not later than the beginning of the
General Assembly.
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Individual National Delegations attending the Assémbly
will be able to add names, from the first list of
suggested names, to the Executive list. Each proposal
at this stage must be seconded by another Delegation.
A convenient deadline (about mid-way through the
Assembly) will be fixed for the receipt of formal
proposals, duly seconded. If any candidate is not a
member of the proposer's country, then the proposer
must secure the permission of the candidate's National
Delegation before making the proposal.

If more names are proposed and seconded than the
number of vacancies to be filled on one or more
Commissionss then secret ballots will be held. The
voting procedure will be the same as the one adopted
for choosing Exccutive Committee members,

The procedure for filling casual vacancies on Commissions
which occur between meetings of the General Assembly
will be the same as for casual vacancies on the Executive
Committee.

June 1972



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS
APPENDIX "RY

Symbols, ‘Units and Nomenclature

(1) Present Members:

Chairman E. Rudberg
Secretary U. Stille

6 Members.

J. deBoer Netherlands
H. C. Wolfe U.S.A.
J. Rossel, Switzerland
J. Terrien France .
E. Djakov Bulgaria
M. L. McGlashen U.K.

1948
1957
1959
1966
1969
1959

Sweden 1954
F. D. R. 1954

6 Corre sponding Members

L.. Rosenfeld
I.I. Novikov
D. IlkovicC
K. Shimoda
L,. Viilena
G. Volkoff

Denmark 1963
U.S. S. R. 1966

Czechoslovakia 1969
Japan 1969
Spain 1669
Canada 1969

2) Commission Recommends:

Commission's preference is to remain unchanged until 1975 when a new
version of the booklet I, U, P, A, P, 11 will be produced. However, a few
members have not been active and could be replaced in 1972,

Long term the commission recommends Chairman, Secretary plus 12
members. However, two members could perhaps be associate members
representing the views of B.I. P.M. and I. U.P, A.C. Possibly Terrien
and McGlashen could take these places respectively. Inthisevent the
commission would be of standard size.

No names received for new members for Commission.

(3) National Committee recommends:

A. Bray
D. Ilkovi&amp; |

U.S.E. E. Stille
t1. C. Wolfe
R. G. Chambers
J. Terrien
£. Djacov

Italy Age 47
Czechoslovakia | 65
F.D.R. (as Secretary) 62
U.S. A. 67
U. K. | 48

France 65
Bulgaria
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(4) The Executive Committee recommends that the S.U.N. Commission
‘should be composed of Chairman, Secretary plus 10 members. In
addition, associate members may be appointed representing the
views of B.I.P.M, and I.U.P,A.C. ’

(5) Executive recommendations for membership of the Commissionof
1972/75:

/Chairman E. Rudberg Svreden 1954
Secretarv U. Stille FDR 1954

10 Members:

‘J. de Boer Netherlands 1948 .E. Djakov Bulgaria 1969
'H. C. Wolfe USA 1957 ./D. Ilkovi¢ Czechoslovakia 1969
J. Rossel Switzerland 1959 _ L. Villena Spain 1969
LIL. Rosenfeld Denmark 1963 JA. Bray Italy 1972

.I. I, Novikov USSR 1966 _ R., G. Chambers UK 1972

Associate members:

J. Terrien B.I.P.M.; M. L. McGlashen I.U.P.A.C.



THERMODYNAMICS AND STA TISTICAL MECHANICS

Present Members:

Chairman: II. Frohlich UK 1963

Secretary: P. Mazur Netherlands 1966

6 Members 3 Correspondine Members

R. Kubo Japan 1963
L. Waldman FDR 1966
E. Montroll USA 1966
C. Block France 1966
A. Abrikosov USSR 1969
D. Betts Canada 1969

N. Trappeniers Netherlands 1966
A. Dacev Bulgaria 1966
H. Wergeland Norway 1966

Commission recommends:

Chairman: H. Fr8lich Secretary: PP, Mazur

Chairman, Secretary and 10 members

Abrikosov, Betts and Trappeniers to be members

New members: E. G. D. Cohen USA
H. Haken FDR
P. Ch Hemmer Norway
Ch. G. Kuper Israel
H. Mori Japan_
L., Verlet France

Commission will meet in Amsterdam in 1973 and will propose a
new Chairman and Secretary.

National Committees recommend:-

P. Szépfalusy
B. Jancovici
P.,T, Landsberg
H. Mori
H. B. Callen
H. Haken
G. Boato
R. S. Ingarden
A. Dacev

Hungary
France
UK.
Japan
USA
FDR
Italy
Poland
Bulgaria

Age
a1
42
50
46
53
46
48
52
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Executive Committee agrees with proposed membership of
Chairman, Secretary and 10 members.

Executive Committee recommendations for membership of the
Commission for 1972/75:

‘Chairman: P. Mazur ~ Netherlands 1966

/Secretary: D. Betts Canada 1969

10 Members:

A. Abrikosov
G. Boato

fH. B. Callen
y He Haken.
/C. Hemmer
+B, Jancovici
/C. G. Kuper

P. T. Landsberg
H. Mori
P. Szépfalusy

USSR
[taly
USA
FDR

Norway
France
[srael
UK

Japan
Hungary

1969
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972



COSMIC RAY COMMISSION

Present Members:

Chairman: J. G. Wilson UK 1603

Secretary: M. G., K., Menon India 1963

5 Members

P. Meyer USA 1966
S. N. Vernov USSR 1969
B. Peters Denmark 1969
A. J. Somogyi Hungary 1969
J. Nishimura Japan 1969

4 Corresponding Members

E. Bagge
R. Gall
C. Castagnoli
J. Gierula

FDR 1969
Mexico 1969
Italy 1969
Poland 1969

Commission recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 8 members.

Chairman: M. G. K. Menon

Secretary: DB, Peters

J. G. Wilson and P. Meyer to retire.

Rest to be full members.

Plus C. J. Waddington USA

2) National Committees recommend:

E. Friedlidnder
A, W, Wolfendale
A. J. Somogyi
J. Nishimura
P. Meyer
C. J. Waddington
E. R. Bagge
J. Dubinsky
C. Castagnoli
J. Gierula

Romania
UK

Hungary
Japan
USA
USA
FDR
Czechoslovakia
Italy |

Poland

Age
47
45
51
45
51

60
58
48
55
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Executive Committee agrees that membership should be
Chairman, Secretary and 8 members.

Executive Committee proposes the following membership:

7 Chairman: M. G. K. Menon India 1963

‘Secretary: B. Peters Denmark 1969

8 Members:

E. Bagge
~C. Castagnoli’
sR. Gall
/J. Gierula
/ J. Nishimura
/A. J. Somogyi
/S. N. Vernov
/ GC. J. Waddington

FDR

Italy
Mexico
Poland
Japan
Hungary
USSR
USA

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1972



VERY LOW TEMPERATURI PHYSICS

t) Present Members:

Chairman:

Secretary:

J. Bardeen USA 1963

T. Sugawara Japan 1966

65 Members 3 Corresponding Members

N. E. Alekseevskii USSR 1966
W. Buckel FDR 1966
J. L. Olsen Switzerland 1966
S. Safrata Czechoslovakia 1966
K. W. Takonis Netherlands 1966
B. Dreyfus France 1969

A. H., Cooke UK 1969
O. V. Lounasmaa Finland 1969
A. K. Sreedhar India 1969

2 Commission recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 9 members

Chairman: 0. V. Lounasmaa Finland
Secretary: T. Sugawara Japan

N. I. Brandt USSR
A. H. Cooke UK
B. Drefus France
W., J. Huiskamp Netherlands
W. Klose FDR
A. K. Sreedhar India
M, Tinkham USA

Tentatively:
I. M. Templeton Canada
J. Miller Switzerland

Commission is content to leave choice of last two names to the
Executive.

National Committees recommend:

E. L. Andronikashvili
G. Careri
B. Dreyfus
R. P. Hudson
J. Kaczér
W. Klose
C. Kuper
J. Miller
I'. Sugawara
(e M. Templeton
M. Tinkham
A. Zawadowski
G. K. White
N. I. Brandt
NT Huiskamn

USSR (as Chairman)
Italy
France ’

USA (by UK Committee)
Czechoslovakia
FDR
Israel =

Switzerland
Japan (as Secretary)
Canada
USA
Hungary
Australia:
‘JSSR

Age
62
50
44
48
52
42
46
43
53
43
44
36
47
49
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1) Exccutive Committee recommends: Chairman, Secretary and
9 members.

Executive Committee recommends the following membership
for 1972/75:

/Chairman: E. L. Andronikashvili

/Secretary: T. Sugawara

USSR 19772

Japan: 1966

9 Members:

+A, H, Cooke
»B. Dreyfus ’

"0, V. Lounasmaa
“A. K. Sreedhar
/N. I. Brandt
/W. J. Huiskamp

 /{ W., Klose
/ I. M. Templeton
/M. Tinkham

UK
France

Finland
India
USSR
Netherlands
FDR
Canada
USA

1969
1969
1969
1969
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972



PUBLICA TIONS

 3) Present Members:

Chairman: H. C. Wolfe USA 1966

Secretary: J. van den Handel Netherlands 1966

6 Members 6 Corresponding Members

5. Pasternak
J. Weyssenhoff
B. R. Coles
J. Friedel
E. M. Lifshits
M. Matyas

USA 1966
Poland 1966
UK 1969
France 1969
USSR 1969
Czechoslovakia 1969

K. Kinosita ~ Japan 1966

L. Villena Spain 1966
E. Bretnlitz FDR 1969
M. Mladjenovic Yugoslavia 1969
P. Papali Italy 1969
C. I. Pedersen UK 1969

Cemmission recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 10 members

Chairman: S. Pasternak USA Age 58

Secretary: J. Friedel France Age 51

J. Kvasnica Czechoslovakia
B. R. Coles UK 9
E. Bretnitz FDR 1
P. Papali Italy
A. W. K, Metzner USA
K. Kinosita Japan
EE. M. Lifshits USSR
R. Nilsson Sweden -

Editor of Canadian Journal of Physics
Editor of Physics Letters :

either J, Hamilton Denmark
or R. Gatto Italy

3) National Committees recommend:

Age
J. Friedel France 51
K. Kinosita Japan 54
5. Pasternack USA 58
A. W, K. Metzner USA 38
E. Bretnlitz FDR 41
J. Kvasnica - Czechoslovakia 42

P., Papali Italy 49
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t) Executive Committee recommends: Chairman, Secretary and
10 members.

Executive Committee recommends the following membership
for 1972/75:

“Chairman: S. Pasternak

Secretary: J. Friedel France 1969

10 Members:

/E. Bretnltz
/ B. R. Coles

“ K. Kinosita
E. M, Lifshits
P. Papali
R. Haering

, J. Hamilton :

"J. Kvasnica
_.. W. K. Metzner
"R. Nilsson

+

J

FDR
UK
Japan
USSR
Italy
Canada
Denmark
Czechoslovakia
USA
Sweden

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972



ACOUSTICS

L) Present Members:

Chairman: I.Malecki" Poland 1966

Secretary: D, Sette Italy 1966

)

5 Members

Y. Saneyoshi Japan 1966
£. Zwicker FDR 1966
I.Hirsch USA 1969
J. Mattei France 1969
A. Rimskii-Korsakov USSR 1969
F. Tarnoczy Hungary 1969

Commission recommends:

6 Corresponding Members

F. Ingerslev Denmark 1951
J. Frenkiel Balgium 1963
F'. Kolmer Czechoslovakia 1966
D.W. Robinson UK 1966
G, L. Fuchs Argentina 1969
A. Lara Spain 1969

Chairman, Secretary and 10 members

Chairman: J. Mattei = France

Secretary: D, Sette - Italy

B. L. Clarkson
H. G. Diestel
G., L. Fuchs
I. J. Hirsch
J. Igarashi
F. Kolmer
A. Lara
I. Malecki
A. Rimskii-Korsakov
E, A. G. Shaw

UK
FDR

Argentina
USA
Japan
Czechos lovakia
Spain
Poland
USSR
Canada

Commission recommends retiring Chairman, I. Malecki, should
continue as member for further 3 years.

2
&gt; National Committees recommend:

T', Tarn6czy
B. L. Clarkson
J. Mattei
{. Hirsch
H. G. Diestel
I. Malecki
D. Sette
FF. Kolmer

Hungary
UK

France
USA
FDR
Czechoslovakia (as Chairman)
Italy (as Secretary)
Czechoslovakia

A ge
57
41]
51
50
51
60
54
5C
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“Y Executive Committee recommends: Chairman, Secretary and
10 Members.

Executive Committee recommends the following membership
for 1972/75:

/ Chairman: J. Mattei France

Secretary: D. Sette Italy 1966

0 Members:

F. Kolmer
G. L. Fuchs
[. Hirsch
A. Lara “

&lt;A. Rimskii-Korsakov
 FE. Tarnbczy

B. L. Clarkson
H. G. Diestel
J. Igarashi
E., A. G. Shaw

’

Czechoslovakia
Argentina
USA
Spain
USSR
Hungary
UK
FDR
Japan
Canada

1966
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1972
1972
1972
1972



SEMICONDUCTORS

Present Members

&gt;
pf

Chairman: E. W. J. Mitchell UK 1963

Secretary: J. Bok France 1966

6 Members

V.S. Vavilov USSR 1966
H. Welker FDR 1966
J. Auth DDR 1969
E. Kane USA 1969
H. Kawamura Japan 1969
J. Tauks Czechoslovakia 1969

3 Corresponding Members
H. Y. Fan USA 1969
R. Grigorovici Romania 1969
G. C. Jain India 1969

Commission Recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 8 members.peep NER?
Chairman: H. Kawamura Japan

or

R. Grigorovici

Secretary: J. Bok | France

A. F. Gibson
E. O. Kane
O. Madelung
A. P. Shotov
J. Auth
F'. Bassani
A. Many

UK
USA
FDR
USSR
DDR
Italy
Israel

National Committees recommend:

V. M. Tuchkevich (as Chairman) USSR
A. P. Shotov USSR
{. C. Szép Hungary
A, Glodeanu Romania
A. Many [Israel
J. Auth DDR :

3. A. La Giullaume France
J. Bok (as Secretary) France
C. Hilsum UK
E. O. Kane, USA
O. Madelung FDR
M. Matyas Czechoslovakia
F. Bassani Italy
J. Kolodziejczak Poland
H. Y. Fan USA

Ads
67
45
50
40
50
"9

39
46
47
50
49
43
37
4c
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Executive Committee recommends: Chairman, Secretary and
8 members. :

Fixecutive Committee recommends the following membership
for 1972/75:

/ Chairman: V. M. Tuchkevich USSR 1972

Secretary: J. Bok France 1966

Gi C,

8 Members:

J. Auth
/R. Grigorovici
“KE, O. Kane

 /s H., Kawamura
~F, Bassani
, C, Hilsum

/ O. Madelung
SA Many :

DDR
Romania
USA
Japan
Italy
UK °

FDR
Israel

1969
1969
1969
1969
1972
1972
1972
1972



MAGNETISM

Present Members:

W. C. Marshall UK 1966

Secretary: G. T. Rado USA 1966

Chairman:

5 Members

A. Blandin France 1969
S. Chikazumi Japan 1969
C. J. Gorter Netherlands 1969
E. Kneller FDR 1969
L. V. Kirenski USSR 1969

5 Corresponding Members

L. Valenta Czechoslovakia
W. Andrd DDR
C. Herring USA
R. Kubo Japan
R. Pauthenét France

1963
1969
1969
1969
1969

Commission recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 10 members.

Chairman: G. T. Rado USA

Secretary: A, Blandin France

7)

E. P, Wohlfarth
J. Kanamori
S.V., Vonsovsky
E. Kneller
C. J. Gorter
Z. Frait
W. Andr¥
WwW. Low

and 2 out of the following 3:

R. Street Australia
H. B. Mueller Denmark
B. Vankatarman India

UK

Japan
USSR

FDR
Netherlands
Czechoslovakia
DDR
Israel

National Committees recommend:

L. Pal
WwW. Low
W. Andrd
A. Blandin
E. P., Wohlfarth
J. Kanamori
G. T. Rado (as Chairman)
W. C., Herring
W. Zinn
L. Valenta
G. Montalenti
R, Street
S. Szczeniowski

Hungary
Israel
DDR
France
UK
Japan
USA
USA.
FDR
Czechoslovakia
Italy
Australia
Poland

Age
47

50
49
39
47
42,
ES
T9

48
57
51
77
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Executive Committee recommends: Chairman, Secretary and
10 members.

Executive Committee recommends the following membership
during 1972775:

Chairman: G. T. Rado USA 1566

‘Secretary: A. Blandin France 1969

10 Members:

/ A. Andr¥d .

/ C, J. Gorter
7 J. Kanamori

+ W., Low

H. B. Mueller
, L. Pal
sR. Street
/S. V, Vonsovsky
/ E. P. Wohlfarth
; We. Zinn

DDR
Netherlands
Japan
Israel
Denmark
Hungary ,

Australia
USSR
UK
FDR

1969
1969
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972



SOLID STATE PHYSICS

A Bresent Members:

Chairman:

Secretary:
6 Members
(including I. U, Cr. representative)
L. P. Gorkov USSR 1966
W. J. Merz Switzerland 1966
T. Nagamiya Japan 1966
A Seeger DDR 1966
G. Szigeti Hungary 1966
J. M. Cowley USA 1969

W. Boas Australia 1963
E. F. Bertaut France 1966

6 Corresponding Members

G. Chiarotti Italy -. 1966
A. Guinier France 1966
J. S. Koehler USA 1966
R. Blinc Yugoslavia 1969
S. C. Jain, India 1969
R. Kaishev Bulgaria 1969

Commission recommends:

E. FF. Bertaut IF'rance proposed as Chairman
G. Szigeti Hungary Pproposedas Secretary

‘Chairman, Secretary and 10 members

National Committees recommend;

Li. V. Keldysh
G. Szigeti
D. D. Barb
W. Low
M. Balarin
P. G. de Gennes
E. F. Bertaut (as Chairman)
A. Keller
EF. C. Brown
H. Ehrenreich
J. A. E, Diehl
E. Fatuzzo
A. Piekara
C. Jaccard
R. Kaishev

Age
USSR 41
Hungary 67
Romania 37
Israel 50
DDR 37
France 39
France 59
UK 46
USA 48
USA 44
FDR 44

Italy 37
Poland 68
Switzerland 43
Bulgaria

Executive Committee recommends:

Chairman, Secretary and 10 members and 1 associate member
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Executive Committee recommends for appointment for 1972/75

/ Chairman E.F. Bertaut France 1966
Secretary G. Szigeti Hungary 1966

10 Members:

/ R. Blinc
S.C. Jain
/R. Kaishev

Yugoslavia 1969
India 1969
Bulgaria 1969

“M. Balarin DDR
J. A. E, Diehl FDR
“H. Ehrenreich USA
“KE. Fatuzzo Italy
/ L.V, Keldysh USSR
&lt;A, Keller UK
/ G.K. White Australia

1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972

An associate member to be agreed with IUCr, probably
/J.M., Cowley,



PARTICLES AND FIELDS

-

1
i Present Members:

Chairman:

Secretary:

A. A. Logunov USSR 1969

R. L. Walker USA 1966

5 Members { Corresponding Members

T. G. Pickavance UK 1963
V. P., Dzhelepov USSR 1966
K. Lanius DDR 1966
S. Suwa : Japan 1966
G. Salvini Italy 1969
C. N. Yang USA 1969

L. Van Hove Belgium 1966
G. Ekspong Sweden 1969
H. Joos FDR 1969
A. Lagarrigue France 1969
Y. Ne'eman Israel 1969
J. Pniewski Poland 1969
B. M. Udgaonkar India 1969

Commission recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 10 members
One extra member for 1973-6

The Commission recommends that two members (including the
Chairman and Secretary) should be permitted from the USSR
and the USA.

Chairman: C. N. Yang

Secretary: GG. Salvini

USA

Italy

A. A. Logunov U.S.S.R,
G. Ekspong’ Sweden
H. Joos F.D.R.
Y. Ne'eman [srael
J. Pniewski Poland
B. M. Udgaonkar India
B. Gregory France
G. H. Stafford U. K.
E. L. Goldwasser U.S.A,
Name to be suggested by V., V. P., Dzelepov and

A, A. Logunov from U.S.S.R,

Extra member for 1973 - 6: G. Takeda Japan

3) National Committees recommend:

Age
D. Kiss Hungary 43
S. Titeica Romania 64
Y. Ne'eman Israel 47
B. P. Gregory France 53
G. H., Stafford UK 52
G. Takeda Japan 47
V. L. Fitch USA 49

C. N. Yang
E. L. Goldwasser
H. Joos :

M. BlaZek
G. Salvini
J. Pniewski
H. Leutwyler

Age
USA 50
USA 53
FDR 45
Czechoslovakia 40
Italy 52
Poland 59
Switzerland © 34
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L J Executive Committee recommends:

Chairman, Secretary and 10 members maximum

3 Executive Committee recommends for appointment for 1972/75

/ Chairman C.N. Yang USA 1969
Secretary G. Salvini Italy 1969

|0 Members:

v G. Ekspong
“H. Joos
A.A, Logunov
J. Pniewski
B.M.. Udgaonkar

/A,M., Baldin
E.L. Goldwasser
B.P., Gregory

+ G,H, Stafford
/G. Takeda

Sweden
“DR
USSR |

Poland
India

USSR
USA. |

France
UK :

Japan

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

1972
1972
1972
1972
1972



NUCLEAR PHYSICS

i) Present Members

2)

Chairman:

Secretary:

R.E, Bell

J. Teillac

6 Members

G.R. Bishop
S.G. Cohen
E.M. Frank
T. Lauritsen
R. Remanna
H. Schopper

UK 1966
Israel 1966
USSR 1967
USA 1966
India 1966
TDR 1966

Commission recommends:

Canada 1966
France 1963

6 Corresponding Members

FE. Baumgartner
J. Fowler
R. Ricci
M. Sakai
I. Slaus
S. Szaley

Switzerland 1969
USA 1966
Italy | 1969
Japan 1969
Yugoslavia 1969
Hungary 1966

Chairman, Secretary and 10 members , (perhaps 8)

Commission has not been consulted about future membership.
3ell has consulted with Teillac.

R.E. Bell wishes to resign, He suggests J. Teillac (France)
as Chairman, For Secretary he proposes either T, Lauritsen
or J. Fowler, both of the USA. . In general, Bell and Teillac
feel that the existing membership should serve for a further
three years,’

3) National Committees recommend:

A. Szalay
M, Pet rascu
S. Cohen

H. Faraggi-Mathicu
J. Teillac |

Hungary
Romania

[srael

France

as Chairman by
UK Committee

J.C. Willmott UK

M. Sakai © Japan

J.L. Fowler USA

FF. Ajzenberg-Selove USA

D.A. Bromley USA

T. Mayer-Kuckuk FDR

I. Glehla
R.A. Ricci

Czechoslovakia

[taly
PolandA.Z. Hrvnkiewicz

FF. Baumgartner Switzerland

Age 62
45

52

56

52

50

50

58

46

45

42

50

14

} 7
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4 Executive Committee recommends’

Chairman, Secretary and 10 Members

»

Executive Committee recommends for membership for 1972/75

/ Chairman J. Teillac France 1963
Secretary J.,L, Fowler USA 1966

10 Members:

+ E. Baumgartner
7s R. A, Ricci
"M. Sakai

/ F. Ajzenberg-Selove
7H. Faraggi-Mathieu
"T. Mayer -Kuckuk
~B. Mottelson
. Strutinski
» I. Ulehla

,J.C. Willmott

Switzerland
Italy
Japan

USA
France
FDR
Denmark
USSR
Czechoslovakia
JK

1969
1969
1969

1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
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ATOMIC MASSES AND RELATED CONSTANTS

Present Members:

Chairman: A. H, Wapstra Netherlands 1960

Secretary: E., R. Cohen USA 1966

) 1
-

6 Members 5 Corresponding Members

W. H., Johnson USA 1966
[. P. Selinov USSR 1966
1, H. Staub Switzerland 1966
J. Terrien France 1966
J. H. Bjerregaard Denmark 1969
J. H. Sanders UK 1969

W. W. Buechner USA 1960
H. Duckworth Canada 1960
U. Stille FDR 1960
J. Mattauch FDR 1966
K. Ogata Japan 1966

Commission recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 8 members.

Chairman. E. R. Cohen USA
Secretary: ‘W..H. Johnson USA

J. H. Sanders
[. P, Selinov
tf. H. Staub
J. Terrien
K. Ogata
U. Stille
H. E. Duckworth
VV. WwW. Buechner

UK
USSR
Switzerland
France
Japan
FDR
Canada or R, C, Barber of Canada
USA

A. H. Wapstra to be an Associate Member, representing the
I.U.P.A.C. Commission on Atomic Weights.

y
4 National Committees recommend:

V. I. Goldansky
J. Terrien
W. H. Johnson
E. R. Cohen (as Chairman)
J. Stille

USSR
France
USA :

USA
FDR

Age
49
65
43
50
62
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Executive Committee recommends

Chairman, Secretary and 8 members

Executive Committee recommends for appointment for 1972/75

/ Chairman E.R, Cohen - USA 1966
“Secretary J.H. Sanders UK 1969

8 Members:

/U, Stille
+A. H, Wapstra

 ~~ W.H, Johnson
7K. Ogata
/H,H., Staub
/J. Terrien

/R.C, Barber
/V.I. Goldansky

£ i

aa cto ted PTR

USA
Japan
Switzerland
France

Canada
USSR

 Phe

1966
1966
1966
1966

1972
1972



EDUCATION
Present Members:

Chairman: H. H. Staub Switzerland 1966

Secretary: W. C. Kelly USA 1966

7 Members 6 Corresponding Members

A, S. Akhamatov USSR
W. Schaffer S. Africa
M.Y Bernard - France

L. S. Kothari India
W. Kroebel FDR
J. L. Lewis UK
J. Werle Poland

1963
1966
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

P. Fleury France 1960
D. Sette Italy 1960
M. Valouch Czechoslovakia 1960
H. B. G. Casimir Netherlands 1966
A. Harashima Japan 1969
E. Nagy Hungary 1969

Commission recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 6 members.

Chairman: M.Y Bernard France

Secretary: J. L. Lewis UK

A, Harashima Japan
L. S. Kothari India
W. Kroebel FDR
A. N. Matveyev USSR
EE. Nagy Hungary
J. Werle Poland

National Committees recommend:

rE. Nagy
S. Rapeanu
Delacote’
J. L. Lewis
Vera Kistiakowsky
A. P. French
W. Kroebel
M. Trlifaj
G. Cortini
4. Bebié

Hungary
Romania
France
UK (as Secretary)
USA
USA
FDR

Czechoslovakia
[taly :

Switzerland

Age
52

40
33
48
14
51
68
50
53
34



C. 14

Executive Committee recommends

Chairman, Secretary and 9 members

) Executive Committee recommends for membership for 1972/75

/ Chairman W.C. Kelly . USA 1966

‘Secretary J.L, Lewis UK 1969

9 Members:

‘M.Y, Bernard
/ A. Harashima
L..S. Kothari

"W. Kroebel
E. Nagy

/7J. Werle

“A.P. French
/A,N. Matveyev
-W. Thirring

USA
USSR
Austria

1972
1972
1972

J



ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS AND SPECTROSCOPY

Present Members:

Chairman: A. Kastler France 1966

Secretary: WW. L. Fite

5 Members

I,, M. Branscomb USA 1966
N. V. Fedorenko USSR 1966
W. C. Price UK 1966
M. J. Seaton "UK 1966
A. Walsh Australia 1969
H. L. Welsh Canada 1969

USA 1966

8 Correenondine Members

N. Cassini Italy 1969
7. H. Hertz DDR 1969

G. Herzberg Canada 1969
I. Kovics Hungary 1969
P, O. Noornan Netherlands 1969
T. Skalinski Poland 1969
K. Takayanagi Japan - 1969
H. Van Regemorter France 1969

Commission recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 8 members.

Chairman: L. M. Branscomb USA (At. Spec.)

Secretary: Seaton, Walsh or Welsh' (Collisions)

&lt;
”

Viembers: IL... Bender USA
J. Brossel Fréince
IH. Ehrhardt FDR
I. Kovacs Hungary
K. Takayanagi Japan
V. L. Tal'roze USSR
M. J. Seaton UK
A. Walsh Australia
H.L. Welsh . Canada

National Committees recommend:

R. N. Iliin USSR
I. Kovdcs Hungary
Jo H. Hertz DDR
J. Brossel France
W. C. Price UK
G. Herzberg by UK
K. Takayanagi by UK
J. B. Hasted UK
[L. Branscomb USA
V. W. Hughes USA
G. zu Putlitz FDR
F. J. Comes FDR’
A. Steudel FDR
A. Gozzini Italy
T. Skaliriski Poland
A. Walsh Australia

(as Chairman) |
about

(At. Spec.)
(At. Spec.)
(Collisions)
(Mol. Spec.)
(Collisions)
(Collisions)
(Collisions)
(Mol. Spec.)
(Mol. Spec.)

Age
42
58
18
54
63
6°
4%
54
4(
50
41

i
-
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-

r Executive Committee recommends:

Chairman, Secretary and 10 members

Executive Committee recommends for appointment for 1972/75:

I
y Chairman L.M, Branscomb USA 1966
Secretary H.L, Welsh Canada 1969

10 Members:

/J.H, Hertz
/1. Kovacs

T. Skalinski
Takayandgi
Walshbe

"J. Brossel
A. Gozzini
J.B. Hasted
R.N, Iliin
G. zu Putlitz

DDR
Hungary
Poland
Japan
Australia

France

Italy
UK
USSR
FDR

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

1972
1972
1972
1972
1972



PLASMA PHYSICS

Present Members:

L. A, Artsimovich USSR 1966

Secretary: S. C. Brown usa 1966

Chairman:

6 Members 7 Corresponding Members

H. Alfven
H. Maecker
K. Husimi
R. S. Pease
[. Popescu
R., FF. Post

Sweden 1966
FDR 1966
Japan 1969
UK 1969
Romania 1969
USA 1966

P. L. Bhatnagar India 1969
B. Brunelli Italy 1969
C. M. Braams Netherlands 1969
J. L. Delacroix France 1969
L. Pekarek Czechoslovakia 1969
L.. Rothhardt DDR 1969
FE. S. Weibel Switzerland 1969

Commission recommends: Chairman, Secretary and 10 members.

R. FF. Franklin UK Nominated by the International
Scientific Committee on
Phenomena in Ionized Gases

L, Pekarek :

K. Takayana
C. M. Braams
L.. Rothhardt
M. Gottlieb
[. Popescu
B. Brunelli
R. S. Pease

Czechoslovakia
Japan
Netherlands

DDR
USA
Romania
Italy
UK

No firm recommendation about Chairman or Secretary.

National Committees recommend:

L. V. Sagdeev
[. Popescu
L. W,. Rothhardt
J. L. Delcroix
M. B. Gottlieb
S. C. Brown
G. Ecker
J. Kracik
B. Brunelli
E. S. Weibel
R.S., Pease
S.C. Brown

USSR
Romania
DDR
France
USA :

USA
FDR _

Czechoslovakia
Italy
Switzerland
UK
UK (as Secretarv)

Age
40

40
43

55
59
47
44
49
47
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Executive Committee recommends:
t v

Chairman, Secretary and 10 members and 1 associate member

Executive Committee recommends for appointment for 1972/75

/Chairman S.C. Brown USA 1966
“Secretary R.S. Pease UK 1969

0 Members:

, C,M, Braams
 ~~ B. Brunelli

"I. Popescu
I.. Rothhardt
E.S., Weibel

 J. L. Delcroix
“G, Ecker
“M,B. Gottlieb
J. Kracik
L.V. Sagdeev

Netherlands
Italy
Romania
DDR
Switzerland

France
FDR
USA
Czechoslovakia
USSR

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

1972
1972
1972
1972
1972

R,F. Franklin to be an associate Member, nominated
by the International Scientific Committee on Ionized Gases.
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APPENDIX "pg"

MEMBERSHIP of INTER-UNICN COMMISSIONS

c.0.5.P.A.R.

Present Representative: S. Bhagavantam

2. I.U.C.5.T.P.

Prof. S. Bhagavantam

3. C.0.D.A.T.A.

Prof. Boris Vodar

4. S,.C.0.R.

Sir Edward Bullard

rr N44

1-7J

3. I.U.P.A.C. ~ POLYMERS

Prof. K, Wolf F.D.R,

G.W., Becker is proposed by the F.D.R,

wishes to retire

i»] I.C.5.U, Abstracting Board
Prof. H.W. Koch U.S.A.

J. Ziman U.K, has been suggested by
the President of the ICSU Abstracting Board

I.U.Cr. = Crystal Growth

Prof. H., Dekeyser Belgium

3. Committee on the Teaching of Science

Prof. H.H. Staub

* oll

Switzerland 1969

3. European Physical Society
Dr. C.C. Butler J.K



APPENDIX MC"

National Distribution of IUPAP Executive and Commissions! Membership proposed for 1973

Shares Repres/Share

ARGENT INA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
3ELGIUM
30LIVIA
3RAZIL
3ULGARIA
CANADA
CHINA
CUBA
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
DENMARK
= INLAND

FRANCE
ZAST GERMANY
JEST GERMANY
SREAT BRITAIN
HOLLAND
{UNGARY
INDIA
[RELAND
ISRAEL
[TALY
JAPAN
MEXICO
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
PAKISTAN
POLAND
I0MANIA
30UTH AFRICA
SOUTH KOREA
SPAIN |

SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
JNITED ARABEREPUBLIC
JNITED STATES of AMERICA
J.5.5.R.
YUGOSLAVIA

ot

“

24
16
2

"ors

~

i8
7

171

0.5
J.59

J
0
J
2

0.75
J
A

1.6
1,6
*.0
2
.2

cel
i.0
1.2
3.0
1.2

0
1.5
1.0
1.5
0.5

0
0.3

0
1.0
0.6

0
8

0.5
0.37
2,0

0
1.1
1.3
2.0

1.0
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Proposed Executive Committee

President: H., MAIER=-LEIBNITZ

Past President: R.F. BACHER

Jice-Presidents: A. KASTLER
L. PAL

V. WEISSKOPF

L. SGSNOWSKI

w.M, VUL

H. WERGELAND

1st Vice-President: C.C. BUTLER

Secretary~General: L. KERWIN

Associate Secretary-General: (to come)



J.U.P.AP.
APPENDIX MEW

Stateofthe1972budget,asof June 1st, 1972

INCOME
Member countries. .

INESCO, * @ ® ’ .

Interests .

Transfer from travel funds.

todate
$ 24,300.

14,125,

to come ectimated

$26,700,  (%s51,000,)

- = 0. (%16,000.)

(3 1,500.)

($s 5,500.)

(374 .000.)

U

$ 4,000.

$ 38,425, $32,200.

$70,625,
IVT SCSOLBIATESTR FATSEITDPATVI

EXPENDITURES

conferences: regular . . .

General Assembly. .

Commissions «

Jecretariat . .

Banking and Accounting, .

Publications, « .

Subscriptions . .

 rf xecutive Committee

contingencies ,

PROBABLE DEFICIT. .

&amp;

$ 30,500. $ 5,200. ($32,500.)
10,000. - oO. ($10,000.)

3,258, $ 4,742, (% 8,000.)

1,528. $ 2,472. ($ 4,000.)

§ 144. (§ 500.)

$ 2,000. (3% 2,000.)

$ - 0, ($ 1,500.)

$13,155. (%16,000.)

$ 1,500.

5 50,062. $29,213,

Ts 4 650,



APPENDIX “Fn

Draft Agenda for the General Assembly in Washington - 1972

General Note

The programme provides for 5 business sessions September 20th am and
pm, September 22nd pm, Sunday September 24th am, and Monday September
25th am. The 1969 Assembly required only 3 sessions. If business
progresses well on September 20th, then the morning session of Sunday
September 24th could perhaps be abandoned.

!. Welcome by the U.S.A. Academy of Sciences and the President

2. New Member (7? New Zealand)
3. Adoption of the Agenda
4. Obituaries

5. Resolutions by the Executive Committee for modifications in the
membership of commissions and the selection procedure to be
adopted by the 1972 assembly

6. Preliminary discussions of names proposed by Commissions, National
Committees and the Executive Committee
(decisions will be deferred until items 13 and 14)

fl. A possible revision of the statutes of IUPAP in 1975

B. Secretary~General's Report
9. Commission reports

10. Inter-union and other commissions - some brief reports

11. I.C.5.U., matters :

12. Report of the Financial Commission

13. Recommendations of Commissions = presentation and preliminary discussion

14. Conferences for 1973

15. Election of the Executive Committee for 1972-1975

16. Election of Commission Members for 1972-1975
17. Resolutions from Commissions
18. Resolutions from National Committees
19. The venue of the 1975 General Assembly

20, Other business

21. Adjournment of the Assembly = including remarks by the President.
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INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

Reports by Commissions for 1969-1972

Each report is prefaced by the number of the Committee
given in document IUPAP 16, pp. 109 - 120.



2. Commission for Symbols, Units and Nomenclature (SUN)

The SUN Commission has the task to promote unification in the use
of symbols for quantities and units and in the nomenclature and terminology
ased in physics publications and teaching.

The SUN Commission collaborates with various international
organisations active in the same field, in particular with the IUPAC (especially
[UPAC/STU), the Comite International des Poids et Mesures and its Comite
Comnsultatif des Unites, the International Organisation for Standardisation
(especially IEC/TC 24 and 25).

One of the main activities were advice to and cooperation with the
above-mentioned international organisations, with the aim to giving a clear
understanding and a widespread application of the International System of
Units (SI), as established by the relevant bodies of Metre Convention, and
to selecting units not belonging to the SI units and their decimal multiples
or submultiples for usage together with the SI for an unlimited time or during
a transitory period.

From special problems, as discussed and solved together with the
above-mentioned international organisations, should be mentioned here the
following.

In the field of computers and information processing the representation
for SI and other units to be used in systems with limited character sets,
especially recommendations regarding two different sets of representation
and the principle conditions for their application - in this field a rather
satisfactory compromise could be found.

The presentation of logarithmic quantities (e.g. loss, gain, level,
frequency interval, decision content, information content) in the frame work
of normal quantity calculus together with the belonging units for those
dimensionless quantities - with this subject still remain not yet overcome
discrepancies of point of view between IEC and the other organisations.

Acknowledging and establishing the distinction between the dimensional
independence and the metrological independence of base units - dimensional
independence being a property of the base units as the base of an algebraic
structure in the sense of the theory of sets in connection with quantity calculus
whereas metrological independence means the degree of independence in
experimentally realising base units in a National Standardising Laboratory.

Adaptation of nomenclature and symbolism in the special field of
thermodynamic energetic functions between IUPAC and IUPAP.



In collaboration with interestee above-mentioned international:
organisations drafting a new chapter Plasma Physics, widely enlarging and
rearranging the chapter Solid State Physics completely revising the Appendix
Systems of Quantities and UnitsinElectricityandMagnetismoftheIUPAP/SUDN
document, which is leading at the same time to a simplification as well as
adaptation to the practical needs of today. Details are contained in documents
submitted by the Commission to the XIVth General Assembly for approval.

The future work of the SUN Commission for the next two or three years
is, in further close cooperation with other international organisations engaged
in this field, accomplishing the adaptation of the concepts, nomenclature,. and
symbolism needed in pure and applied physics to the present situation with the
aim to submit to the XVth General Assembly a completely revised new edition
of the IUPAP/SUN document, if the XIVth General Assembly agrees to this
intention.

SUN Commission has been represented at the meetings of corresponding
commissions or committees of other international organisations active in an
analogous field.

During the three year cycle 1969-1972 the SUN Commission answered
many written questions from individuals in science and technology and met
three times : 9 and 10 September 1970 at Dubrovnik, 19 and 20 August 1971 in
Paris, and 29, 30 and 31 August 1972 in Paris.

3. Commission on Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics

During the period 1969-1972 the Thermodynamics and Statistical
Mechanics Commission sponsored altogether four conferences. In chronological
order these were

I. The international conference on Thermodynamics held in
Cardiff, 1-4 April 1970. This conference was sponsored in
addition by IUPAC, It was attended by about 180 scientists and
covered topics ranging from statistical thermodynamics to
pedagogical aspects of thermodynamics.

2. International Conference on Statistical Mechanics held in
Chicago, 29 March - 2 April 1971. This meeting, one in the
series of international conferences on Statistical Mechanics.
held every two years, was attended by about 300 physicists
active in the field. It provided a rather complete survey of
the current activities and developments in Statistical Mechanics.

3. The third international conference '"de la Physique Theorique
a la Biologie' organised by the Institut de la Vie at Versailles,
21-26 June 1971. The admission to this conference was by
invitation only. It was attended by approximately 80 theoretical
physicists, chemists, biologists, physiologists and mathematicians,



and was once more most successful in confronting the points
of view of various disciplines relevant for biological problems

4, The "100 years Boltzmann equation symposium! held in
Vienna 4-8 September 1972. The program of the conference
is set up in such a way as to give a survey of the historical
developments, the recent progress and the unsolved problems
in kinetic theory. The admission is by invitation.

The Commission met.in Paris on April 19, 1971, to discuss changes in
its membership, as well as sponsorship of future conferences.

During 1973 the Commission wishes to sponsor two meetings :

lI. Fourth conference on Theoretical Physics and Biology at
Versailles, 27 May - 2 June, 1973. The admission to this
conference will be by invitation only. No funds are required
from IUPAP,

2. An international conference on Statistical Mechanics at
Amsterdam in September 1973 on the occasion of the centenary
of the Van der Waals equation. The organiser is
Professor N. Trappeniers, Van der Waals Laboratorium,
University of Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 67, Amsterdam.

The Commission intends to meet during this conference.

List of conferences sponsored by the Thermodynamics and Statistical
Mechanics Commission during the period 1969-1972.

I. International conference on Thermodynamics, Cardiff,
1-4 April 1970, cosponsored by IUPAC.
Organiser : Professor P. T. Landsberg, Cardiff.
Proceedings published : Thermodynamics, Cardiff, Butterworth's 1970
Not subsidised by JUPAP.

2. International conference on Statistical Mechanics, Chicago,
29 March - 2 April, 1971.
Organiser : Professor Stuart A. Rice, The James Franck Institute,

University of Chicago.
Proceedings to appear : Chicago University Press.
[UPAP orant + § 5000.

3. Third Conference from Theoretical Physics to Biology, Versailles,
21-26 June 1971.
Organiser : Professor M. Marois, Institut de la Vie, 89 Bd. St. Michel.

Paris 5e, France.
Proceedings : not yet published.
Proceedings of 2nd conference Versailles (30.6 - 5.7. 69) published :
[nstitut de la Vie, "From Theoretical Physics to Biology! Ed. du
Centre National de Recherche Scientifique, 15 Quai Analole, France -
Paris Te.
Not subsidised by IUPAP.



4. Hundred Years Boltzmann-Equation Symposium, Vienna,
4-8 September 1972.
Organising Committee : Professor E, G.D. Cohen (New York)

Professor W. Thirring (Vienna)
Professor H. Wergeland (Trondheim)

[UPAP grant : $ 1000.

4. Commission on Cosmic Rays

The main activities of the Cosmic Ray Commission during the cycle
1969-1972 concerned the organisation and evaluation of the 12th International
Conference on cosmic rays held at Hobart. This meeting was arranged with
some trepidation on the grounds that sooner rather than later the conference
ought to go to Australia. In the event it was highly successful. The attendance
was fully representative of cosmic ray physics throughout the world, the only
area rather more poorly represented than usual being Europe; even from
Europe, however, there was a quite adequate attendance.

The Conference developed further the scheme of pre-presentation of
papers first attempted two years earlier at Budapest. As a result the
publication of short versions of contributed papers was completed in six
volumes at the outset of the conference and lecturers were able to direct

their attention to stressing important features and making points of clarification
The conference took place in August 1971 and the remainder of the publications.
which will be based upon invited papers and rapporteur papers, is not yet in
my hands.

The Commission met during the conference and had before it its own
resolution that the 13th conference should take place at Denver in 1973, and
proceeded to allocate the 14th conference to Germany who expect to mount it
in or near Munich.

The Commission does not expect to submit any resolutions for
consideration at the Washington Assembly.

5. Commission on Very Low Temperature

A. Conferences sponsored and Proceedings : The main purpose of the
Commission is to help plan and sponsor a series of international conferences
on low temperature physics (LT Conferences).

1. LT 12 (Kyoto), Conference on Transport on Solids.
The twelfth of the LT series, LT 12, was held in Kyoto,
Japan, 4-10 September 1970. The number of participants
was about 1000. The Fritz London Award was presented
to Dr. B. Josephson, Cambridge University, for his
distinguished work in low temperature physics. Proceedings



of this conference were published in one volume (895 pages
in 1971 by Keigaku Publishing Co., Tokyo (Japan), edited
by E. Kanda. A satellite conference on Transport in
Solids was held in connection with LT 12 and sponsored
also by IUPAP. It was held in Sydney, Australia, 26-29
August 1970.

2. LLT13. This conference is to be held at the University
of Colorado, Boulder, USA, 21-25 August 1972. The
Chairman of the Organising Committee 1s Dr. R. H, Kropschot,
National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.

3. Conference on Sciences of Superconductivity.
This international conference was held at the Stanford

University, Stanford, USA, 26-29 August 1969. Proceedings
were published in 1972 in one volume {808 pages) by North-
Holland Publishing Co., edited by FF. Chilton.

4, Conference on Quantum Crystals.
This conference was held in Banff, Canada, 6-10 September
1971. It was sponsored by IUPAP with no financial support.

B. Future Conferences : The Commission favour going to a three-year
cycle of LT Conferences after 1972. The next LT Conference, LT 14, will
be held in 1975, probably in Europe. The site and the nature of this
conference will be discussed at the Commission Meeting to be held in Boulder
August 1972,

C. Meetings of the Commission : A meeting of the Commission was held in
Kyoto, 8 September 1970, in connection with LT 12. At this meeting the site
for LT 13 and LT 14 and other problems were discussed. The University of
California at La-Jolla was chosen for the site of LT 13 (1972) *. As to the
site for LT 14 (1975), invitations were received from Helsinki and Haifa, but
the final decision has been postponed to the 1972 meeting. Discussions were
also made on the prospect and financial problems of the helium conservation
program in USA. The Commission decided to send to Secretary-General a
statement suggesting international support for helium conservation.

The next meeting is to be held in Boulder, 24 August 1972.

* Later, this was changed to the University of Colorado, USA, because of
delays in construction of buildings at La Jolla and other factors.

D. Cooperation with other organisations : The Commission has been keeping
close relation with international bodies in related areas. At the 1970 Meeting
in Kyoto, O.V, Lounasmaa was appointed as the liaison member with the |
Commission I of the International Institute for Refrigeration, IIR. The formes
liaison member was N. Kirti.



6. Commission on Publications

The Commission held one mee€ting during the 3 year period at the
CNRS in Paris on 12 May 1972.

l. The Commission made recommendations for membership
during 1972-1975.

2. Journal Program of the European Physical Society :
Dr. Coles reported that EPS has approved a list of journals
for designation as Europhysics Journals, on the basis of
criteria for international editorial boards, regular refereeing
procedures, etc. They must accept papers in any of three
languages and must provide an abstract in English for each
paper. The only commercially published journals included so
far are PHYSICA and THE PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE. No
'letters'' journals are included as yet. It is planned to use the
specialist divisions of EPS in monitoring the commercial
'international'' journals in specialised fields. No "review"
journals have been included as yet. The CZECHOSLOVAK
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS has dropped the Europhysics label.
Although the Soviet Union participates in EPS, no Russian
journals are in the Europhysics list,

A new Style Manual has been prepared and will soon be printed
in EUROPHYSICS NEWS.

3. The Current Physics Information system of the American
[nstitute of Physics :
Supplementing brochures which had been mailed to the members
earlier, Dr. Wolfe distributed copies of an article by Dr. H.W,
Koch from SCIENCE, Nov. 1971 and an article by Dr. A. Herschman
from PHYSICS TODAY, Nov. 1971. AIP is now producing and
marketing a set of four secondary services to supplement its
primary journal publication program.

a) CURRENT PHYSICS ADVANCE ABSTRACTS (CPAA) : a
monthly publication in 3 sections, providing abstracts
arranged by subject classification of articles accepted
for publication in AIP journals.

&gt;) SEARCHABLE PHYSICS INFORMATION NOTICES (SPIN) :
a magnetic tape with title, author, abstract, cited references
indexing and bibliographic data. covering about 70 journals

c) CURRENT PHYSICS TITLES (CPT) : a monthly publication
in three sections, photocomposed from the SPIN tape and
and arranged by subject classification, giving title, author
and bibliographic data.

d) CURRENT PHYSICS MICROFORM (CPM) : a monthly microfilm
containing the complete text of all journal issues published by
AIP during the preceding month. The reel and frame number
for each article is included as part of the data in SPIN and CPT



The list of selected journals in SPIN and CPT was discussed
and it was moved, seconded and carried : that the Commission
on Publications recommends to AIP that all journals selected
as Europhysics journals by EPS be included in SPIN and CPT.

Note added by H.C. W, Unless the list grows in such a way as
to complicate unduly the cooperative arrangements between
AIP and the Institution of Electrical Engineers, the publishers
of PHYSICS ABSTRACTS, AIP sees no difficulty in complying
with this request,

AIP does not include journals other than those it publishes in
CPM but encourages their publishers to arrange for similar
microform output and to provide reel and frame numbers for
SPIN and CPT.

Ruestions were raised about duplication of effort between AIP
and IEE. Dr. Wolfe pointed out that much attention has been
given to cooperation, with each marketing the products.of the
other, and with each supplying to the other the inputs it generates
CURRENT PAPERS IN PHYSICS is not sectionalised and does
not seem to AIP to fill the role of CPT, so there is some

competition between them at present but it is hoped that they
may be combined before too long.

4, Classification and Indexing of Physics Literature :
AIP and IEE (INSPEC) have been working for some years on
oringing their classification schemes into accord and a working
group of the ICSU Abstracting Board is coordinating the effort
‘0 obtain a common classification scheme for all physics secondary
journals. The combined AIP/INSPEC scheme was submitted to
ICSU/AB in March 1972. Mr. Bretnlitz reported that Physikalische
Berichte tries to follow the classification scheme used by
INSPEC but that this seems to be more difficult for the multi-

disciplinary abstracting journals, Bulletin Signalitique and
Referationyi Zhurnal.

The EPS Style Manual recommends that authors classify their
papers in accordance with the scheme used by INSPEC and referees
are asked to specify their areas of competence according to the
same shceme. Most of the journals published by AIP use the
AIP classification and indexing scheme. Dr. Pasternack was
asked whether PHYSICAL REVIEW, which does not now use it,
will follow this scheme for indexing in 1973. He reported that
studies are underway to compare 1971 indexes prepared both
ways as a basis for decision. Mr. Pedersen reported that the
journals of the Institute of Physics are indexed by the INSPEC
staff under a contract.



5. Composition and Printing Techniques : Mr. Pedersen
reported that the IOP journals use Monophoto composition,
which they find cheaper and more flexible than Monotype
although corrections are more expensive, and offset printing.
Mr. Bretnlitz reported that Physikalische Berichte is printed
hy offset, using typewriter composition for abstracts and
computerised photocomposition for indexes. Dr. Wolfe
reported that essentially all AIP journals are printed by offset
An increasing number use typewriter composition with some
set by monotype or computerised photocomposition. Since the
"head" of each article (title, author, abstract) and the ''tail”
‘cited references) have to be keyboarded for the SPIN tape,
plans are underway to print these parts by computerised
photocomposition and combine them with the typewriter-composed
‘or monotype) text, avoiding duplication of keyboarding.

6. Bibliographic References : It was reparted that ICSU/AB
and UNISIST have a combined group working on a standard
format for bibliographic references to facilitate information
interchange.
Subcommittee 4 of Committee Z-39 of the American National
Standards Institute is also developing such a standard.

7. Journal Title Abbreviations : The ICSU/AB has agreed to
follow the title abbreviation list developed and maintained by
Z-39.

8. Coden : The matter of using 5-letter codens (developed by
ASTM) or the serial number coding scheme developed by
Z-39/SC-20 to designate journals has not been resolved in the
US, so AIP does not print either on its journals, although
codens are used internally in physics information activities.
The IOP journals have agreed to carry the coden designations
if they are requested to do so by INSPEC.

9. SI Units : Dr. Wolfe reported that the SUN Commission of
[UPAP has cooperated with ISO/TC 12 in producing Draft
[nternational Standard 1000 "SI Units and Recommendations for
the Use of their Multiples and of Certain Other Units''. The
use of SI units and their standard symbols for all data in physics
journals is recommended.

[0. Preprint Distribution : Many authors distribute preprints of
their papers and this practice is accepted by the Commission.
The only current organised preprint system is PREPRINTS IN
PARTICLES AND FIELDS operated by SLAC (Standford) and
CERN. A weekly sheet lists preprints received by SLAC and
CERN and, in many cases, by preprint libraries operated at
a2igh energy physics centers. An "anti-preprint'' list is
published about once a month, giving bibliographic references
for published papers originally listed as preprints. An individual



may obtain a Xerox copy of a preprint from his preprint
library or may request one from the author.

Dr. Pasternack reported that SLAC proposes the distribution
of preprints to subscribers at $100 per year with a $2 per
page publication charge to authors. After discussion, it was
moved, seconded and carried unanimously that:

The Commission feels that the printing and distribution of
preprints on a subscription basis would constitute their
unedited and unrefereed publication and, as such, would be
a serious departure from normally accepted practices in
physics publication.
Dr. Pasternack also reported a request that journal articles,
which have been made available as preprints carrying report
numbers, should carry footnotes saying something like
"supersedes UCRL 2794". The Commission had no objection
to this and felt that it might be helpful.

I1. Financial Problems of Journals : Mr. Pedersen reported
a 50% increase in two years in the number of pages published
in IOP journals, bringing {inancial strains associated with
increased staff, etc. The concensus was that few other
journals had grown at this rate recently. Dr. Wolfe reported
that there has been a drop off in acceptance of page charges in
ATP journals, due to cutbacks in government support of research.
etc. Quotas of pages that can be published without payment of
page charges have been established and some papers are being
delayed by as much as 14 months, AIP is not happy about this
but finds it essential for economic stability.

7. Acoustics Commission

During the term 1969-72 the activity of ICA has been closely followed
by the three Scientific Unions : IUTAM, IUPS, IUBS and the Biophysics Union
The first three of them have named an official observer.

Meetings of the Commission. Four meetings of the
Commission were held : 5-6 May 1970 in Budapest (Hungary):
18-20 August and 25 August 1971 in Budapest; 3-4 May 1972
in Paris. A joint meeting of ICA with representatives of
Acoustical Societies was held on August 20, 1971 in Budapest.
Moreover the Chairman and the Secretary of ICA have been
present to the first (constitutional) meeting of the Federation
of European Acoustical Societies (Paris, 5 May 1972).



TheSeventh InternationalCongress. The Seventh Congress
held in Budapest (18-26 August 1971) has been the major
activity of the Commission in the present term. It was the
first congress organised by the Commission in which a large
participation of Acousticians of Socialist Countries was
possible : 435 out of a total attendance ofl, 530. The Countries
represented were 34. The scientific sessions included the
presentation of 14 invited papers and 627 contributed papers.
Round table discussions were organised on 10 important issues.
The papers were delivered in English (64%), German (23%) and
French (13%). The proceedings of the Conference have been
published in 4 volumes of about 3000 pages total. During the
Congress an exhibition of acoustical and electroacoustical
apparatus and of books was held : Hungarian enterprises
presented their products. Visits to factories and special
jemonstrations were organised.

[n connection with the main congress two specialised symposia
were held : the first was devoted to Speech, the other to
Noise Prevention,

The major burden of the organisation of the congress was
undertaken by the Hungarian Organisinl Committee led by
Professor T. Tarnoczy, a member of ICA. The Commission
has however dedicated to this organisation a great attention
During the last two years before the meeting by assisting the
Hungarian Committee.

The cost of the congress has been evaluated to 82, 000 USA dollars.
They were covered in a small part by the entire IUPAP contribution
for ICA activities in the three years, by the registration fees
(38,000%), and by the help of the Hungarian Government and
enterprises. All participants received the proceedings. The
excellent organisation of the large congress was due to the
continuous and effective help of Hungarian Authorities and the
anthusiastic effort of Hungarian Acousticians. The Hungarian
Academy has also helped by taking care of the publication of the
proceedings. A certain number of copies of these are in deposit
at the Academy and can be purchased from the Academy distributor
Kulture, Budapest 62.

During the Congress two meetings of representatives of Acoustical
Societies and Commissions were held : to the first all
Acoustical Societies and Commissions were invited to exchange
information and try to coordinate action. Only European Acoustical
Societies were present at the second meeting; a group of
Societies have proposed a draft statute of a Federation for
organising cooperation among Societies and the Commission; it
has been discussed in detail and a Steering Group has been charged
with preparation for the constitution of the Federation of
Acoustical Societies of Europe (FASE).



Organisationofthe8thand9thICA Congresses. The
Commission is at present taking care of the organisation of the
8th ICA Congress, It will be held in London in July 1974.
Although open to 2ll sectors of Acoustics it will try to underline
in particular the problems of "Environmental Acoustics'. It
will have satellite symposia on Microwave Acoustice, Underwater
Acoustics and Transportation Neise, The Commission has also
started the organisation of the 9th Congress which will be held in
Madrid (Spain) in the summer of 1977 and will be the first one
&gt;rganised by the Commission in a Spanish speaking country.

Meetings connected with the IUPAD Assembly. ICA has stimulated
the organisation of meetings connected with the IUPAP Assembly in
Washington. Through the collaboration of the Acoustical Society of
America two of such meetings have been organised : a symposium
on the "Atmospheric sound propagation' at NBS (September 27-29)
and the Inter-noise 72 Conference in Washington (4-6 October).

[Information and Coordination Service. The Commission decided in
1969 to organise a service for collecting information on acoustic
meetings in different countries and for diffusing this information
by sending periodic lists of events to fs:oustical Societies, Acoustic
Journals and other organisations interested in Acoustics. This
service has been undertaken by Dr. Kolmer, a Commission
corresponding member, with the help of the Czechoslovakian Academy
The same service is also collecting and distributing inforrnation on
European Laboratories where research in Acoustics is carried on.
A further action of this center refers to the diffusion of information
on the organisation, status, activities of each national Acoustical
Commission or Society. The request of this activity came out
Juring the meeting with the representatives of Acoustical Societies
organised by ICA during its 7th Congress in Budapest.

Cooperation with AcousticalSocieties and help with the organisation
of a Furopean Federation. ICA has usually called a meeting of -
representatives of National Societies and Commissions during its
Congresses. In Budapest the meeting discussed the activities of
[CA, how to improve the exchange of information and the cocrdinatior
of activities of various Societies, the problems which are at present
of particular importance for the development of Acoustics. We have
already quoted same action which resulted from this meeting in the
field of exchange of information. The meeting pointed out also the
great importance that the problems of noise pollution has at present
and gave support to ICA action in this direction.

Man and hisenvironment. ICA has been considering for a long time
the importance of the problems connected with the environment : it
has had some of its members collaborating with ISO subcommittees
on noise and architectural acoustics. In the last two years it has
increased its activity in this field and it is collaborating in the effor
that the UN are conducting on the "Human Environment' : as it is
known the UN have been organising for a long time the Conference
on the subject in Stockholm (June 1972).



ICA has asked to participate and one of its members (Dr. Mattei)
has participated to a meeting organised by the European Economic
Commission in Prague in May 1971 as a preparation of European
Countries to the Stockholm Conference. In this meeting the problems
of noise, considered as a part of air pollution, have been presented.

ICSU has organised a special group, SCOPE, to study the problem
of environment, and IUPAP has appointed as its representative in
this group Dr. Lara of ICA. Dr. Lara has been charged by SCOPE
to prepare a report on the noise problem and ICA has appointed a
small group of experts to assist Lara prepare a draft of this report
Due to the SCOPE procedures the final report will be ready in
January 1973.
ICA, however, in order not to lose the unique opportunity of the
Stockholm Conference (a Governmental Conference) for addressing
to the Governments and calling their attention to the importance
of considering noise aspects in their decisions on planning and of
issuing adequate regulations concerning noise as well as to the need
of supporting research on noise problems, has sent directly to the
Stockholm Conference a document calling for resolutions to be
adopted.

Financial Matters. The activity of the Commission has increased
in the last term as shown above. The financial problems have
become more acute. The operation at the level described has been
possible only because the members have agreed to participate in
meetings with a very low contribution to their expenses, or, more
frequently, with no contribution at all, and they have found elsewhere
funds for the activities that ICA has asked to them to perform.
The low budget of the Commission, although ICA has given larger
contributions to members moving from other continents that the
place of the meeting, discriminates against some members. From
the other side the great interdisciplinary nature of Acoustics
requires direct discussion of problems in meetings and the
participation in them of a large part of Commission Members.

Appendix to ICA report (1969-72)

The Commission has organised the 7th ICA Congress in Budapest
(Hungary) 18-26 August 1971.

The Proceedings of the Congress have been published by '"Akademiei
Kiado'" Budapest in four main volumes and one abstract volume.

The total number of pages is of 3006.
The proceedings were distributed to all participants.
Extra copies can be purchased from '"Kulture', Budapest 62, an agency

of the Hungarian Academy.
ICA has also sponsored the following two meetings:

1) Symposium on Atomspheric sound propagation at NBS (Gaithersburg
27-29 September 1972.

2) Internoise - 72 Conference (Washington 4-6 October 1972)



8. Semiconductor Commission

. International Conferences on the Physics of Semiconductors (type A)
a) The 10th Conference was held at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA, 17-21 August 1970
Attendance 700. The Commission members were very satisfied
with the scientific program which achieved a very good balance
of high quality papers over the whole semiconductor field. The
proceedings were published in December 1970. Editors 5. P. Keller
J.C. Hensel and St. Stern, Atomic Energy Commission,
Washington D, C. 1970.

b) The 11th Conference will be held in Warsaw, Poland, 25-29 July
1972. An International Committee was set up to decide the
scientific program and to select the papers. A full report of the
conference will be given later.

2. Topical Conferences (type B)
- International Conference on Photoconductivity, Stanford, USA,
2-15 August 1969. Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference
on Photoconductivity., Editors E. M, Pell, Pergamon Press 1971.

- Conference on Heterojunctions and Layer Structure, Budapest,
Hungary. 11-17 October 1970. Editor G. Szigeti, Akademiai Kiado
Budapest 1971.
- International Symposium on Radiation Effects in Semiconductors,
Albany, USA, July 1970. Editors James Corbett and George Watkins
Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, New York, NY (USA)

- International Conference on Radiation Damage and Defects in

Semiconductors, Reading, UK, 19-21 July 1972.

(nternational conferences on Amorphous and Liquid Semiconductors

This field was rapidly developing these last years and an
{nternational Committee was set up which recommended conferences
on that subject on a two-year periodicity. The conferences held
luring the 1969-1972 period were :

- 3rd Conference on Amorphous and Liquid Semiconductors,
Cambridge, UK, 24-27 September 1969. Proceedings of the
International Conference of Amorphous and Liquid Semiconductors.
Editor N. Mott, North Holland 1970.

- 4th Conference on Amorphous and Liquid Semiconductors,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA, 8-13 August 1971. No proceedings have
2een published.
- The 5th Conference is planned for the summer of 1973 in
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, (German Federal Republic).



3. Meetings of the Commission

The Commission met in Cambridge, USA on August 17th 1970.
The minutes of this meeting were sent to the Secretary-General
in October 1970.

The next meeting will be held in Warsaw in July 1972.

4. Budget
The allocation for the 1969-1972 period was originally $8000 ;
after a request from the Secretary of the Comumission this allocatior
was raised to $12000, of which $1000 are part of the allocation for
the 1973-1975 period. The allocations to the meetings were the
following:

Cambridge (USA) Conference (1970) - $5000
Albany meeting (1970) - $ 500
Budapest meeting (1970) - $1500
Warsaw meeting (1972) - $5000

9. Magnetism Commission

l. Summary
During the period 1969-1972, as in the preceding three years, the
activities of the Magnetism Commission centered around the triennial
Commission Meeting and the triennial International Conference on
Magnetism (ICM). Both of these events took place in 1970 in Grenoble,
France, and are briefly described below. The Commission sponsored,
in dddition, two "satellite! conferences of the 1970 ICM and two other
conferences. All of these conferences are listed in Appendix A, which
includes information on publications and financial support. During this
three-year period, as in earlier ones, the entirety of the IUPAP funds
at the Commission's disposal has been used to support the ICM.

2, The 1970 Meeting of the Magnetism Commission
The major part of the meeting was devoted to the then current 1970
Grenoble ICM (see Sec. III), to a report on preparations for the 1973
Moscow ICM, and to a lengthy discussion of the visa problem.
Among the Commission's other actions, the most important ones were
its decision to hold the 1976 ICM in Amsterdam, Holland, and its
recommendation that an international program committee should be
organised formally in conjunction with all ITCMs to be held in 1976 and
‘hereafter.

3. The 1970 International Conference on Magnetism

The 1970 Grenoble ICM is generally considered to have been a great
success, its 84 scientific sessions reflecting the continued vitality
of the field of magnetism. Of the almost 1200 participants, about
two-thirds came from 30 countries other than France. In addition



to 48 invited papers, a total of 705 were submitted. The Program
Committee accepted 476 (i.e. only about 68%) for presentation,
and then included, with the authors' concurrence, 425 of these in
the Conference Proceedings which were subsequently published in
two volumes of the Journal de Physique.

4. Additional Information

Additional information on Secs. II and III is given in the Secretary's
15 June 1970 and 7 July 1971 reports to Dr. Butler, and further
details may be found in the Minutes of the 1970 Meeting of the
Magnetism Commission (distributed on 27 April 1971) and in the
references of Appendix A of the present report.



APPENDIX A

Recommendations of the Magnetism Commission During 1969-1972
for IUPAP SponsorshiporCo-sponsorshipofConferences

(List prepared on June 7, 1972)

Note: Conferences marked with an asterisk (#%) have already been
granted IUPAP Sponsorship or Co-Sponsorship by the sre cum
tive.

3 Title of Place IUPAP Published oo
Category  tonference and Date Support Proceedings LL

Inte?national Grenoble, $5000.
Conference on France
Magnetism¥* Sept 14-19/70

_ aim

Density of Augsois,
Electronic France oo
Charge and Sept 7~12/70
Spin#*
Fourth Inter-
national Col-
loguium on
Magnetic Thin
Films*

None None "Satellite!
of '70
Grenohle
Conference

None Sce
Reference 2

"Satellite!
of '70
Grenoble
Conference

B
(Not C)

Fourth Inter-
national Sym-
posium on
Magnetic
Resonance*

Rehovot,
Israel

Aug 24-31/71

None See
Reference 3

Also
sponsored
by TUPAC

Symposium
on the
Physics of
Dense Matter#*®

Copenhagen, None
Denmark
After Aug 1972

Co-sponsored
by IAU

International
Conference on
Magnetism

Moscow, USSR
Aug 22~-28/73

More
than

S5000.
requested

Sagamore IV:
Electronic
Charge, Spin
and Momentum
Density

Minsk, USSR None
avg 12-17/73

"Satellite
of '73
Moscow
Conference



APPENDIX A (Contd.)

ri IT Title of Place IUPAP Published Remar
” Jory Conference and Date Support Proceedings Remarks

NoneSixth Interna- ?
tional Colloquium USSR
on Magnetic Thin ?
Films :

"Satellike!
of '73
Moscow
Conference

Fifth Interna- pombay,
tional Symposiun India :
on Magnetic Jan ox Feb,
Resonance 1974

None

APunpn rn  AEACar.WhTe SSAERSPA330-

Reference 1: Journal de Physique, Collogue C 1, Supplement to Nos. 2-3,
Volume 32, February -~ March 1972, pages C 1 - 1 to
cc 1 - 1210.

Reference 2:

Reference 3:

Czechoslovak Journal of Physics, Vol. B21, No. 4-5,
pages 329 - 590, 1971."

Invited papers: Pure and Applied Chemistry (to be pub-
lished). Contributed papers: Journal of Magnetic
Resonance (to be published).



0 Solid State Commission

I. The Commission consists of 8 members (including the Chairmar
and the Secretary) and 6 corresponding members, specifically
representative of ferroelectricity lattice defects, luminescence
and crystal growths.

2. Except for two meetings of the Chairman and Secretary, no
meeting of the Commission took place, All matters were dealt
with by correspondence,

3. The following conferences sponsored by the Commission took
place:

Third Sagamore Conference on Charge, Spin and Momentum
Densities, Aussois, France, 9-12 September 1970; co-sponsored
by I. U. Cr.

“Metastable Alloys, Brela, Yugoslavia, 28-30 September 1970

*Third International Conference on Crystal Growth, Marseille,
France, 5-9 July 1971; co-sponsored by I. U, Cr. and I. O. C. G.
(International Organization for Crystal Growth, formerly called
Comite International de Croissance Cristalline - C,I.C. C.)

*Second International Conference on Light Scattering in Solids,
Paris, France, 19-23 July 1971

Fourth International Symposium on Magnetic Resonance,
Jerusalem, Israel, 24-31 August 1971

k Colour Centres in Ionic Crystals, Reading, U.K., 13-17
September 1971

[nternational Conference for Solid Surfaces, Boston, U.S. A.,
il-15 October 1971



International Conference on Thin Films, Venice, Italy,
15-19 May 1972

*Second International Conference on Vapour Growth and
Epitaxy, Jerusalem, Israel, 22-25 May 1972; co-sponsored
by I, U, Cr. and I,O, C. G.

“Second Symposium on Surface Physics, Enschede, The
Netherlands, 22-23 June 1972

«International Conference on Band Structure in Solids, Exeter,
U.K,, 3-5 July 1972

Seventh International Symposium on the Reactivity of Solids,
Bristol, U.K,, 17-21 July 1972; co-sponsored by I, U, P, A, C.

The following conferences are to be held with I, U, P, A, P, sponsor-
ship before the fall of this year:

“Second International Conference on Luminescence, Leningrad,
U.S.S.R., 17-22 August 1972

“International Conference on the Applications of the Mossbauer
effect, Ayeleth Hashahar, Israel, 28-31 August 1972

*Second International Conference on the Properties of Liquid
Metals, Tokyo, Japan, 3-8 September 1972

First International Conference on Modulation Spectroscopy, Tucson
U.S.A., 23-26 November 1972; recommended by the I, U, P. A. P.
Solid State Commission and Spectroscopy Commission.

General Remarks

The number of conferences sponsored by I. U, P. A, P. in the field
of Solid State Physics has increased from 13 (1966-1969) to 16 (1969-1972)
and there is no indication for a slowing down. The total number of
participants has exceeded 5000.

3.

Some of the conferences have repetitive character and are organized
on a nearly self supporting basis (about 1/3). For the major part (2/3)
financial support from I, U.P, A. P. was required (indicated by an
asterisk), Conferences giving rise to published proceedings are
marked by full circles, Gordon type conferences by empty circles.

6. The problem of the optimum size of conferences has still produced
a considerable correspondence. Although the idea of a big Solid State
Conference is not systematically rejected, the Commission members
favour the middle-sized conferences of 200 to 300 participants as
particularly suitable in specialized Solid State topics. The idea of
conferences and summer schools of the Gordon type has encountered
nearly unanimous favour.



11. Commission on Particles and Fields

A. Commission Operations and Procedures : The Commission has one
regular meeting per year, held in conjunction with one of the principal
conferences which it sponsors, At these meetings, proposals for future
conferences are discussed and decisions are made regarding recommendations
for IUPAP sponsorship of these conferences. Also general questions
concerning the formal and overall scheduling of conferences on different
topics in particle physics and technology are discussed.

Although we prefer to make decisions after discussion at these annual
meetings, problems of timing have sometimes made it necessary to
reach agreement on certain proposed conferences by mail during the
interval between our meetings.

Meetings of the Commission during the period 1649-1972 were held or
will be held as follows :

1969 - September 16, in Liverpool, Great Britain, on the
occasion of the ['V International Symposium on Electron
and Photon Interactions at High Energy.

1970 - August 27 and September 1, in Kiev, USSR, on the
occasion of the XV International Conference on High
Energy Physics.

1971 - August 25, in Ithaca, New York, on the occasion of
the V International Symposium on Electron and Photon
Interactions at High Energy.

1972 - September 8 (tentative date), in Chicago, Illinois, on
the occasion of the XVI International Conference on High
Energy Physics.

B. Conferences Sponsored by the Commission during the Period 1969-1972 -

Conferences in 1969
l. Tovical Conference on Weak Interactions, CERN, Geneva,

Switzerland, January 1969. Category B. Financial Support: $1000

Proceedings : published by CERN-Scientific Information Service,
Geneva, Switzerland 1969,

2. VII International Conference on High Energy Accelerators.
Yerevan, USSR, August 1969. Category B. Financial Support: $2000

Proceedings : published by the Publishing House of the Academy
of Sciences of Armenian SSR, Yerevan 1970; General Editor,
A.I. Alikhanian.

3 Third International Conference on High Energy Collisions,
Stony Brook, New York, USA, September 1969. Category B.
Financial Support : $1000.

Proceedings : "High Energy Collisions", Yang, Cole, Good, Hwa,
and Lee-Franzini, Publisher - Gordon and Breach, New York 1969



4. IV International Symposium on Electron and Photon Interactions
at High Energies. Liverpool, UK, September 1969. Category B
Financial Support : None.

Proceedings : published by the Daresbury Nuclear Physics
Laboratory, Daresbury, UK, 1969. Editor - D, W. Braben.

3. III International Conference on High Energy Physics and Nuclear
Structure. Columbia University, New York, USA, September 1969
Category B. Financial Support : None.

Proceedings : High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure;
Proceedings. Edited by Samuel Devons, Plenum Press, New York
1970.

Conferences in 1970
.. XV International Conference on High Energy Physics, Kiev, USSR.

26 August - 4 September 1970. Category A.
Financial Support : US $4000.

Chairman of Organising Committee : N. N, Bogolubov, Joint
[nstitute for Nuclear Research, Head Post Office, P., O. Box 70,
Moscow, USSR.

Proceedings : Not published.

) International ConferenceonInstrumentationforHigh Energy Physics.
Dubna, USSR, 8-12 September 1970. Category B.
Financial Support : US $1000.

Chairman of Organising Committee : V, P. Dzhelepov, Joint
Institute for Nuclear Research, Head Post Office, P.O. Box 70,
Moscow, USSR.

Proceedings : published by the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
Dubna, USSR, 1971. Editor : V.P. Dzhelepov.

Conferences in 1971

Ll. VIII International Conference on High Energy Accelerators, CERN,
Geneva, Switzerland, 20-24 September 1971. Categorv B.
Financial Support : US $2000,

Organiser : K. Johnson, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland.

Proceedings : published by CERN-Scientific Information Service.
Geneva, 1971. Editor * M. Hildred Blewett.

2 V International Conference on Electron and Photon Interactions at

High Energies, Ithaca, New York, 23-27 August 1971. Category B
Financial Support : US $1000.

Organiser : Professor Boyce D. McDaniel, Laboratory of Nuclear
Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.



Proceedings : 1971 International Symposium on Eleciron and
Photon Interactions at High Energies. Published by the
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca,
New York 1972. Editor : N, B. Mistry.

[International Conference on Duality and Symmetry in Hadron
Physics, Tel-Aviv, Israel, 5-7 April 1971.- Category B,
Financial Support : US $1000.

Organiser : Professor Y. Ne'eman, Department of Physics and
Astronomy, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat-Aviv, Tel-Aviv, Israel

Proceedings : published by The Weizmann Science Press of Israel
1971, Edited by EE. Gotsman.

International Conference on High Energy Physics and Nuclear
Structure, Dubna, USSR, 7-12 September 1971. Category B.
Financial Support : US $1000,

Organiser : Professor V.P., Dzhelepov, Laboratory of Nuclear
Problems, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Head Post Office.
P,0O, Box 79, Moscow, USSR.

Conferences in 1972

.. XVI International Conference on High Energy Physics, Chicago,
Illinois, 6-13 September 1972. Location : University of Chicago
and National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois.
Category A. Financial Support : US $3000.

Organisers : Professor Edwin L. Goldwasser, National Accelerator
Laboratory, P.O. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60510;

Professor Robert G. Sachs, The Enrico Fermi Institute
5630 Ellis Avenues, Chicago, Illinois 60637.

? IV International Conference on High Energy Collisions, Oxford, UK.
5-7 April 1972. Category B. Financial Support : None.

Organiser: G. Manning, Rutherford High Energy Laboratory,
Oxford, Chilton, Didcot, Berkshire, UK.

3, 4th International Conference on Magnet Technology, Brookhaven.
New York, 19-22 September 1972. Category B. Financial
Financial Support : None.

Organiser : Dr. J.P. Blewett, Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, New York 11973.
(This conference was not reviewed by the Commission on
Particles and Fields.)



13. Commission on Atomic MassesandFundamentalConstants.

L. Change of Commission Name
In view of the changing scope of the Commission's activities, it
has become clear that the fundamental constants are an increasingly
important part of the Commission's activities. Accordingly, at its
meeting in September 1971 the IUPAP Executive Committee authorised
the change of the Commission name to its present form.

2. Activities
A. The Commission was one of the sponsors of the International
Conference on Precision Measurements and Fundamental Constants
held at the United States National Bureau of Standards in Gaithersburg
Maryland, during the week of 3-7 August 1970. The proceedings of
this Conference has been published by the United States National
Bureau of Standards (Special Publication 343 (543 pp) August 1971).

B. The 4th International Conference on Atomic Masses and
Fundamental Constants sponsored by the Commission was held
at the British National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, England
during the week of 6-10 September 1971. The Proceedings will be
published by Plenum Press (London).

C. It has become increasingly evident that progress in precision
(n, ) and (p, ) reaction energy determinations is hampered by
a lack of uniformity and standards in the use of gamma ray
calibration lines. This Commission, in conjunction with the
Commission on Nuclear Physics, has therefore established a
Task Group on gamma ray calibration energies. This Task Group,
consisting of Dr. O. van der Leun (Netherlands), Dr. R. G. Helmer
(US), and Dr. P. van Assche (Belgium), will consider the problems:
associated with the measurement of gamma ray energies and will
attempt to establish appropriate standards in this area.

D. Professor A, H, Wapstra (Chairman of the Commission) and
Dr. N.B. Gove (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) have completed
the 1971 Atomic Mass Evaluation which has been published in fow
parts in Nuclear Data Tables, July 1971. This evaluation consisted
of : Part I. Atomic Mass Table

Part II. Nuclear-Reaction and Separation Energies
Part III. Evaluation of Input Values; Adjustment Procedures
Part TV. Systematics of Separation and Decay Energies

Part V, Nuclear Reaction Q Values will appear separately in the
near future.

E. Dr. E.R. Cohen (Secretary of the Commission) and Dr. B.N. Taylo:
(US National Bureau of Standards) are in the process of a new
evaluation of the fundamental constants. This evaluation, which
will take into account the considerable amount of new material which



has become available in the last three years, should be completed
by September and will be published in an approoriate journal.

3. Meetings

The Commission has held two meetings since those reported in
the previous report.

1. August 3, 1970, Washington, D.C.

2. September 5, 1971, Twickenham, England.

4. Conferences
Preliminary discussions have been held concerning the time and
piace of the 5th International Conference on Atomic Masses and
Fundamental Constants. Possible locations suggested have been
Sidney, Australia; Paris; Leningrad; the Conference will be
scheduled {for either 1974 or 1975.

14. Commission on Physics Education

lI. Meetings of the Commission

The Commission met in Rome 11-12 July 1969; in Eger, Hungary,
14-15 September 1970; and in Kiel, West Germany 25-26 June 1971.
In addition to members and corresponding members of the Commission
representatives from UNESCO.and other interested organisations
attended. The minutes of those meetings have been circulated.

2. International Seminar on the RoleofHistoryofPhysicsin
Physics Education (1970)

The Seminar was held 13-17 July 1970 at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. The purpose of the Seminar was to stimulate and
extend cooperation among physicists, historians of science, and
others interested in the humanistic teaching of physics. Twenty-two
persons, representing twelve countries, took part. The proceedings
of the Seminar and a special report entitled Resources forthe History
ofPhysicshave been published (University Press of New England, 1977
The Commission considered the recommendation of the Seminar that
a book or books on the history of physics be written for teachers and
advanced students, but was unable to implement it within available
resources.

3. International CongressontheEducationof Teachers of Physics
in Secondary Schools (1970)

The Congress was held in Eger, Hungary, 11-17 September 1970, unde"
che joint sponsorship of IUPAP and the Hungarian National Committee
on Physics Teaching. The purpose of the Congress was to review
problems connected with the education of secondary-school physics
teachers in manv countries and to develop recommendations to



governmental groups and universities for improved pre-service
education, motivation, and continuing education of teachers.
Total attendance at the Congress was 144, including representatives
of 25 countries. The proceedings of the Congress have been
published (MIT Press, 1971).

4, InternationalCongress on TeachingPhysics to Studentsin
Physics-Related Sciences and Professions

At its meeting on 25-26 June 1971 the Commission made plans for
this Congress to be held in Kiel, West Germany, 20-26 July 1972
under the sponsorship of the Commission and the West German
National Committee. Between 150 and 200 participants were
expected, represeating the physical and biological sciences,
engineering, agricultural sciences, and the health professions.
I'he Congress was intended to provide answers to several major
questions : (1) What do the "consumers' of physics education want
that they are not now getting? (2) What do physicists think they
have to offer that is not presently being taken advantage of? and
’3) How should physics courses for non-physicist scientists and
professionals be organised? Professor M.Y. Bernard of France
was named the chairman of the Program Committee, and Professor
W. Kroebel of West Germany the chairman of the Organising
Committee. A program was developed, speakers were invited, and
two circulars were distributed. The early response indicated
censiderable world-wide interest in the Congress.

Regrettably the Organising Committee was unable to obtain sufficient
financial support to make the Congress a success and was forced
to cancel it. Notification of cancellation was sent to prospective
participants early in June 1972.

&gt;. Other Meelings
Plans for other international congresses or seminars are not under
consideration at this time. Since the membership of the Commission
will be reconstituted at the General Assembly in 1972, it does not
scem advisable to carry forward planning of meetings that will be
‘he responsibility of new members.

6. Cooperation with UNESCO
I'wo writing projects - "A Source Book for the Teaching of Physics
in Secondary Schools" and "New Trends in the Teaching of Physics
were completed. Manuscripts were given to UNESCO by the editors
and publication is imminent.

7. RequesttoIUPAP
I'he reconstituted Commission will undoubtedly want to meet early
in the triennium 1972-1975 to plan new activities. The requirement
for travel funds will depend upon the number of Commission member:
and their distribution. It is suggested that at least $2000 be budgeted
by IUPAP for Commission travel in 1972-73.



Conferences Sponsored 1969-1972

International Seminar on the Role of History of Physics in Physics
Education, Cambridge. Massachusetts, USA, 13-17 July 1970.

HistoryintheTeachingofPhysics,UniversityPress of
New England, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1972

Resources for the History of Physics, University Press of
New England, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1972

Planck's Original Papers in Quantum Theory, Taylor and
Francis, Ltd, London, 1972.

International Congress on the Education of Teachers of Physics in
Secondary Schools, Eger, Hungary, 11-17 September 1970.

Teaching Physics - An Insoluble Task?, MIT Press, 1971.



16, Plasma Physics Commission

This Commission was formed by the XIII General Assembly of
IUPAP in September 1969. Unfortunately, because of the large number
of verbal nominations given to the General Assembly for membership
on this Commission, it was not until late March that the officers of the
Commission had a validated list of members and corre sponding members.
This seven-month delay in determining who the members of the Commission
were prevented the Commission {rom doing any work before June 1970.

Most of the Commission business has heen carried out by mail,
but the Commission had one formal meeting in connection with the
Fourth Conference on Plasma Physics .and Controlled Nuclear Fusion
Research, which was held in Madison, Wisconsin, USA, on 22 June 1971.
Present or represented were the following members and corresponding
members : Professor H. Alfven, represented by Dr.B. Lehnert, Sweden:
Professor Sanborn C. Brown, Secretary, USA; Dr. K. Husimi, Japan;
Professor Ioan-Iovitz Fovescu, Romania; Dr. Richard F. Post, USA;
Dr. C.M. Braams, The Netherlands; Dr. Bruno Brunelli, Italy;
Dr. J. L. Delcroix, represented by Dr. C.J. Jablon, France; and
Professor E.S. Weibel, Switzerland.

The area of plasma physics and ionized gases is a very compre-
hensive one, and as a result there are several other international

organisations which have committees of various sorts in this area of
physics. One of the very useful functions performed by the IUPAP
Commission is to serve as a liaison between these various other

organisations. This is accomplished to a large extent by overlapping
membership. For example, the International Atomic Energy Agency has
set up an International Fusicn Research Council. Dr. C.M. Braams,
a corresponding member of the Commission on Plasma Physics of IUPAP
is Chairman of the IAEA Council. The European Physical Society has
set up a Plasma Physics Division and Dr. B. Lehnert, who has been
acting for Professor Alfven on the IUPAP Commission, is the President
of this Division. There is a self-perpetuating International Scientific
Committee that runs the International Conferences on Phenomena in
lonized Gases. It has been the recommendation of this Commission that
a member of this Committee be nominated to membership on the Plasma
Physics Commission to provide close liaison with this International
Scientific Committee.

Also in connection with the wide range of physical phenomena
covered by the field of plasma physics, this Commission has recommended
to the General Assembly that the Plasma Physics Commission be made
up of not less than two members expert in plasma physics, two members
expert in gas discharge physics, and two members expert in astrophysical
plasma phenomena.



Conferences sponsored by the Commission during 1971 were
the following :

1) International Symposium on Plasma Physics in St. John's
Newfoundland, 5-9 July 1971; Conference Organiser :
Dr. M.P. Bachynski, RCA Laboratories, 1001 Lenoir,
Montreal, P.Q., Canada.

Seminars in I'undamental and Applied Laser Physics,
[sfahan, Iran, 1-7 Septernber 1971; Conference Organiser -
Professor Ali Javan, Rm. 6-210, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA.

cz) Xth International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized Gases,
Oxford, England, 13-18 September 1971; Conference Organiser :
Dr. R.N. Franklin, Keble College, Oxford, England.

3)

No conferences were sponsored by the Commission during the year
1972. This can be explained principally by the fact that there are two
ma jor international conferences of interest to this Commission which
meet on a regular basis : one, the Conference on Phenomena in Ionized
Gases, and the other, the Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion Conference.
The first meets every two years and the second meets every three years
and both met in 1971.

Conferences scheduled for 1973 are the following :

a) XIth International Conference on Ionization Phenomena in
Gases, Prague, Czechoslovakia, September 1973;
Conference Organiser : Dr. L. Pekarek, Czechoslovak
Academy of Science, Vinicna Ul, 7, Praha 2, Czechoslovakia

b) Conference on Plasma Theory, Kiev, USSR, October 1973;
Conference Organiser : Professor L.A, Artsimovich,
[. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR.

17. International Commission for Optics

1. Bureau

Le Bureau actuel a ete elu lors de C.I.O. 8 (Reading 1969). 11
est constitue par : Prof. H. H. Hopkins (President),
J. Ch. Vienot (Secr. Tres. ), Prof. B. Havelka, Prof. Koreo
Xinosita. Dr. R.M. Scott, Dr. W.H. Steel (Vice-Presidents).

2. Statuts - reglementation

Le Bureau de la C.I, O, a mis au point un projet de renovation
des Statuts de la C.I.O., celui-ci a ete propose au Secretaire
General de I'TUPAP et devrait etre normalement discute lors
de la reunion C.I.O. 9 en octobre 1972 a Santa Monica.



L.a necessite de reglementer l'organisation des Ecoles d'Ete
a egalement amene a proposer une procedure qui leur est
applicable. Enfin, le Bureau de la C.I1.O. a examine les
relations a mettre en place d'une part avec les differentes org
organisations s'occupant des Couches Minces, d'autre part
avec les groupes d'optique europeens et la Societe Europeene
de Physique.

3. Reunions

Plusieurs conferences et symposia ont ete organises sous
les auspices de 1a C.1,0,

Symposium International sur les Applications de 1'Holographie
Besancon (France) : 6-11 Juillet 1970.

Symposium sur les Performances visuelles dan l'observation
a travers un instrument d'optique, Munich (Allemagne) :
21-23 Juillet 1971.

3eme Conference Int. sur la Physique du Rayonnement
Ultra-Violet dans le Vide, Tokyo-Kyoto (Japon) :
30 Aout - 2 Septembre 1971.

Optique integree, Ondes Guidees, Materiaux et Systemes,
Las Vegas, Nevada (USA) : 7-9 Fevrier 1972,

Reunion Internationale sur les Couches Minces, Venise (Italie) :
15-19 Mai 1972.

4. Communications - bulletin de liaison

La C.I. O. ne comportant pas de membres individuels, mais
regroupant les Comites Nationaux d'Optique de differents pays,
les liaisons se font lors des Assemblees Generales (tri-annuelles),
lors des Congres et Symposiums de la C.I1. O. L'amorce d'un
bulletin de liaison regulier a demarre (a) sous forme de circulaires
octobre 1969, puis janvier 1970 ; (b) ensuite, un bulletin de liaison
"News -Letter') a ete diffuse : fevrier 1971 puis avril 1972. Ce
bulletin a pour but de renseigner les differents pays membres sur
les activites de l'annee (cf. copies jointes).

5. Glossaire multilingue

L.a mise au point d'un glossaire multilingue d'optique se poursuit.
Une documentation etendue a ete reunie, tant du point de vue
lexicologique gue du point de vue correspondance des termes dans
des disciplines voisines.

6. Accroissement du nombre des pays membres de la C. I, O.

Plusieurs adhesions nouvelles doivent etre prochainement ratifiees
ou sont actuellement en cours. .I1 s'agit d'Israel, du Mexique et
de 1a



de la Republique Democratique d'Allemagne. Il semble que
la Commission pourra egalement bientot compier 1'U. R. S. S.
parmi ses membres.

7. Budget

Le budget de la C.I. O. reste a peu pres stationaire, les
cotisations n'ayant pas ete reajustees et les ressources
exterieures etant inexistantes.



19. Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research

The increasing scientific and public interest in the oceans has
been reflected in increased activity of the numerous international
scientific organisations concerned and, in particular, by SCOR. The
work of SCOR is carried out at meetings of its executive committee, at
general meetings which are usually combined with oceanographic
conferences, at meetings of working groups and by publications. A part
of the work is biological, geological or chemical and of no direct interes
to IUPAP; a substantial part, however, is concerned with the physical
properties of sea water and sediments and with hydrodynamics, thermo-
dynamics and instrumentation. All of this has a basis in physics.

During the period four volumes of SCOR Proceedings have been
published, these give a detailed account of the meetings and of the work
done and resolutions adopted. One general meeting was held. This took
piace in Tokyo and was a joint enterprise with IAPSO, IABO, and CMG.
The proceedings have been published as a book, The Ocean World edited
by M. Uda (Tokyo 1971). A number of smaller conferences have been held

Much attention was given at the Tokyo meeting to considering the
formation of a Marine Sciences Union. It was the almost unanimous view
of those present that this was unnecessary and would be very difficult to
achieve in view of the multiplicity of organisations whose agreement would
be needed. Most people felt that it would be more satisfactory to strengther
SCOR. With this in view a revised constitution for SCOR was drafted; this
is being considered by ICSU. A feature of this constitution is the introductior
of a new class of Invited Members. This is to enable SCOR to coopt eminent
oceanographers even if they are nationals of countries that have not joined
SCOR. Some such members have already been appointed.

The main technical work of SCOR is done through working groups
which hold meetings and organise cooperative projects. The working groups
of main interest to IUPAP are :

WG 10 Oceanographic tablesand standards. This committee
prepared tables giving the physical properties of sea water
and is responsible for advising on the certification of standard
sea water. Particular attention has been given to the equation
of state and to the relation between electrical conductivity and
salinity. The theory of motions in the ocean requires very
accurate determinations of denisty as a function of temperature,
pressure and salinity. The investigations promoted by the
working group have produced a great improvement in the quality
of the data available. The program is continuing.

WG 15Photosynthetic radient energy. This group is concerned
with the methods of measurement of solar radiation in the sea
that are relevant to biology.



WG 21 Continuous current velocity measurement. This group
is engaged ina comparison at sea of the performance of the
principal types of current meters. Its work has revealed a
number of discrepancies which are being investigated.

WG 27 Tides of the open sea. This group is concerned with
instrumentation for measuring tides in the deep sea and with
the analysis of the results.

WG28 Air-sea interaction. This group is concerned with
the transfer of energy, momentum and water between ocean
and atmosphere. It is involved in the oceanographic aspects
of the Atlantic Tropical Experiment of GARP and in the
Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment.

WG 34 Oceanographic basis of oceanmonitoringandprediction
systems, This group is concerned with the design of equipment
for systematic monitoring of oceanic conditions, the planning of
cooperative programms and the dynamical interpretation of the
results,

Most of these groups are joint enterprises with other internationa’
bodies. Their terms of reference will be found in volume 7 of the SCOR
Proceedings and accounts of the work of each are usually to be found in
each issue.

Concern has been expressed lest the development of international
law to cover activities in the deep sea might seriously restrict many kinds
of oceanographic research. Much time has been spent on the discussion
of this matter. Whilst the discussions have not led to any real consensus
on the best method of minimising interference, they have led to a wider
appreciation of the difficulties and have probably had some effect on the
positions adipted by governments.

The eleventh general meeting of SCOR will take place in Oban,
Scotland, in September 1972.



21. Upper Mantle Project

The Upper Mantle Project officially ended in December 1970
A final symposium on the results of this international corporation
was held in August 1971 in Moscow at the general assembly of the
[International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics; the proceedings
have been published as a special issue of Tectonophysics, During
the period of the Upper Mantle Project it is not an exaggeration
to say that a revolution has taken place in the earth sciences,
especially with the discovery of many quantitative determinations
of the large horizontal displacements of the earth's crust which have
occurred over the last 100 m.y. The verification of the once
speculative theory of continental drift and its more recent complement
the theory of sea floor spreading and the formulation of the theory
of plate tectonics, has given us a dynamic in place of a static model
of the earth's interior. The study of the physics of the processes
in the earth's interior which has caused these movements, creep,
convection and heat transfer, is still in a rudimentary state and most
interesting problems in solid state . physics and hydrodynamics
invite investigation.



26. ICSU Abstracting Board - Report by H.W. Koch

The Abstracting Board of ICSU has made considerable progress
of direct interest to IUPAP during the 1969-1972 period. A so-called
Input Plan has been developed and approved by the Board in 1970.
According to this plan, the major abstracting and indexing services of
the world, including Physics Abstracts and Chemical Abstracts Service,
will share the responsibilities and substantial costs involved in inputting
a World Abstracting and Indexing System. An important prerequisite to
the operational feasibility of this plan is the standardisation of the
classification and indexing schemes for the organisation of physics
literature in this computerised system. The ICSU/AB Working Group ir
Physics has just completed the details and agreements for a Physics
Classification Scheme that will soon be adopted by Physics Abstracts,
Bulletin Signalatique, and Physikalische Berichte, as well as many of
the primary journals of the American Institute of Physics and the
European Physical Society. Such agreements are not only the results of
[CSU/ADB efforts, but also of the effective coordination supplied by such
commissions of ICSU as the Publications Commission of IUPAP. Both
the Board and this Commission can be justly proud of their past contributions
to the developments of science information systems of the near future.

The importance of continued IUPAT contributions should be
emphasised. IUPAP is the principal mechanism for ensuring that
appropriate consideration be given to the needs, capabilities, and interests
of individual physicists, who, after all, are to be the main contributors to
and users of, the information systemsinphysicsnowbeing designed and
developed. Decause of the importance of TUPAP's role, 1 am delighted
that a physicist active in the publications committee of the European
Physical Society will be encouraged to participate in ICSU/AB after my
term of involvement as JUPAP representative is completed. My own
personal involvement with ICSU/AB will continue as a representative of
the American Institute of Physics that became a member service of the
Board in 1972.

The Executive Committee and the General Assembly may want to
consider expanding formally the role of the Publications Commission so
as to include in its terms of reference abstracting and indexing, together
with primary publications. This expansion would be facilitated by making
the IUPAP representative to ICSU/AB a member of the Publications
Commission and by charging the Commission with the responsibility for
nominating the IUPAP representative to the Board. Consideration may
also want to be given to changing the name of the Publications Commission
to the Science Information Commission.
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CHARLES C. LAURITSEN LABORATORY OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 1109

September 20, 1972

Members and Corresponding Members
of the IUPAP Commission on Particles and Fields
and Guests at the Committee Meeting in Chicago

Dear Colleagues:

Enclosed is a draft of the minutes of our meeting in Chicago
on September 8, 1972. Please inform me of any corrections to these
draft minutes as soon as possible.

Also enclosed is a copy of a letter which was sent to
Dr. C. C. Butler, Secretary-General of IUPAP, immediately following
our meeting on September 8.

I assume that the Executive Committee will act on our recom-
mendations for IUPAP sponsorship of future conferences at its
meeting on September 19, 1972, and I will let you know the outcome
as soon as I hear from the Committee.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Koll ~~
Robert L. Walker
Secretary

RIW:nc
Enclosures
CC: C. C. Butler

Larkin Kerwin
R. F. Bacher
R. E. Bell
J. Teillac
A. Wattenberg
W. W. Havens, Jr.
Helge Tyrén
Karl Althoff
I. Quercia



CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CHARLES C, LAURITBEN LABORATORY OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 21100

September 8, 1972

Dr. C. C. Butler, F.R.S.
Nuffield Lodge
Regent's Park
London NW1 4RS, England

Dear Dr. Butler:

On July 7, 1972, I sent you a letter enclosing, among other things,
a list of Conferences in 1973 and 1974 recommended for IUPAP sponsorship
by the Commission on Particles and Fields. A copy of this list is en-
closed for easy reference.

As you may remember, two of the three conferences in 1973 had not
yet been approved by the Commission. This letter is to inform you that
at its meeting in Chicago on September 8, 1972, the Commission decided
to recommend that both these Conferences be sponsored by IUPAP. Thus,
all five conferences on the enclosed list (three in 1973 and two in
1974) have the Commission approval. The checklists for these confer-
ences have been completed and updated; copies of these checklists are
enclosed. Note some changes in the amounts of recommended support.

We hope that all five of these Conferences will be considered by
the Executive Committee at its meeting on September 19.

Robi-f Hilhom
Robert L. Walker
Secretary, Commission
on Particles and Fields

C3 Dr. Larkin Kerwin
Dr. R. F. Bacher

Enclosures

Additional note: At the General Assembly, the National
Committee of the USSR will probably nominate
A. N. Tavkhelidze instead of Baldin as a new member
of our Commission. If so, the Commission will support
this nomination of Tavkhelidze.



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS
COMMISSION ON PARTICLES AND FIELDS

Minutes of Meeting in Chicago, September 8, 1972 - DRAFT

The Commission on Particles and Fields of IUPAP met on August 8, 1972,

at The University of Chicago, on the occasion of the XVI International

Conference on High Energy Physics. The following people were present at

the meeting:

Members of the Commission

V. P. Dzhelepov
K. Lanius
3. Salvini
S. Suwa
R. L. Walker
C. N. Yang
G. Ekspong
H., Joos
A. Lagarrique
Y. Ne'eman
B. M. Udgaonkar

Guests

E. L. Goldwasser
R. G. Sachs
B. P. Gregory
W. K. H. Panofsky
G. H. Stafford
W. Paul
T. Kitagaki
Yu. A. Shcherbakov
W. Jentschke
V. Weisskopf

The secretary, R. L. Walker, acted as Chairman and G. Salvini took notes

during the discussion to help in preparing these minutes.

The minutes of the meeting in Ithaca, August 25, 1971, were approved.

(Several Commission Members, including Drs. Dzhelepov and Logunov, were

not present at that meeting.)

[. Report on Actions Taken since the Last Meeting

The secretary reviewed the following actions or decisions made since



the Ithaca meeting:

(8) The Commission approved the proposal to hold the IX Inter-

national Conference on High Energy Accelerators at SLAC, Stanford

University, in the Spring, 1974, and recommended that this Conference

be sponsored by IUPAP.

(b) The Commission approved the proposal to hold the XVII Inter-

national Conference on High Energy Physics at Imperial College, London

in July, 1974, and recommended that this Conference be sponsored by

TUPAP.

(c) Recommendations for new members of the Commission for the

term beginning in 1973 were agreed upon by the Commission and transmitted

to the Secretary-General. The IUPAP Executive Committee made changes as

indicated below and is recommending the following composition of the

Commission for the term 1973-75:

Chairman:

Secretary:

10 Members:

C. N. Yang, USA

G. Selvini, Italy

G. Ekspong, Sweden
H. Joos, FDR
A. A. Logunov, USSR
J. Pniewski, Poland
B. M. Udgaonkar, India
A. M, Baldin, USSR
E. L. Goldwasser, USA
B. P. Gregory, France
G. H. Stafford, UK
G. Takeda, Japan

This membership list differs from the Commission recommendations in

the following respects: (1) The Commission recommended that Y. Ne'eman



continue as a member and that G. Takeda be added as an eleventh member.

The Executive Committee would not agree to more than ten members on any

commission and it removed Ne'eman from our list. (2) Baldin was named

by the Executive Committee because by the time of its meeting no nomina-

tion for this position had been received from Dzhelepov and Logunov.

Subsequently, they have suggested A. N. Tavkhelidze. It was pointed out

in our discussion by Weisskopf, Walker, and others that in order to make

the change from Baldin to Tavkhelidze, the National Delegation of the

USSR will have to propose this change at the IUPAP General Assembly in

Washington. The Commission agreed to support this official USSR pro-

posal, presented by Prof. Dzhelepov, for the nomination of Tavkhelidze.

(The following note was sent on September 8 to C. C. Butler, the Secretary-

General: "At the General Assembly, the National Committee of the USSR

will probsbly nominate A. N. Tavkhelidze instead of Baldin as a new

member of our Commission. If so, the Commission will support this nomi-

nation of Tavkhelidze.")

IT. Future Conferences Approved by the Commission

A review and discussion of future conferences either already approved

or seeking the approval of the Commission took place. A summary of this

discussion and of the recommendations agreed to by the Commission follows:

(a) 197L4 Conference on High Energy Physics

Dr. Stafford reviewed briefly the status of plans for the 1974 High

Energy Physics Conference to be held at Imperial College, London. This

Conference had previously been recommended for IUPAP sponsorship by the



Commission. The dates are now fixed to be July 1-10, 1974. The total

number of participants will be limited to approximstely 800 by the size

of the guditorium available. Goldwasser pointed out that the NAL audi-

torium is this same size and the number of participants at the present

Chicago Conference is approximately 900.

The Commission agreed to recommend IUPAP support of $3,000 for the

London Conference.

Among other details, a discussion of the registration fee for this

and other conferences took place. Many people felt that $25 is a minimum

fee from the point of view of covering the costs involved. At the same

time, many felt that a fee higher than $25 or $30 should be avoided. Thus,

the consensus seems to be that $25 is the "right" amount. All agreed that

no additional charge should be made of participants for the Conference

Proceedings - one reason being to insure a wide circulation of the Pro-

ceedings.

(b) 197h Accelerator Conference

Dr. Panofsky gave a brief review of the status of the 19TL4 Accelerator

Conference, which was also previously recommended by the Commission for

IUPAP sponsorship. The dates are May 2-7, 1974, and the number of parti-

cipants will be approximately 300. This number can be accommodated in

the SLAC auditorium.

The Commission agreed to recommend IUPAP support of $1,000 for the

SLAC Accelerator Conference.



(¢c) 1973 Instrumentation Conference

Dr. Salvini reviewed the status of the Frascati Instrumentation

Conference which was approved by the Commission at its last meeting a

year ago. The dates are May 8-12, 1973, and the Conference will be at

Frascatl rather than Rome. The number of participants will be approxi-

mately 250 to 300.

The Commission agreed to recommend IUPAP support of $1,000 for the

Frascati Conference.

(d) 1973 Conference on High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure

Walker reviewed the history of the proposal to hold a Conference

in Uppsala on the above subject. Unusual efforts have been made by

the Conference organizers to coordinate the choice of time and place

with many people working in the field. Also, efforts extending over

several months have been made to establish good communications with the

Commission on Nuclear Physics, and to consider the possibility of joint

sponsorship. The proposed time of the Conference, in the Summer of 1973,

poses some problem to the nuclear physicists because of competition with

the large conference on Nuclear Physics which will take place in Munich

in August, 1973. However, a suggestion to postpone the Uppsala Conference

until 197k was not viewed favorably by the organizers.

The Commission on Nuclear Physics was informed by the secretary

(R. L. Walker) that we would have to make a decision at our meeting on

September 8, and that whereas joint sponsorship was not necessary, we

would not approve the conference if they specifically objected. No objec-

tion had been received prior to September 8, but also no agreement for



joint sponsorship. Perhaps a joint sponsorship can be achieved the next

time there is a conference in this series.

The Commission agreed to recommend IUPAP sponsorship for the Uppsala

Conference, and IUPAP support of $1,000. The dates of the Conference

will probably be June 18-22, 1973, although this is not yet firmly fixed

The Commission agreed that an earlier date in the first half of June

should be svoided because of conflict with the schedule at many univer-

sities. The number of participants will be approximately 300.

(e) 1973 Conference on Photon and Electron Interactions

Dr. Paul reviewed the proposal to hold the next photon-electron

conference in Bonn, August 27-31, 1973. It was pointed out that these

dates would overlap those of the Nuclear Physics Conference in Munich

mentioned before. The Conference organizers were asked to give some

thought to whether this overlap is any problem, and, if so, to reconsider

rhe date.

It was felt that the number of participants should be approximately

the same as at the last conference in Ithaca, namely about 300.

Panofsky recalled the question discussed at one of our previous

meetings as to whether the unity of the physics studied at proton and

electron machines had developed to the point where separate electron-

photon conferences were no longer appropriate. It was felt that, although

the unity argument has validity, the electron-photon conferences have

been very successful in the past and they are still much desired by people

working in the fields discussed. It was agreed that this conference

should include the subject of neutrino-induced reactions but the name of



the conference should not be changed because a broadening to include

weak interactions in general would not be appropriate.

The Commission agreed to recommend that the Bonn electron-photon

conference be sponsored by IUPAP and that IUPAP support of $1,000 be

granted.

III. Other Conferences

(a) European Conference in 1973

Dr. Gregory reported on present plans for the "off-year" European

Conference on High Energy Physics in 1973. This report was for informa-

tion only because IUPAP sponsorship is not sought. This series of con-

ferences has gradually assumed the nature of topical conferences, and in

1973, it is planned to concentrate on physics in the very high energy

region. The probable location will be Aix-en-Provence, and the probable

date will be early September, 1973. It was suggested that the precise

date should be coordinated with the Bonn Conference described sbove.

(b) The 1976 High Energy Physics Conference

The Japanese physicists have proposed, in a letter previously sent

to members of the Commission, that the large High Energy Physics Conference

in 1976 be held in Japan, probably in Tokyo. This proposal was discussed.

A number of members of the Commission expressed support for the idea of

changing the traditional rotation between the USSR, Western Europe, and

the USA so as to permit holding the conference in one of the "other

countries". Most of these people viewed the Japanese proposal favorably.

An argument expressed by Yang in this connection was that the holding of



such a conference does much to increase the prestige and recognition of

the institution and country where the conference takes place and that

these benefits can be especially important to a smaller country trying

seriously to develop its high energy physics program.

Since the 1976 conference would be traditionally held in the USSR,

the view of the Soviet physicists toward the Japanese proposal is espe-

cially relevant. This view was expressed by Dr. Dzhelepov, who reported

that discussions have taken place in the USSR with the expectation that

the Conference would be held there, and that for a number of reasons the

Soviet physicists wish to have the Conference in 1976 rather than delay-

ing it until 1978. Among these reasons are the expected importance of

new data from Serpuhkov, Novosibirsk, other Soviet groups, and Dubna.

He emphasized that they do not object to holding a high energy conference

in Japan but only to displacing the 1976 conference from the USSR. Thus,

they would have no objection to having the 1978 conference in Japan. As

an alternative, Dr. Dzhelepov suggested that the Japanese consider holding

a medium-sized topical conference and he suggested that an appropriate

topic would be the theory of elementary particles because of the long

tradition of excellence in this area in Japan. This conference would in-

clude review reports of experimental data.

No decision was made by the Commission on the Japanese proposal, as

the time is still four years away and more thought should be devoted to

the various questions raised by this proposal. It was agreed that a

definite decision will have to be made at the Commission meeting next



year. In the meantime, opinions on the proposal will be exchanged by

mail.

IV. Next Meeting

[t was agreed that the 1973 meeting of the Commission will be held

in Bonn at the time of the 1973 Conference on Photon and Llectron Inter-

actions.

Chicago, September 10, 1972

R. L. Walker, Secretary



September 5, 1972

Mr. Richard Y¥. Dow
(JH-421)
U.S. National Committee for IUPAP
Div. of Physical Sciences
National Academy of Science
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20418

Dear Mr. Dow:

Professor Victor F. Weisskopf has just
returned from a summer abroad, and upon showing
him a copy of the attached registration form he
did not recall having filled this form out and
returning it to you. Therefore I am returning
this Xerox copy of the form, filled out by him.
This may be a duplicate, but if not would you
please consider this as Professor Weisskopf's
registration form.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Eulian
Secretary to Professor Weisskopf

ancl.



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS
XIV GERERAL ASSEMBLY

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, WASHINGTON, D. C.

20 - 25 September 1972

Please Airmail Original and
one copy to:

Mr. Richard Y. Dow (JH-421)
U.S. National Committee for lUPAR
Div. of Physical Sciences
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, NW.
Washington, D. C. 20418 U.S.A.
Relain ong copy for your files.

REQISTRATION FORM
for

XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY

NAME _ CL —

(Please Indicate how correspondence should be addressed, le., Professor, Dr., Mrs., Miss, etc

COMPLETE ADDRESS

INSTITUTIONAL AFFILIATION

NAMES OF ACCOMPANYING PERSONS:
Namo Address

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS:

A block of rcoms has been reserved at the Shoreham Hotel for delegates, officials of [UPAP, IUPAP Com
mission members and participants in the scientific sessions. Please indicate your room requirements below:

Room(s) with single bed for 1 person at $22.00

——_ _ Room(s) with twin beds for 2 persons at $26.05

 No reservations required (making own arrangements for accommodations)
Arrival and departure dates are essential:

Arriving Washington Sept. 1972 Hour

Departing Washington Sept. 1€72 Hour __

Confirmation of reservations will be sent to the mailing address idicated on the form, unless the reqistran
speaecificaliv requests otherwise,



NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

CIVISION OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES june 5, 1972

Dear Colleague:

inclosed is the second announcement of the XIV General Assembly of
the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP), General
InformationandProgram.Thisannouncementprovidesinformationcn
transportation, accommodations, luncheons and dinners, laboratory tours,
visas, and other general information. It also provides a schedule of
the business and scientific sessions and evening functions.

Three copies- of a registration form for the General Assembly are
also enclosed. Please complete these forms, as soon as possible, and
send two copies to me (addressed envelope enclosed); retain one copy
cor your files. Confirmation of your reservations for rooms at the
Shoreham Hotel will be sent to the mailing address on the registration
corm. unless vou request otherwise.

Please let me know if I can be of assistance in any other matters
~egarding your participation as a delegate to’ the General Assembly.

Sincerely yours,

Richard Y. Dow
Secretary, USNC-IUPAP
Arrangements Committee

for XIV General Assembl-
of IUPAP

Kncls.



Jeno M. BarnoThHY
833 LINCOLN STREET

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 60201

MIT
Physics Department
Cambridge, Mass, 02138 Sept.7,1972

Dear Dr..elsskopf:

I understand that the XIV General Assembly of
IUPAP plans a commemorative meeting of Bohr's Nobel
Prize on Sept.20-25 in Washington. I am sure you are
among the invited speakers of this occasion.

I believe that this would be an appropriate
occasion to show that Bohr's quantization of the
atomic system seems to be applicable also to the
planetary system, as shown in the enclosure, a paper
I presented at the 138th meeting of the Am.Astr,Soc.

I would greatly appreciate to hear your comments.

Sincerely yours

Jeno M.Barnothy
professor of physicsLn

JiiBieg
Encel.



Quantization of Macroscopic Rotators (09.06.02) J.M.Barnothy

Sixty years have elapsed since Bohr discovered his atomic model.
Have you ever posed the question what would have happened to quantum

theory if the electron spin and its numerical value would have been known

at the advent of the 2oth century? Let me take you on a ride in a time
machine, which not only starts with the knowledge of the electron spin, (sg
but which can also rearrange the sequence of events,

First we see Millikan and Einstein showing that in the photoelectric
effect light is absorbed in quanta, each quantum carrying an energy 2%sg}

Now comes Planck and says, this is exactly what I need to explain
the. spectrum of the black body radiation. The emission of light is not
continuous, but occurs in quanta with energies as given by Einstein's
equation. Obviously a light quantum sometimes behaves as a wave, and
other times as a corpuscule.

Then de Broglie, who was a rather romantic type of scientist, recog-
nizes that since nature seems to have a preference for symmetries, should
light behave in a dualistic manner, then corpuscules should also behave
at times undulatorily, whereby, in analogy to light quanta, there should
exist corpuscular waves with wavelength equal to the ratio of 4% times the
spin of the particle to its momentum.

Next Bohr explains the discrete set of Balmer lines, by postulating
that electrons revolving around the nucleus do not emit radiation as long
as they move in orbits along which the de Broglie waves are standing waves,
This means, of course, that the orbital angular momentum of the electron
must always be an integer multiple of the electron spin.

Unfortunately Heisenberg shows that such an atomic model is a nonsens

because the simultaneous observation of conjucate quantities always in-
volves an error equal to the electron spin. Thus, it is impossible to
observe Bohr's orbits. Schrddincer saves the situation by setting up a
partial differential equation, leading for negative energies to a discrete
set of Eigenvalues. He achieves this by substituting in the Hamiltonian a

new variable S=I ny, whereby to remain in agreement with observations he
sets the numerical value of II equal to twice the spin of the electron.

~e have now covered the events leadinz ap to Schrodinger without the
need to mention h, that.is Planck's constant, This curious circumstance
raised in the '49s the heretical thousht®in me that h is probably not a
fundamental ceneral constont of nature, bat a constant, the value of which
changes in accordance with the "prima donna" of the show. I found that the

general formula forPlanck's constant is h = LTC 5 0b =H where sy is
the s»nin of the oscillating or revolving body,kis a small integer, inclu-



ding zero, ande¢ is the fine structure constant.

In the special case of the atom k=0, and since syx=sy, h will be nume-
rically equal to Planck's constant: nothing has changed. But, in the case
of the Earth k=3, and sx is the spin of the Earth, consequently Planck's
constant according to which the orbit of the Earth should be quantized is
1.58x10%8ces. Since the Earth is in its lowest quantum state, the de Brogli
wavelength corresponds to the circumference of the ecliptic. The radiant
energy which would be emitted if the Earth could "jump" from its second
quantum orbit to the first, would be a gravitational wave of nearly three
light-years wavelength.

Slide 1 shows the quantization of the planetary system, Three differe
k values were needed. “hen two planets occupy the same n and k quantum
numbers, as in Mercury and Venus, and again Earth and Uranus, one of them
happens to have retrograde rotation, suggestive that Pauli's exclusion
principle would be applicable. From the nine planets only Neptune does not
fit into the scheme. The trans-Plutonian planet has according to compu-
tations a mass about equal to that of Jupiter, I assumed that its diameter

and rotational period would also be similar to those of Jupiter.
Slide 2 shows the twelve satellites with known diameters, For all I

assumed bound orbits and homogeneous mass distribution. All have k=4.
I expect that you will say that with two adjustable parameters it is

not surprising that for each object closely integer n values can be found.
The chance to find within $0.35 an integer n value of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 is
3.6%. But the probability to find such an intezer value for 16 objects is
10-231 I think this undoubtedly proves three points:

1) It is indeed possible to quantize macroscopic rotators;
2} Planck's constant is not a general fundamental physical constant,

Dirac in 1968 has already reached the inference that in the physics of the
future h cannot be a fundamental quantity. |

3) That the uncertainty relation denends on what kind of signal carriers
we use. Photons will give very blurred picture from Bohr's orbits, but very
sharp pictures from the orbits of the planets, Gravitational waves, on the
other hand, would give very hazy pictures from the planetary system, and
what one could say,would merely be that the probability to find the Earth

somewhere around the Sun is proportional toy2. This means, that model-like
description should not be dismissed as worthless:they are complementary to
the statistical mathematical descriptions, lature apeears dualistic even
in its recognition patterns.

13Cth meeting of Am. AStr. Soc. ,Aug.16,1972

“J.Earnothy, lature, June 15 1846: ibid iue,31.1946



PLANETS

Assumptions: all have mass distributions similar to that of Earth

(inertia factor=0.28); component of spin vector

Rotational perion

more than 6 days

less than 1 day

large planets

perpendicular to orbital plane taken into account.

&lt;&gt; | a&lt;n&gt; %k | Name | n

| 4 Mercury
venus
Pluto

1.92 2 - 4

1.78 2 -11 retrograde
1.20 1 +20 (D=4000 mi)

0
J Earth

Mars
Uranus
Neptune

1.14
5.12
1.09
0.27

1
9
1

+14
+ 2.4
+ 9 retrograde

 2 Jupiter
Saturn
Trans-Pluto

1.06
2.35

(4.05)

1

| 2
(4)

+ 6
+17.5 (ring?)

(~Jupiter)

SATELLITES

Assumptions: have homogeneous mass distribution; have

bound orbits and move on curtate cycloids,

hence considered as planets.

k-value always = 4

~ ]

n a&gt;] ac %

Earth

Jupiter

Saturn

Neptune

Moon

Jo 0.46
Europa 0.84
Ganymede 0.56
Callisto 1.65

Mimas- | 1.08
Enceladus | 0.89
Tethys : 0.49

Dione | 0.94
Rhea 0.52
Titan 1.87

193] 2 | - 3.5

 1/2] - 8.0

1 | -16.0
1/2 +12.0

9  _17.5

integer spin?

integer spin?

1

Jo]1/2
1 |

1/2
2

+ 8.0
-11.0
- 2.0

- 6.0

4,0
6.50

integer spin?

integer spin?

Triton 1g7| od
EOIN rrr

- 6.5 retrograde
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XVI GENERAL ASSEMBLY — PROGRAMME

Tues, Sept. 19 :¢ pm Executive Committee

Wed. Sept. 20 : am General Assembly I
pm General Assembly II
ev Reception, NAS

Thur, Sept. 21 :¢ am Symposium I
(Amaldi, diFrancia)
Symposium II
(Hoyle, Thorne)
Banquet
General Assembly III
Symposium III
(Herzberg, Bardeen)
Symposium IV
(Casimir, Gentner)
Symposium V
(Artsimovich,

Weisskopf, Bohr)
Dinner

General Assembly IV#*
Tours

ceneral Assembly V¥
Tours

August 1972

XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY - SOth ANNIVERSARY

Preparations are now complete for the 14th Gen-
pral Assembly of IUPAP, being held in Washingtor
Sept. 20-25th. The Assembly is being hosted by
the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the
National Science Foundation, The American Ins-
titute of Physics, and is being coordinated by
the U.S. National Committee for IUPAP,
An impressive scientific programme has been
prepared for the occasion.
Many veteran members of IUPAP will attend this
special meeting, including former Secretary-
General P, Fleury (who attended the founding
session in 1922) and Professor P.P, Ewald, who,
88. Secretary-General in 1947, animated the
post-war reorganisation.

XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY - AGENDA (draft)

Welcome by USA Academy of Sciences
Adoption of Agenda
Obituaries
Election procedures
Nominations
Secretary-General's report
Commission Reports
Inter-union affairs
ICSU matters
Report of the Financial Commission
Commission recommendations: preliminary
Elections: Executive Committee
Elections: International Commissions
Commission recommendations: action
Resolutions from National Committees
Venue of 1975 General Assembly
Other Business
Adjournment

am

pm

Tues. Sept. 26 : am

le
3.
9.

10.
“1.
2.

. 3.

4,
5.

6.
17.
18.

Executive Committee

* one of these sessions may not be needed

AUTUMN CONFERENCES

Readers should consult the list published in
News-Bulletin No. 25 and the addendum in No.27.
They are reminded of the coming meetings:
23. MODULATION SPECTROSCOPY Nov, 23-26

: Tucson, USA

24. ICO - SPACE OPTICS Oct. 9-13
Sta Monica, USA

XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY - Unveiling

1972 is the 50th anniversary of the awarding of
the Nobel Prize to Niels Bohr. To mark this
event, and as a high point of its own 50th anni-
versary mesting, IUPAP will unveil a bust of
Professor Bohr on the evening of Wednesday,
Sept. 20th. The bust will be unveiled by Prof.
Aage Bohr, and a short address will be made by
Prof. S., Rozental, Director of the Niels Bohr
Institute at Copenhagen. The bust is the work
of Harald Isenstein, noted Danish sculptor, who
has rendered many noted scientists.

XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY - NOMINATIONS

Hundreds of nominations for the 184 positions
on the Executive Committee and International
Commissions have been received from National
Committees as well as from the Commissions.
A proposed slate has been prepared for distri-
bution to Assembly delegates. Further nomina-
tions will be considered by the Assembly,



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE

INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

Secretary-General :

Dr. C.C. BUTLER, F.RS.,
Nuffield Lodge
Regents Park
London NW1 4RS, ENGLAND.
Tel.: 01 - 722-8871

« bec, Auguc. *

-

Secrétaire général adjoint:
Prof. L. KERWIN. F.R.S.C
Université Laval
Québec 10, Canada.
Tél: 418 - 666-2131

Prof, Victor Weisskopf,
Vice-President of IUPAP
Department of Fhysics,
Massachusetts Institute cf Technology,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139, I! G2

Dear Dr. Woisskoprt.

the sum of $223.00
Eh Y:-4% Executive

 forward

#e have instructed our
representing your travel
neetinc,

pankers to forward you
expenses to assist to

It was very pleessant seeiny you in Brussels,
1c chatting with you again in Washingtan.

Toxd: CT - yours,

C.Co &gt; do|

LKz2e0b

. Butler

Lark:
CoCo

TWN,
~zcretary~-General



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE

INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

Secretary-General :

Jr. C.C. BUTLER, F.R.S.
Nuffield Lodge
legents Park
.ondon NW1 4RS, ENGLAND.
Tel.: 01 - 722-8871

Secrétaire général adjoint:
Prof. L. KERWIN, F.RS.C
Université Laval
Québec 10, Canada.
Féi.- 418 - 6566-2131

Québec, le fer aolit 1972.

Mongieur le Gérant,
Banque de Montréal,
juccursale St-Sacrement,
1405 chemin Ste-Foy,
Juébhec 6.

Monsieur,
Veuillez transmettre la somme de

wemdoux cent vingtetrols dollars U.S. (5223.00)eww
ay compte de:

Pref, Victor WEISSKOPF
Lepartmant of Physica
Magaschuseiis Institute of Technology
Camhridae,

Mass, 02139, UsSehs

rerrésentant ses frais d'soswi~tance 2 la riunion de 1'Exfcutif 2
Sruxelles gn fuin.,

Je vous prie d'indiquer au destinataire
jue ce montant d'argent est fourni par l'Union internationale de
Physique pure et appliquée. Puis-je vous demander également de
me faire parvenir une copie de la lettre accompagnant cet envoi?

Recevez, monsieur le Gé&amp;rant, l'assurance
de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

Larkin Kerwin,
Jecrétaire-général adjoint

z.C.% Dr Butler

 Kernah
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August 9th,1972,

Prof. Victor Weisskopf,
Department of Physics,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge,

Mass. 02139, U.S.A.

Dear Sir,

Enclosed please find draft #630557 in the amount
of $223.00 U.S., representing the cost of assistance to the
executive reunion at Bruxelles in june, sent by the
International Union of Pure &amp; Applied Physics,

remain,

Kindly acknowledge receipt.
Hoping all is to your entire satisfaction, we

Yours Truly,
URTm esa

JAA
eR =

‘Mr. Albéric Grimard,
For Adm. Manager.

i  Pp

a





NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

DIVISION OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES

June 16, 1972

Dr, Victor F, Weisskopf
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Viki:

I enclose a note from Bacher to USNC-IUPAP regarding
our delegation. As you and Bacher decided, he has
left you and himself off the delegation in virtue of
the international posts the two of you occupy. Need-
less to say, this does not mean your counsel should be
vithheld from the delegation!

We do want you to fill in the registration form, for
obvious reasons, sending it to Mr. Dow here.

With warmest regards,

Sincere™

Enclosures



NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

DIVISION OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES June 15, 1972

MEMORANDUM

TO: U.S. National Committee for IUPAP

FROM: R. F. Bacher

SUBJECT: Our Delegation to the XIV General Assembly of IUPAP, September 20-25,
1972

The nominating committee appointed at the meeting in Washington has cor-
responded and held several conference telephone calls on the subject of the U.S.
delegation to the forthcoming General Assembly in Washington. IUPAP Statutes
specify that the U.S. delegation be composed of 5 Official Delegates but it has
been customary to invite other nationals who are members of Commissions as
Observers where this is practical. After discussion with the chairman of the
nominating committee it has been proposed to supplement the Official Delegation
by a small group of Alternate Delegates which includes the regular members of
USNC who are not Official Delegates and two or three ex officio members who have
been very much involved with the work of the National Committee.

The proposed Official Delegates are:

D. A. Bromley
S. C. Brown
E. I. Goldwasser
W. W. Havens, Jr.
FR. Seitz

with the Vice Chairman of the U.S. National Committee, S. C. Brown as Chairman
of the Delegation.

Alternate delegates proposed are:

S. S. Ballard
John Bardeen
L. M. Branscomb
M. D. Fiske
M. Greenspan
H. W. Koch
R. Smoluchowski

It is proposed that the following be included in the U.S. Delegation as
Observers.

W. W. Buechner
E. R. Cohen
J. M. Cowley
H. Y. Fan



W. L. Fite
J. L. Fowler
C. Herring
I. Hirsh
W. W. Johnson, Jr.
E. 0. Kane
W. C. Kelly
J. S. Koehler
I's Lauritsen
Peter Meyer
E. W. Montroll
Jugh Odishaw
S. Pasternack
R. F., Post
G. T. Rado
F. Dow Smith
R. L. Walker
H. C. Wolfe
C. N. Yang

You may recall that the USNC does not pick our delegation but makes recomenda-
tions to the President of the National Academy. If you do not agree with the pro-
posed recommendations of Official Delegates, Alternates and Observers as listed
above, please let me hear from you before July 10, 1972. Hearing no serious objec-
tions by that time, I shall send these recommendations to President Handler.

With this memorandum I send many thanks to Joseph Fowler, Conyers Herring
and Roman Smoluchowski for serving on the nominating committee.

rtt©Boeken
P.S. Please note Mr. Dow's enclosed memo and registration forms and respond

appropriately to him as soon as you conveniently can.

fncls
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NATIONAL DELEGATIONS
National Committees for IUPAP are reminded that
their country's delegation to the coming X¥Vth
Sensral Assembly should be fixed as soon as
possible.
a) The number of delegates should be sent to

the local Committee with copy to the
Secretary-General Butler immediately.

hb) The names and addresses of the delegates
should be forwarded as soon as possible
{not later than April 1st).

50th ANNIVERSARY GENERAL ASSEMBLY : DATES

The XIV General Assembly of the Union will take
place in Washington in 1972 and the dates have
now been fixed as September 20th through 25th
inclusive, The Assembly will open and close
with business sessions.

To mark the 50th Anniversary which coincides
with that of the award of the Nobel Prize to
Niels BOHR in 1927, the USA National Committee
has arranged for an impressive scientific
program which will attract many physicists in
addition to the official delegates. Thirtaen
of the world's most prominent physicists have
accepted invitations to present papers.

The business sessions and scientific program
will be rounded off by tours and several sacial
gatherings, The XIV Assembly promises to he
the most memorable of the Union's history.

DEATH of ACADEMICIAN FEDORENKOD

Union members were saddened to learn of the
death of Academician N.V, Fedorenko early in
February. Professor Fedorenko had been pro=-
ninent in organizing the series of Interna-
tional Conferences on Atomic and Electronic
Collisions sponsored by IUPAP and was one of
the charter members of the Commission on Atomic
and Molecular Physics and Spectroscopy founded
in 1966. He hosted the Vth CAEC Conference at
his Laboratory in Leningrad in 1967.

TEACHING PHYSICS to NON-PHYSICISTS
#hile most of the Union's Commissions are
highly specialized, some hold interest for all
physicists, and that in the Teaching of Physics
is an example. Particular attention is called
to its forthcoming Conference at Kiel, July
20-26, 1972, It will be concerned with the
teaching of Physics to Students in Physics
related ecienecns and Professions.

April 1972
nmiapetm——a——

National Committees should consult articles 14
and 16 of the Statutes which fix the maximum
number of official delegates (related to the
number of shares held) and voting procedure.
They are reminded of a tradition whereby National
Delegations include as members or observers
nationals bslonging to Commissions where this is
practical,
Information should be sent to:

chairman,
Arrangements Committee,
J5 National Committee for IUPAP,
National Academy of Sciences,
210% Constitution Avenue N.W,,
Washington, D.C. 20418, U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES: EARLY SUMMER
Readers should consult the list published in
News-Bulletin No. 25 and the addendum in No. 27.
They are reminded of the coming meetings:
3. 11th SEMICONDUCTORS July 25-29

Warsaw
July 19-21
Reading
June 22-23
Netherlands
July 3-5
Exeter
July 17-21
Bristol
July 18-21
Jancouver
July 20-26
Kiel
July 31-Aug.5

4. RADIATION PHYSICS
8. 2nd SURFACE PHYSICS

9, BAND STRUCTURE

10. 7th REACTIVITY SOLIDS

18, 6th CYCLOTRON

19. TEACHING PHYSICS

24, NU. EAR STRUCTURE

XIV. Wednesday, September 20th
+

Monday, September 25h, 1972



NEA ON
News~Bulletin No. 30

LATE SUMMER CONFERENCES

Readers should consult the list published in
News-Bulletin No. 25 and the addendum in No. 27.
They are reminded of the coming meetings:
t. BOLTZMANN EQUATION CENTENARY ?

Vienna
Aug. 20-26
Boulder
Sept. 3-8
Tokyo
Aug. 17-22
Leningrad
Sept. 6-13
Chicago
Sept. 19-22
Brookhaven
Aug.28-Sept.1
Los Angeles
Sept. 4-8
Osaka
Rug. T=11
Bouldex
Aug. 21-26
Turku
July3t-Aug.5
Kegzthelv

2. XIII LOW TEMPERATURE

1, 2nd LIQUID METALS

12, LUMINESCENCE

13, XVI HIGH ENERGY

15, 4th MAGNET TECHNOLOGY

16. NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS

17. NUCLEAR MOMENTS

21. 3rd ATOMIC PHYSICS

22. XVII COLLOQUE AMPERE

26. MUCLFAR STRUCTURE

Co Bowmnesstem

aey

XV weanescay, Sept, 20 to Monday, Sept. 25

EXECUTIVE MEETING

Problems arising in connection with the XIVth
General Assembly in September will be taken up
by.aspecial meeting of the Executives Committee
in Brussels in June. Commissions and National
Committees wishing to bring matters to its
attention should communicate immediately with
Dr. C.C, BUTLER, Secretarv=Genexral

SCOPE

SCOPE's programme (see Ness-Bulletin No. 22) has
been exnanded bv two projects:

: Working Party on Methods of Analysis of a
Selected List of Pollutants;

: Working Group on Future Post-Stockholm
Institutional Arrangements.

IUPAP's delegate (Dr Lara Saenz) is concerned
with noise pollution (see Bulletin No. 27).

1 A CN|]JILJ
INION OF
CRE AND
PPLIED

JC

June 1972

SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS : XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Details of the scientific sessions which will
be held in conjunction with the 50th anniver-
sary General Assembly of IUPAP in Washington
next September have been given by the USA
National Committee, The following distin-
juished speakers will give lectures:

Edoardo AMALDI
Toraldi deFRANCIA
Jo Tuze WILSON
Sir Fred HOYLE
Xin THORNE

Friday,
September 22

Garhaxrd HERZBERG
John BARDEEN
V.be GINZBERS

Saturday,
September 23

HeB.G. CASIMIR
Wolfgang GENTNER
L.A. ARTSIMOVICH
Victor WEISSKOPF
Arne BOMP

ATTENDANCE af XIV
National Committees should by now have commu-
nicated the names of their official delegates
to Washington, See News-Bulletin No. 29 for
details.

National delegations may be accompanied by
observers, The Arrangements Committee needs
to know the numbers of these narticipants,

It is expected that there will also be general
admission to the scientific sessions.

Contact: Chairman
Arrangements Committee
US National Ctee for IUPAF
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
washington, D.C. 20418, U.S.A

ICSU et HELSINKI

Meeting of the ICSU will take placs this year
at Helsinki, September 15-18. IUPAP is active
in 10 ICSU Special Committees as well aa being
a Charter Member.



May 23, 1972

Professor W. Dekeyser
Laboratorium voor Kristallografie
Krijgslaan 271
B=-9000 GHENT, Belgium

Dear Professor Dekeyser:

I am looking forward to seeing you at the
IUPAP meeting in Brussels on Friday, June 23rd.
Unfortunately, I have to attend a meeting in
Vienna on the evening of the 22nd and the only
plane that can bring me to Brussels arrives as
late as 2:30 p.m. on the 23rd. Please let me
know where the meeting will be held so that I
can go directly from the airport to this place.
I suppose that a taxi would be the best solution.

I expect to spend the night from Friday to
Saturday in Brussels and I would appreciate if
you could put me up in the Fondation Universitaire
or anvwhere else.

Please direct the answer to this letter to
my European address =-- % CERN, 1211 Geneve 23,
Suisse. Switzerland.

Sincerely yours,

Vv. Ff. Weisskopf

VFW:dle



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

Memorandum from Secretary-General

To Members of the Executive Committee
TE——_—————

Meeting in Brussels, June 23rd and 24th, 1972

I'he meetings will be held in the Flemish Academy of Sciences,
Brussels on June 23rd and June 24th.

Please assemble by 12 noon at the Academy on Friday, 23rd. The
formal business will begin after lunch and will continue on the
morning of Saturday, June 24th. We should be able to finish by
lunch time of June 24th.

Please let me know if you expect to attend the meetings.

Please let Professor. Dekeyser know when vou will arrive in Brussels
and ask him for any help you will need with accommodation. I believe
some rooms will be available in the "Fondation Universitaire"
(University Professors Club).

P Professor W. Dekeyser
Laboratorium voor Kristallografie
Krijgslaan 271

\ B-9000 GHENT, Belgium

|

Agenda : The main points for the agenda will be -

5.1 Arrangements for the General Assembly
5. 2 Agenda for the General Assembly

5.3 Election arrangements |

5.4 Consideration of nominations and preparation of the
Executive Committee's list of candidates.

This will be the main item of business. Unfortunately it will not
be possible to circulate papers ahead of the meeting.

C.C. Butler
12th May, 1972



May 23, 1972

Dr. C. C. Butler, F.R.S.
Nuffield Lodge
Regent's Park
London, NWl, 4RS, ENGLAND

Dear Butler:

This is to tell you that I plan to attend the
IUPAP meeting in Brussels. Unfortunately, I have to
be in Vienna on the evening of Thursday, June 22nd.
The only plane that can bring me to Brussels the next
morning arrives at 2:30 p.m. I will take a taxi directly
to the meeting place. I am looking forward to seeing
vou again.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

V. PF. Weisskopf

VFW:dle



19 April 1972

DRAFT AGENDA

U. S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF IUPAP

MEETING -

Sheraton Park Hotel

Franklin Room

27 April 1972
12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.

Attachments

Approval of Minutes of 29 April 1971 Meeting.

2. Review of Plans for XIV General Assembly of IUPAP.

a. Chairmen of Scientific Sessions.

2 Proposed Arrangements for the Appointment of IUPAP Executive
and Commission Members.

Io]

;

~
.

4 U. S. Nominations for IUPAP Executive Committee and Commissions.

5. Communications Among Commissions and International Committees.

6. Future IUPAP Conferences.

7. Other Business.

8. Next Meet ing.

ATTACHMENTS

A. Minutes of 29 April 1971 Meeting.

B. Report on Planning for the XIV General Assembly of IUPAP.

C. Summary Notes on Meeting of Arrangements Committee.

D. List of Delegates to XIV General Assembly of IUPAP

E. IUPAP Proposed Arrangements for ‘the Appointment of Executive
and Commission Members.

F Proposed U. S. Nominations for IUPAP Executive Committee and

Commissions.
G. List of IUPAP Conferences Approved for 1972.



MINUTES OF THE MEETING
U. S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE

| FOR THE
UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

}

April 29, 1971
Sheraton Park Hotel
Washington, D. C.

Attendance

Members: Robert F. Bacher, Stanley S. Ballard, D. Allan Bromley.
Sanborn C. Brown, Milan D. Fiske, Martin Greenspan,
W. W. Havens, Jr., H. William Koch, Thomas Lauritsen,
Victor F. Weisskopf, Hugh C. Wolfe

Agency representatives, guests and staff: Richard Y. Dow, NAS;
Thomas Gikas, NAS; Larkin Kerwin, IUPAP; George A.
Kolstad, AEC; Paul W. McDaniel, AEC; Edmund C. Rowan,
NAS: George W. Wood, NAS

The meeting of the U. S. National Committee of the Internaticnal
Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP) was called to order by .
Robert F. Bacher, Chairman, at 12:15 p.m., April 29, 1971, in the
Franklin Room of the Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Minutes

The draft minutes of the meeting of February 3, 1971, were &amp;p-
proved with the following additions and corrections: Paul Donovén
noted that a "back-of-an-envelope' calculation shows that nuclear
fusion will not provide sufficient helium to meet requirements.
George Kolstad drew attention to the need for multiple -Commission
approval of interdisciplinary conferences. The attendance list
should be corrected to show Paul W. McDaniel as not being present.

Discussion of TUPAP General Assembly Plans

Havens drew attention to a report of a meeting of the Organizing
Committee for the 1972 General Assembly of IUPAP which was held et the
American Institute of Physics, April 2, 1971. A copy of that mermoran-
dum report is appended as Attachment A. Havens corrected several errors
in the dates of the General Assembly meetings as given in the merorandurl.
They will begin on September 20 and end on September 26.

Bacher pointed out that not only would this be the first General
Assembly of the Union to be held in the United States since its found-
ing, but that in terms of the increased scientific content planned for
the meeting, it represented a significant departure from precedent.
Approval of the agenda for the business session is to be sought Irom
the secretariat of IUPAP and other plans for the Assembly are to be
sresented at the Dublin meeting for information.



Rowan encouraged the Committee also to seek approval from the
Executive Committee of IUPAP for the scientific sessions. He felt
this might help establish a precedent that would be useful in con-
trolling the quality of subsequent meetings held in other countries,

Other comments included the following:

- Papers or sessions dealing with the relationship of physics to
society are a touchy subject, particularly in Eastern European coun-
tries. The matter should be discussed at the Dublin meeting.

- S. C. Brown, who has agreed to edit the proceedings, will con-
sider taping the papers as well.

~- Kerwin reminded the Committee of the need for an extra session
or extra time at the opening session of the General Assembly to deal
with a change of statutes, which is the first item of business. He
also pointed out that, since this will be the 50th anniversary meet-
ing, all sessions and speeches will tend to take on special signifi-
cance. In consequence, sessions on relevance to society may appear
defensive.

- Kolstad suggested the possibility of merging papers B and C on
Thursday, September 21. He also inquired if consideration had been
given to papers on space physics, physics in medicine and physics
in industry.

- Weisskopf will suggest another speaker besides Casimir to talk
about the relationship of physics to medicine.

- There was general agreement -that three papers on solid state
physics were too many.

In concluding the discussion of the scientific program, members
of the Committee were asked to send suggestions for additional speakers
and subjects to Havens, following which a new draft of the program
wi1ill be circulated.

Suggestions for chairmen of sessions were solicited. Kerwin
thought they might be drawn from the ranks of past Vice Presidents.
Members of the Committee were asked to consider the matter further
and send Havens their suggestions.

Simultaneous Translation |

The possible need for simultaneous translation was discussed.
It was generally agreed that all scientific sessions should be con-
ducted in English and that this policy should be explicitly stated
in the program. However, it was felt that the business sessions



would be multilingual and, provided the additional costs were not
too great, the availability of simultaneous translation would repre-
sent a concession that would be welcomed by many foreign delegates.
Indeed, it was noted that French was the official language of IUPAP.
Wood was asked to investigate the costs of providing a translation
service.

Visits to Local Laboratories
Greenspan pointed out that blanket clearances for visits of

delegates to local laboratories should not be taken for granted and
requests should be made early.

Accommodations

It was noted that a block of 150 rooms had been reserved at the
Shoreham Hotel for participants in the meetings.

Admission of Cuban Scientists

The admission of Cuban scientists to the U. S. to attend the
meeting was noted as a possible problem. Bacher expressed the view
that, if they are excluded as a class, the Congress and the General
Assembly in the U. S. will have to be cancelled. After some dis-
cussion, it was agreed that both the Office of the President's Science
Adviser and the State Department should be consulted and efforts be
made to obtain reasonable assurances by a specified date that there
would be no blanket exclusion. Bacher agreed to get in touch with
David Beckler before the end of the day.

Budget

The draft budget circulated to members in advance of the meeting
was discussed briefly and was approved with the recognition that
adjustments might yet have to be made.

Change in Constitution

The three amendments (Attachment B) to the constitution circulated
to members in advance of the meeting were approved unanimously.

Actions Noted |

It was noted that the U. S. National Committee had approved by
mail two topical conferences: (a) Few Particle Problems in the Nuclear
Interaction: (b) Ton Sources and Formation of Ton Reams

Following the Committee's last meeting, its views on helium con-
servation were formally transmitted by Bacher to the President of the
Academy and by the President of the Academy to the Director of the
Office of Science and Technology, Dr. E. E. David, Jr. Copies of
the correspondence ’will be found in Attachment C.



Possible Changes in IUPAP Organization Procedures

Bacher and Kerwin reviewed the background of the proposed changes
(Attachment D). They are aimed at making the nomination and election
process more orderly. The procedures will insure that at least a mini-
mum amount,ofinformation concerning a nominee is available; that the
source of the nomination is stated and that the nominee has agreed to
serve if elected. It was reported that comments from National Commit-
tees in other countries had been favorable thus far. A short discus-
sion produced the suggestion that, in addition to identification of
the source of the nomination, it would be useful to indicate whether
a2 specific nominee has the support of the national delegation of his
country.

Other Business

In response to questions about sources of funds to support the
1972 General Assembly, Wood indicated that such meetings are usually
supported in several different ways. Registration fees and fees for
special events provide reimbursement for a substantial part of thé
costs. Private donations and industrial contributions are also im-
portant sources of support. In addition, the professional society or
societies whose activities are most closely associated with the Union
usually make a contribution. Finally, the remaining support required
is usually sought from appropriate government agencies.

~ Wood indicated that the next step in the financing of the Ceneral
Assembly was to seek the approval of the Governing Board of the Academy -
Research Council for the receipt of the necessary funds, following which
proposals to Government agencies could be made and contributions from
industry and private organizations solicited.

Next Meeting

It was decided to hold in abeyance a decision on the date of the
next meeting of the U. 8S, National Committee. Normally, it would be
one year hence but it was agreed that, because of Congress plans.
there might be a need for an earlier meeting.

Havens announced that a meeting of the Organizing Committee would
be held early in June.

The Committee stood in adjournment



29 February 1972

Report on Planning for the XIV General Assembly

of the

International Union of Pure and Applied Physics

B
The XIV General Assembly of the International Union of Pure and

Applied Physics (IUPAP) will be held at the National Academy of Sciences
in Washington, D. C., September 20-25, 1972. The Assembly also marks
the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Union. The Assembly will be conducted
under the aegis of the NAS-NRC U. S. National Committee for IUPAP (USNC-
IUPAP). The 1972 Assembly represents the first occasion in the history
of the Union when the United States will be the host country.

General Assemblies of IUPAP are held triennially. The number of
official delegates approximates 250. The 1972 sessions are expected to
see a much larger attendance because scientific symposia sessions are,
for the first time, a major part of the Assembly. The activities of the
1972 sessions may be grouped in three categories: (1) the General Assem-
bly concerned with customary Union business, (2) meetings of the Executive
Committee of IUPAP and of up to 15 Commissions, and (3) five half-day sym-
posia sessions during which invited papers by scientists from various na-
tions will assess the status, near-term future, and implications of the
major areas of basic and applied physics.

Planning for the above sessions is the responsibility of USNC-IUPAP.
The tasks before it have three aspects: (1) the planning, already begun,
and operations (announcements, invitations, etc.), (2) conduct of the three
types of sessions and related events including appropriate evening func-
tions and tours, and (3) follow-up activity to the Assembly, including
(a) editing and publication of the symposia volume and (b) the preparation
of U. S. responses to positions adopted in the business sessions of the
Union and the Commissions.

The USNC-IUPAP has established three committees to assist in prep-
arations for and conduct of the above sessions. The membership of these
committees and of USNC-IUPAP is attached as Attachment A.

The Program Committee

This Committee is responsible for assisting the Executive Committee
of IUPAP and the USNC-IUPAP in planning the program for the General Assem-
bly. Their tasks are to: (1) determine the schedule of events, (2) recom-
mend speakers for the scientific sessions and evening events, and (3) ar-
range for publication of the proceedings of the scientific sessions.

A schedule of events for the General Assembly, tentatively approved
by Professor Larkin Kerwin, Associate Secretary General of IUPAP, has been
prepared (Attachment B).



An announcement of the IUPAP General Assembly, with dates from
Thursday, 21 through Tuesday, 26 September 1972, was published in the
IUPAP Newsletter. In view of the approved change in schedule, another
announcement giving the dates of the Assembly from Wednesday, 20 September
through Monday, 25 September, will be published in the next IUPAP News-
letter.

The U. S. National Committee of IUPAP has proposed a scientific
program for the General Assembly comprising a set of invited lectures
surveying the present state of various principal fields of physics. Each
lecture will be addressed to scientists at large (not to specialists).
The following tentative program for the scientific sessions has been pro-
posed by the Program Committee:

Thursday, 21 September 1972, 10 AM
The Unity of Physics

Edoardo Amaldi, University of Rome

Optics
G. Toraldo di Francia, Institute of Optics, Florence

Thursday, 21 September 1972, 2 PM
The Physical Study of the Earth and the Scientific Revolution It has Caused

J. Tuzo Wilson, University of Toronto
Fekedk

Astrophysics
3ir Fred Hoyle, Cambridge University

sek

Relativity
Kip Thorne, California Institute Of Technology

Friday, 22 September 1972, 2 PM
Atomic and Molecular Spectroscopy

Gerhard Herzberg, National Research Council, Canada
Fhe

50lid State Physics: Accomplishments and Future Prospects

John Bardeen, University of Illinois
kkk

Solid State Physics

V.L. Ginzberg, P.N. Lebedev Institute. Moscow



Saturday, 23 September 1972, 9 AM
Physics and Society

H.B.G. Casimir, Philips Industries, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
wkk

International Cooperation in Physics
Wolfgang Gentner, Max Planck Institute, Heidelberg

Saturday, 23 September 1972, 2 PM
Plasma Physics: The Latest Infant of the Classics

L.A. Artsimovitch, Kurchatov Institute, Moscow

What Is an Elementary Particle?

V. Weisskopf, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Fedele

The Many Facets of Nuclear Physics

A, Bohr, Bohr Institute

The Program Committee is arranging for the publication of a 50th
Anniversary Volume of the IUPAP General Assembly Proceedings to present
the collection of papers and discussions in a dignified and scholarly
fashion, Professor Sanborn C. Brown of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology will be editor of the proceedings.

The Finance Committee

This Committee is responsible for guidance in financial matters
in connection with the General Assembly. Their tasks are to (1) approve
budgets and (2) arrange for non-governmental contributions.

Total costs for the Assembly is estimated at $120,000, of which
$40,000 is expected from registration and activity fees and a subvention
from IUPAP and from scientific societies; $40,000 from industry; and
$40,000 from government agencies. Pledges of $20,850 from four scientific
societies and of about $21,000 from industrial companies have been received
as of January 20. 1972.

Proposals have been submitted to NSF, AEC, DOD and NASA for federal
support in the amount of $40,000 (NSF, $19,000; the other three agencies,
$7 .000 each).



The Arrangements Committee

This Committee is responsible for Academy arrangements, logistics
and related matters, and guidance to the NAS-NRC staff engaged in these
matters. The NAS staff, with such guidance, will make local arrangements
for: (1) preparation and distribution of notices, programs and registra-
tion forms, (2) registration and secretarial help, (3) meeting rooms and
office space, (4) luncheons, dinners and receptions, (5) tours, and (6)
transportation.

It has been suggested that (a) a preliminary announcement be issued
in March 1972 and (b) letters be sent out in May to all secretaries of
TUPAP National Committees with registration forms and information on the
programs, hotels, visas, etc. Thus the preparation of announcements, pro-
grams, etc., must be pursued promptly. Arrangements for luncheons and
dinners also require action in the near future. Visits in the Washington
area and plans for laboratory tours are also on our agenda.



Attachment A

29 February 1972

U. S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNION
OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS (USNC-IUPAP)

Dr. Robert F. Bacher, Chairman
George W. Downs Laboratory of Physics
California Institute of Technology
1201 East California Boulevard
Pasadena. California 91101

Dr. Sanborn C. Brown, Vice Chairman
Physics Department (Room 20A-~125)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dr. W. W. Havens, Jr., Secretary
Division of Nuclear Science

and Engineering
Columbia University
741 S. W. Mudd Building
520 West 120th Street
New York. New York 10027

Dr. Stanley S. Ballard
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Florida
Gainesville. Florida 32601

Dr. John Bardeen
Department of Physics
University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign
Urbana. Illinois 61801

Dr. Milan D. Fiske
Physical Science Branch
General Electric Company
P. 0. Box 8
Schenectady, New York 12301

Dr. Martin Greenspan
Mechanics Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C. 20234

Dr. Thomas Lauritsen
Kellogg Radiation Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
1201 East California Boulevard
Pasadena, California 91109

Dr. Frederick Seitz
President
The Rockefeller University
New York, New York 10021

Dr. F. Dow Smith
ITEK Corporation
10 Maguire Road
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

Dr. Roman Smoluchowski
Department of Aerospace and

Mechanical Sciences
Solid State &amp; Materials Laboratory
The Engineering Quadrangle
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dr. Victor F. Weisskopf
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dr. Hugh C. Wolfe
American Institute of Physics
335 East 45th Street
New York. New York 10017

Dr, D. Allan Bromley
Chairman, Department of Physics
Yale University
217 Prospect Street
New Haven. Connecticut 06520

Dr. H. William Koch
Director
American Institute of Physics
335 East 45th Street
New York, New York 10017



29 February 1972

PROGRAM COMMITTEE

USNC~-IUPAP GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Dr. W. W. Havens, Jr., Chairman
Division of Nuclear Science and Engineering
Columbia University
New York, N. Y. 10027
212-280-3284
APS Office: 212-685-1940 x250

Dr. D. Allan Bromley
Department of Physics
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut 06520
203-436-3348

Dr. Sanborn C. Brown
Physics Department (Room 20A-125)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
617-864-6900

Dr. Milan D. Fiske
Physical Science Branch
General Electric Company
P. O. Box 8
Schenectady, New York 12301
518-346-8771

Dr. H. William Koch
American Institute of Physics
335 East 45 Street
New York, N. Y. 10017
212-685-1940



29 February 1972

FINANCE COMMITTEE

USNC-IUPAP GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Dr. Frederick Seitz, Honorary Chairman
The Rockefeller University
66th &amp; York Avenue :

New York, N. Y. 10021
212-360-1234

Dr. H. William Koch, Chairman
American Institute of Physics
335 East 45 Street
New York, N. Y. 10017
212-685-1940

Dr. Allan Bromley
Department of Physics
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut 06520
203-436-3348

Dr. Arthur M. Bueche, Vice President
General Electric Research &amp; Development

Center
P. O. Box 8
Schenectady, New York 12301

Dr. T. L. Cairns, Director
Central Research Department
E. I. du Pont de Nemours &amp; Co.
Wilmington, Delaware 19898

Dr. Milan D. Fiske
General Electric Company
P. 0. Box 8
Schenectady, New York 12301
518-346-8771

Dr. W. W. Havens, Jr.
Division of Nuclear Science and Engineering
Columbia University
New York, N. Y. 10027
212-280-3284
APS Office: 212-685-1940 x250

Dr. James Hillier
Executive Vice President
Research &amp; Engineering
R. C. A. Laboratories
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dr. T. Lauritsen
W. K. Kellogg Radiation Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
713-795-6841



29 February 1972

ARRANGEMENTS COMMITTEE

USNC-TIUPAP General Assembly

Dr. Lewis M. Branscomb, CHAIRMAN
Director, National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C. 20234
301-921-2411

Dr. Edward D. Creutz
Assistant Director for Research
National Science Foundation
Washington, D. C. 20550
202-632-7342

~[IDS 101-27342]

Dr. Homer E. Newell
Associate Administrator
National Aeronautics &amp; Space

Administration
Washington, D. C. 20546
202-755-3972

*[IDS 1138-53972]

Dr. Herbert Friedman
Code 7100
Space Science Division
U. S. Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20390
202-767-3363

*[IDS 197-3363]

Dr. Howard Laster
Professor and Chairman
Department of Physics &amp;
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland
301-454-3401

Astronomy

20742

Dr. Stephen J. Lukasik
Director
Advanced Research Projects Agency
1400 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22209
202-694-3007

*[IDS 11-43007]

Dr. Paul W. McDaniel
Director, Division of Research
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
301-973-5565

[IDS 119-5565]

*Government Dial Code - Washington Area
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Morning]
General Assembly

of TUPAP

Afternoon|
General Assembly

of IUPAP

Evening]
Welcoming
Reception at
National Academy
of Sciences

Presentation of
Bust of -

Niels Rohr
(Speakers-Kerwin,
Rozentzal, Bohr)

21 THURSDAY

Scientific Session

E. Amaldi
G3, Toraldo di Franci

Scientific Session

J. T. Wilson
F. Hoyle
£. Thorne

Dinner at
State Department

(Host-AIP-APS)
(Speaker~Stever)
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General Assembly
of IUPAP

Scientific Session

H. B. G. Casimir
W. Gentner

Scientific Session Scientific Session

G. Herzberg
J. Bardeen
V. L. Ginzberg

L. A, Artsimovitch
V. Weisskopf
A. Bohr

Dinner and Theater
at J. F. Kennedy
Center

(Host-Research
Corp.)

IUPAP Banquet
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24 SUNDAY

General Assembly
of IUPAP

Sight-seeing Tours

vuachment b

(2/29/72)
25 MONDAY

General Assembly
of IUPAP

Bn—

(Reserved for
IUPAP Business)



April 12, 1972
For Academy Use Only

ARRANGEMENTS COMMITTEE

for

IUPAP XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Summary Notes on First Meeting
Washington, D. C. - 4 April 1972 C

Attendance

Members Present: Lewis M. Branscomb (Chairman); Howard Laster,
Paul W. McDaniel, Members Absent: Edward D. Creutz, Herbert S.
Friedman, Stephen J. Lukasik, Homer E. Newell, Invited Partici-
pants: William W. Havens, Jr. (Secretary USNC-IUPAP): William
H, Taft III, (Department of State). NAS Staff: Richard Y. Dow,
Hugh Odishaw, Susan Perry, Edward C. Rowan.

1. Review of Plans for General Assembly - In addition to the plans given in
the 29 February, "Report on Planning for the XIV General Assembly', announce-
ments of the General Assembly and of the Scientific Session were printed and
distributed to Secretaries of National Committees. Havens reported that the
Scientific Program is firm, except for the two Soviet speakers, Ginsberg and
Artsimovitch. There is the possibility that they would not be able to attend
the meeting. However, Havens has an alternate for Artsimovitch, and as there
are two papers on Solid Physics, Ginsberg's paver could be withdrawn without
disrupting the program. To encourage the Soviets to send their speakers it
was suggested thet scientific institutions invite them to visit their labora-
tories while in the U.S. for the General Assembly. A report on Finances for
the Assembly was given by Odishaw in whichheindicatedweshouldreceive
about $100,000 as a minimum and may reach our goal of $120,000. A current
summary of amounts received is in Appendix 1.

2. Announcements, Programs and Registration: It was agreed that a second
announcement should be issued in May giving more detailed information, in-
cluding registration forms. It was recommended that separate announcements
and registration forms be sent to two groups, (a) official delegates and
members of IUPAP, and (b) invited participants.

It was also recommended that no fee be charged to the delegates and
members of IUPAP for the dinners being hosted by the AIP-APS and Research
Corp., but that invited participants be charged a nominal fee, to be deter-
mined later, for these dinners. The dinner and theatre at the J. F. Kennedy
Center would be optional, but delegates, members and invited participants
would pay some fee for this event. An optional activity fee, which would
include these dinners and a copy of the proceedings of the General Assembly



would be made available at a reduced rate. In keeping with the past
practice of IUPAP, official delegates would not be charged a registration
fee.

As the NAS auditorium can only hold about 600, it was suggested that
about 200 seats be reserved for delegates, members and foreign participants
and that U.S. invited participants be limited to about 400; with an initial
limit of 133 within 40 miles of Washington; another 133, within 40-400 miles,
and the third 133, outside of 400 miles. These limits could be changed
later if responses indicate that quotas further away from Washington will
not be filled. It was recommended that all U.S. and Canadian Nobel Laureates
in physics; past and present members of USNC-IUPAP: past and present U.S.
officers of IUPAP: NAS members in Astronomy, Physics and Applied Physical
and Mathematical Sciences sections; selected members of NAS/NRS Committees,
senior scientists and administrators in Federal Agencies and Industries,
and Scientific attaches in Washington be invited to attend the scientific
sessions. It was also recommended that the Chairmen of Physics and Bio-
physics Departments in doctorate granting institutions in the U.S. and
Directors of U.S. laboratories and institutions be asked to nominate a
few physicists from their activity who would be interested in attending
the scientific sessions. It was also suggested that science writers be
invited to the scientific sessions. The NAS staff was asked to prepare
draft letters and address lists for the groups listed above. These would
be sent to all committee members for comments; additions and corrections,

3. Visas ~- William Taft from the Department of State is making arrangements
to have an Airogram sent to all American Consulates announcing the Assembly,
and asking them to render all possible assistance to foreigners requesting
visas. It was recommended that a statement on visas be included in the
next announcements. It was decided not to include a list of where foreign-
ers should apply for visas. A sample statement prepared by the NAS Office
of the Foreign Secretary is in Appendix 2. Local arrangements will be
made between the Academy and the Department of State to deal with any pro-
blems with visas, such as changes in itinerary, that may arise during the
Assemblv.

4. Luncheons - It was recommended that arrangements be made for a light
luncheon (sit-down meal served by waiters) at the NAS refectory for the
delegates and members of IUPAP on Wednesday, 20 September; Friday, 22
September, and perhaps Monday, 25 September. For lunch on Thursday, 21
September and Saturday, 23 September, it was suggested that delegates, members
and invited participants be provided with a list of restaurants and cafeterias
in the area and that they be asked to make their own arrangements for lunch.
It was decided not to have a luncheon for delegates at the NAS on Sunday,
but to let them make their own arrangements for lunch.

5. Receptions and Dinners - It was recommended that:
(a) The reception for delegates and members of IUPAP be held at the

Academy on 20 September, followed by the presentation of the
bust of Niels Bohr in the Auditorium,

(b) The IUPAP banquet be hosted by the AIP-APS and be held at the



a

Museum of Science and Technology on 25 September; second choice
was the Watergate Terrace (suggested having music, such as a
string quartet, and no main speaker).

(¢) The dinner on 21 September be hosted by the Research Corp. and
be held at the State Department if they can seat about 400,
(information we have indicates they are limited to 250); second
choice was Watergate Terrace.

6. Speakers at General Assembly and Dinners - The following were suggested
as possible speakers:

(a) General Assembly - Opening Ceremony - Dr. Handler, Mayor Washington,
Dr. David

Lb) After dinner speaker, Thursday, September 21:

H. Guyford Stever - Director NSF
Philip M. Morse - President APS
H. Richmond Crane - Chairman AIP
D. Alan Bromley - Yale University
Robert Wilson - NAL ©
Edward M, Purcell - Harvard University
G. J. Holton - Harvard University

(N.B. - - Dr. Bacher has invited Dr. Stever).

7. Travel Grants to attend Scientific Sessions - Concern was expressed by
the Committee over the absence of funds for travel of young scientists and
scientists from developing countries. However, it was noted that there are
several programs such as the Foreign Leaders Program, AAPT Committee dealing
with Physics in Developing Countries that might be able to provide travel
funds for these scientists to attend the scientific sessions. William Taft
would have the State Department look into this matter to see if they could
provide support through some of their programs. In the letter to the Univ-
ersities we would ask the chairmen of the Physics Departments to identify
senior foreign students in Physics programs that might be interested in
attending the scientific sessions.

8. Miscellaneous Recommendations

(a) Arrange for tours to local laboratories on Friday morning
(22 September) and Monday afternoon (25 September).

(b) Make arrangements for ladies program during meetings of
General Assembly,

(c) Decision was made not to ask delegates to name U.S. colleagues
in the Washington area.

(d) It was suggested that Bell Laboratories, in lieu of contributions
to the General Assembly, be asked to buy several volumes of the
Proceedings for complimentary distribution.



(e)

‘f)

(g)

It was recommended that the Commission Chairmen be asked
if they plan to hold any meetings during the Assembly and
Lf they or any of their members plan to attend and/or
Present a report at the General Assembly (Havens - Kerwin),

It was suggested that some type of exhibit on Bohr (minimum
10-12 photographs) and that exhibits on American Physics,
(6" Lawrence exhibit at Smithsonian) be considered for display
at the Academy during the General Assembly if appropriate
material can readily be obtained.

It was recommended that ga copy of Professor Fleury's article
on the history of TUPAP be included in the packet of informa-
Lion to be provided to delegates, members of IUPAP and invited
participants.



APPENDIX 1

April 12, 1972

LL.

ITT,

GOVERNMENT

National Science Foundation
National Aeronautics &amp; Space Administration
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Department of Defense

INDUSTRY AND FOUNDATIONS

Eastman Kodak Company
U. S. Steel Corporation
International Telephone &amp; Telegraph Corp.
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours &amp; Company
General Telephone &amp; Electronics Foundation
International Business Machines Corp.
Xerox Corporation
seneral Motors Corporation
Union Carbide Corporation
Radio Corporation of America
Research Corporation

SOCIETIES AND REGISTRATION

Acoustical Society of America
American Physical Society

TOTAL:

AMOUNT

$19,000
7,000
7,000
7,000 $40,000

$2,000
500

1,000
2,000
1,000
5,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000

10,000 $27,500

$850
5,000 $5,850

$73,350



DRAFT

NOTE:

APPENDIX 2
1970

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20418

1969
Last November,/Dr.Brownsubmitted a slightly different version
of the following draft to the Chairman of the ICSU Committee on
the Free Circulation of Scientists, after the Chairman had asked
each member of his Committee to draft a form letter that could
be used by organizers of meetings of ICSU Unions to explain visa
procedures to prospective participants. The Chairman plans to
amalgamate the various drafts into a form letter that will be
submitted to the membership of his Committee and to the Secretaries
Ceneral of Unions for approval or modification. He hopes a final
version of the letter can be distributed to Unions and their sub-
iivisions before the 1970 conference season gets under way..

* % % % %

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Propsective Participants in the General Assembly
of the International Union of _at Washington,
August , 197.

The Organizing Committee of the General Assembly

Obtaining a Visa to Enter the United States for the
General Assembly

Obtaining a visa to enter the United States is usually a routine

matter, a visa often being issued on the day of application or very shortly

thereafter. Sometimes, however, delays do occur. Therefore, we offer the

following advice to those of you who wish to make sure that you have

your visa in hand when you need it.

We recommend that you apply for your visa six weeks before the date

on which you plan to leave your A for the United States. If you do

not apply directly to an American Consulate but, rather, through authori-

ties in sour own country, you should act earlier to assure that your appli-

cation will be in the hands of an American Consu.ar Officer six weeks

before the date of your departure.

If three weeks after applying to an American Consular Officer you
—

have still not received your visa, you should cable information about the

date and place of your application to Dr of our Organizing



Committee, whose address is Ji

will make appropriate inquiries and will endeavor to resolve any problems

that exist. Within a week of receiving your message, he will cable you

information about the status of your application and, whenever possible,

the approximate date on which you can expect to obtain yang vigs,

You will find American Consular Officers throughout the world

ready to help you with your visa applications since they have received

notification of our General Assembly from the Department of State.

Weare confident that no scientist who is qualifiad to take part

in our General Assembly will be refused a U.S. visa because of his nationality.

On the other hand, our Government, like those of other countries, reserves

the right to Ce fuse a visa to a person for other reasons. Prospective participants
who reside in countries where there is no U.S. diplomatic representation

can dhtain visas in other countries where such diplomatic representation

exists. If, because of the absence of an American Embassy in your

country, you expect to apply for a visa elsewhere, please let our Committee

know in what country and city you intend to apply so that we can notify

the Department of State and be of assistance to you in making whatever

advance arrangements may be possible.

Biv. p—

END OF DRAFT



12 April 1972

DELEGATES TO XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF IUPAP

(From Information Received as of 12 April 1972)

BOLIVIA (Five probable delegates)

Ing. Gaston R. Mejfa, Director
Laboratoria de Fisica Cosmica
Universidad Mayor de San Andres
La Paz. Bolivia

Lic, Carlos Aguirre, Jefe
Departamento de Astroffsica
Laboratorio de Fisica Cosmica
Universidad Mayor de San Andres
La Paz, Bolivia

D

Dr. Ramon Cabre, S.J., Director
Observatoria San Calixto
La Paz, Bolivia

Ing. Ricardo Anda, Jefe
Departamento de Fisica Espacial
Laboratorio de Fisica Cosmica
Universidad Mavor de San Andres

Lic. Manuel Arellano, Jefe
Departamento de Fisica del Estado Solido
Laboratoria de Fisica Cosmica
Universidad Mayor de San Andres
La Paz. Bolivia

CANADA (Four proposed delegates~- subject to approval by NRC)

Dr. R. E. Bell, Principal
McGill University
Montreal, P. Q., Canada

br. P., Lorrain
Physics Department
University of Montreal
Montreal, P.0O.. Canada

Dr, J. M. Robson
Physics Department
McGill University
Montreal, P.0Q.., Canada

Dr. G. Volkoff
Dean of Science
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, B.C., Canadas

Dr. A. T. Stewart
Physics Department
Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario, Canada



FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY (Four definite delegates plus five probable
delegates)

Prof, Dr. K. Ganzhorn
D-7000 Stuttgart 80, POB 800880 (IBM)
(as head of the Delegation)

Dr. K.-H. Riewe
D-6450 Hanau, Heraeusstrafe 9
(as Secretary)

Prof. Dr. W. Kroebel
D-2300 Kiel, University, OlshausenstraPe 40-60, Building 34

Prof. Dr. G. W. Becker
D~-1000 Berlin 45, Unter den Eichen 87 (BAM)

The participation of the following gentlemen is not certain:

Prof. Dr. E. Bagge
D-2300 Kiel, University, Olshausenstrafe 40-60, Building 32

Prof. Dr. H. Joos
D-2000 Hamburg 52, Notkestieg 1 (DESY)

Prof. Dr. U. Stille
D-3300 Braunschweig, Bundesallee 100 (PTB)

Prof. Dr. H. Haken
D-7000 Stuttgart, AzenbergstraPe 12(University)

Prof. Dr. 0. Madelung
D-3550 Marburg, Mainzer Gasse 33 (University)

HUNGARY (one delegate)

Prof, L. Pal, Director
Central Research Insti-ute of Physics
Hungary, Budapest, XII.
Konkoly Thege utja 12



ISRAEL (one delegate)

Professor Yuval Ne'eman
President Tel-Aviv University
Ramat-Aviv,
Tel-Aviv, Israel

ITALY (Five delegates - subject to approval by Consiglio Nazionale
delle Ricerche)

Prof. E. Amaldi
Istituto di Fisica
Tniversita di Roma

Prof B. Brunelli
Lab. Gas Ionizzati
C.,P. 65
00044 Frascati

(CNEN)

Prof, G. Salvini
Istituto di Fisica
Universita di Roma

Prof. D. Sette
Istituto di Fisica
Facolta di Ingegneria
Jniversita di Roma

Prof. G. Toraldo Di Francia
Istituto Ricerca Onde E.M.
del C,N.R,
Firenze

POIAND (Two delegates)

Professor Dr. Leonard Sosnowski
Institute for Experimental Physics
the University of Warsaw, Warszawa, Hoza 69

Professor Dr. Jozef Werle
Institute for Theoretical Physics
the University of Warsaw, Warszawa, Hoza 69
Poland

SPAIN (President of Spanish Committee of TUPAP plans to attend
General Assembly)

Professor L. Bru
University of Madrid
Faculty of Sciences
Madrid, Spain



UNITED KINGDOM (Seven delegates)

Professor N. Kurti (leader)
Clarendon Laboratory
Parks Road, Oxford, 0X1 3FU

Professor G. R. Bishop,
Department of Natural Philosophy
The University, Glasgow, W2

Dr. W. C. Marshall,
Atomic Energy Research Establishment
Harwell, Didcot, Berkshire

Professor W. W. J. Mitchell
Department of Physics
The University, Whiteknights
Reading, RG6 2AH

Dr. R. S. Pease
Culham Laboratory,
Culham, Abingdon, Berkshire

Professor W. C. Price,
38 Cross Way
Petts Wood, Kent

Professor J. G. Wilson
Department of Physics
The University, Leeds
LS2 9JT



Additional Delegate-information received after 12 April 1972.

NETHERLANDS (Nineteen delegates)

Professor dr. C. M. Braams (Chairman)
FOM~-instituut voor plasma-fysica
Ri jnhuizen~-Jutphaas

Dr. P. J. Brussaard (Secretary)
Fysisch laboratorium
Sorbonnelaan 4
Utrecht

Dr. A. DOnszelmann
Zeeman aboratorium
Pl. Muidergracht 4
Amsterdam

Professor dr. H. Verheul
Natuurkundig Laboratorium

der Vrije Universiteit
De Boelelaan 1081
Amsterdam

Dr. ir. M. T. Vlaardingerbroek
Natuurkundige Laboratorium N. V. Philips
Waalre

Dr, J. A. Schouten
Van der Waals-laboratorium
Valckenierstraat 67
Amsterdam

Ir. G. J. Beernink
Technische~-fysische
Stieltjesweg 1
Delft

dienst TNO-TH

Ir. H. S. Bongartz
T. H. Twente
Postbus 217
Enschede

Dr. M. Bustraan
RCN, afd. fysica
Petten (N-H)

Dr. J. Fahrenfort
Kon./Shell-laboratoria
Badhuisweg 3
Amsterdam

Professor dr. ir. J. J. Kokkedee
Lab. voor technische natuurkunde
Lorentzweg 1
Delft

Dr. H. F. P. Knaap
Kamerlingh Onneslaboratorium
Nieuwsteeg 18
Leiden

Dr. ir. F. W. Sluijter
T. H. Eindhoven
gebouw N-laag NA 0242
Eindhoven

Dr. H. J. Stammer
Hanenburrghlaan 38
Den Haag

Professor dr. ir.
T. H. Eindhoven
Cyclotrongebouw
Eindhoven

H. L. Hagedoorn

Dr. D. J. Kroon
Jan Sluytersweg 36
Findhoven

Professor dr. H. P. J. Wijn
Dirk van Hornelaan 23
Jaalre

Dr. ir. H. Zijlstra
Larochetteweg 4
Eindhoven

Dr. H. A. Ferwerda
Technische-fysische laboratoria
Universiteitscomplex ''Me Paddepoel"
Groninecen



REPRESENTATIVES FROM COMMISSIONS

TO ATTEND

XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF IUPAP

(From Information Received as of 12 April 1972)

ACOUSTICS COMMISSION

Professor Dr, I. Malecki
UNESCO, Place de Fontenoy,
Paris 75 - Te
France

COMMISSION ON PHYSICS EDUCATION

Professor Hans H. Staub
President, Physik-Institut Der Universitat Zurich
Schonberggasse 9
Zurich, Switzerland



INTERNATIONAL UNION. QF PURI AND APPLIED PHYSICS

1» Jp ~~ omg orm 5 % ~ 2 * LTE 5 i = * ~ . .Proposed arrangementsfor the appointment of Executive and Conunission
Members

An introductory note

(1) At their 1970 meeting in Copenhagen the Executive Committee
decided to propose changes in the election precedure for IIxecutive and
Commission members {or consideration hy National Committees and
Commissions. They reached this view because many physicists present
at the 1969 General Assembly in Dubrovnik were unhappy with the election
arrangements. A paper, dated February 1971, describing the proposals was
circulated to National Committees and Commissions, and during the summer
of 197) the Scecretary-General received very many useial and constructive
comments. The Executive met in Dublin in September 1671, and re-consgidered
their proposals in the lipht of all the comments received. After a very
thorough discussion the Executive decided to make a number of changes to
their February 1971 proposals. They now gubmit the attached proposals for
consideration at the beginning of the 1972 General Asscinbly Lo be held at
Washington.

bo

(2) The three most important impressions formed by the Executive from
the comments thev received are

£3

(i1)

(iii)

All commentators agree that the Executive and
Commissions should be fixed in size to simplify the
holding of formal elections.

The majority of correspondents accept the abolition
of the "Corresponding Member" grade for Commissions.

The final decisions on appointments must continue to
be made by National Committees of Physics, through
their Delegations at General Assemblies.

(3) The Executive members present at Dublin (all except Professors
Blokhintsev, Bernardini and Pal) were unanimous that the procedure leading
up to the appointments by the Assembly must provide an ogportunity for the
Commissions to express their views, and to suggest names to fill their
vacancies. The ILxecutive considers it essential that the Commissions should
feel involved in IUPAP, otherwise a number might elect to become independent
bodies such as the existing International Committee on Relativity. This
Committee is not formally affiliated to IUPAT but often receives IUPAP grants
for its conferences. The Executive feels that the wish of the Commissions
can best be taken into account by continuing the procedures adopted in recent



years. Namely, the Executive notes and circulates all the names sugpested
by National Committees and Commisgions and prepares its recommendations
as required by IUPAP Statute 8. - The General Assembly has full powers to
alter the Exccutive recommendations by formal vote.

(4) The new proposals attached to this note are not in contradiction with
the Statutes of IUPAP which can be found in document ITUPAY -16, published
in 1970.

(5) At their Dublin meeting the Executive recognised that the Statutes
are somewhat out-of-date and are imprecise on many important points. They
decided to embark on a preliminary re-drafting of the Statutes, following the
general format of the ICSU Statutes and Rules of Procedure. Most of the new
proposals for conducting elections would probably be incorporated in Rules of
Procedure, which we do not have at present. It sheuld be possible to circulate
drafts of the Statutes and Rules of Procedure well before the 1975 General
Assernbly.

(6) As an exceptional measure the Executive has decided to hold a
Special Meeting in Brussels in June 1972,

(7) The deadline for the receipt of names for consideration by the
Executive will be May 15th, 1972 in London. This will be a {final dea? line and
late suggestions will be disregarded. The Executive's recommendations will
be circulated to National Committees in July 1972.

(8) Commissions are asked to make recommendations about the numbers
ofmembers they need for their work to the Secretaryv-General by Mav 15th, 1972.

(9) It will not be possible to define the number of vacancies on
Commissions until the sizes are fixed. There will be four vacancies on the
Executive Committee (instead of Bernardini, Bhagavantam, Boas and Dekeyser)
and additionally a First Vice-President will be needed (instead of Maier-Leibnitz
who. following precedent. will become President for 1972-1975).

(10) Special Forms for making suggestions for membership of the
Executive and Commissions are attached. Further copies can be obtained on

application.

January 1972 C.C. Butler
Secretary-General



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

Arrangements for the Appointment of Exccutive and Commission Members
at Gene ral Assemblies

Proposals by the Executive Committee for consideration and adoption
(if approved) at the 1972 General Assembly,

I. The Executive Committee

1.1 The Executive Committee will consist of the following members:

President
Past-President
First Vice-President
8 Vice-Presidents
Secretary-General
Associate Secretary-General

1.2 The eight Vice-Presidents will be appointed for 3 years and will
be eligible for one further period of 3 years.

1.3 The First Vice-President will be appointed for ? years and will
be the President-Elect.

l.4 The President will serve for 3 vears and will be succeeded by
the First Vice-President.

Note:

i
5 The Secretary-General and the Associate Secretary-General will

be appointed for 3 years and will be eligible for a maximum of
3 terms, i.e. 9 years in all. (It is expected that in practice service
will be for longer than 3 years and that arrangements must be made
to avoid the possibility of two Secretaries taking office at the same
time, i.e. appointment of new Secretaries will be either 3 or 6 years

apart.)
The precise division of administrative duties between the two
Secretaries will be decided from time to time by the Executive
Committee.

The Statutes do not provide explicitly for the office of an Associate
Secretary-General. The 1963 Assembly appointed Professor Kerwin
to this office and the present Executive wish the post to continue.
At the next revision of the Statutes the Assembly will be advised to
provide for an Associate Secretary-General. GEA iF x

Ai

JAN2019,—_

yo
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2. The Commissions

2.1 Each Commission will consist of:

Chairman
Secretary
5 to 10 members as nceded for the work of the Commission

Commissions will be asked to recommend their appropriate size
to the Executive Committee who will, in turn, make recommendations
to the General Assembly. The General Assembly will fix Commission
sizes before clections take place (circumstances may require that
the sizes be changed from time to time).

2.2. Terms of office for members (excluding Chairman and Secretary)

Commission members will be appointed for 3 years and will be
eligible for one further term of 3 years. Exceptions to this rule
will be permitted for members of the S, U.N. Commission and the
Atomic Masses Commission, both of which have very specialised
tasks and undoubtedly have a need for some of their members to
serve longer than 6 years,

The members of each Commission (excluding Chairman and
Secretary) must all come {rom different countries adhering to IUPAP,
The work of a few Commissions may be hindered by this rule, “for
example Particles and Fields. They may present their case to the
Executive and, if approval is given, the Executive will make a
recommendation to the General Assembly for ratification before the
elections take place.

2.3 Terms of office for Chairmen of Commissions

Chairmen will Le appointed for 3 years, normally after 3 (or
exceptionally 6) years as a member of their Commission. If the
appointment is made from outside the Commission the Chairman
will become an ordinary member for 3 vears after his 3 vears as
Chairman.

¢.4 Terms of office for Secretaries of Commissions

Secretaries will be appointed for 3 years after 3 years service on
the Commission. Secretaries will be eligible for a reappointment
for a second, and final, cycle of 3 years, i.e. 6 years will be the
maximum service as Secretary.

2.5 When new Commissions are established ad hoc arrangements will
need to be made until a prover rotation of membership can be
obtained.

2.6 Some Commissions have established valuable links with other
Unions. They may wish to ask these Unions to nominate experts
in thelr fields to become Associate Members of the IUPAP
Commissions. These members would be additional to the fixed
number of TUPAP members. Associate Members will not be



eligible for TUPAR grants towards travelling and subsistence
cxpenses when attending l1UPAPY Commission meetings. They
will not have a vote at Commission meetings.

Election Procedure for Executive Committee

3.1 National Committees will be invited to submit names of physidsts
willing to serve to the Secretary-General 4 months before each
General Assembly, Each suggested name must be accompanied
by brief details of the physicist's career and post currently held.
A special form will be provided for this purpose. The Secretary-
General (or Associate Secretary-General) will circulate all the
names received by the dead line to National Committees
approximately 3 months before the General Assembly.

~ 2 The Executive Committee will carefully consider all the suggested
names (and may itself suggest names), and will prepare, as a basis
for discussion at the Assembly, a list of names to fill vacancies.
Besides considering all the suggested names, the Executive will
consider the needs of the Union, the spread of physics expertise
within the Executive and the necessary world-wide distribution of
the Executive membership. The Executive will publish its
prepared list of physicists to {ill the vacancies as early as possible
but not later than the beginning of the General Assembly.

3.3 National Delegations attending the Assembly will be able to add
names, from the first list of suggested names, to the Executive
list. At this stage each proposal must be seconded by another
Delegation. If the candidate is not a member of the proposer's
country, then the permission of the candidate's National Delegation
must be obtained before the proposition can be made. A convenient
deadline (about mid-way through the Assembly) will be fixed for
the receipt of formal proposals, duly seconded.

3.4 If more names are proposed, either by the Executive or by
National Committees, than the number of vacancies to be {illed,
then a secret ballot will be held. Voting will be by heads of
Delegations completing the number of ballot forms corresponding
to the number of votes allotted to their Delegation.

3.5 If one or more vacancies occur on the Executive between meetings
of the General Assembly, the Executive is empowered to {ill them.
Members appointed to these vacancies will serve until the next
General Assembly. In the event of their being reappointed by the
Assembly, the initial period of service will not count towards the
maximum permitted lencth of service.



’
ho Election Procedure for Commission Members

t.1 National Committees and Commissions will be invited to suggest
names for membership (including the offices of Chairman and
Secretary) of Commissions to the Secretary-General up to four
months before the General Assembly. Each name submitted must
be accompanied by brief details of the physicist's career and post
currently held, and, for names submitted by Commissions, itis
desirable that the permission of the candidate's National Committee
should be obtained. A special form will be provided for this
purpose. The Secretary-General (or Associate Secretary-General)
will circulate all the names received by the deadline to National
Committees approximately 3 months before the General Assembly.

a
fd

4 2 The Executive Committee will consider all the suggested names
(and may itself suggest names) and will subsequently prepare,
as a basis for discussion at the Assembly, a list of names to fill
the vacancies on the Commissions. In preparing the lists of names
for Commissions the Executive will endeavour to ensure a

satisfactory world-wide apread of Commission membership. The
Executive will publish their proposed list of Commission members
as early as possible but not later than the beginning of the General
Assembly.

".3National Delegations attending the Assembly will be able to add
names, from the first list of suggested names, to the Executive
list. Each proposal at this stage must be seconded by another
Delegation. A convenient deadline (about mid-way through the
Assembly) will be fixed for the receipt of formal proposals, duly
seconded. If any candidate is not a member of the proposer's
country, then the proposer must secure the permission of the
candidate's National Delegation before making the proposal.

4 4 If more names are proposed and seconded than the number of
vacancies to be filled on ore or more Commissions, then secret

ballots will be held. The voting procedure will be the same as the
one adopted for choosing Executive Committee members.

4.5 The procedure for filling casual vacancies on Commissions which
occur between meetings of the General Assembly will be the same
as for casual vacancies on the Executive Committee.



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

Form for suggesting the name of a physicist for consideration for filling
a vacancy either on the TUPAP Executive or ou one of the Commissions

Name of National Committee or Commission making suggestion

Suggested Office (for example position on Executive or position on a
particular Commission)

Name of candidate (and title, e.g. Dr. or Professor) 4 3 oe

Present appointment

Full address

Brief biographical details of candidate, indicating expertise in physics
(not more than 50 words)

3

J

10.

Signed

On behalf of

If the recommendation is made on behalf of a Commission has the candidate's
National Committee approved?

Yes/No

Notes: Forms must reach the Secretary-General by May 15th 1972.
Please complete a separate form for each name suggested.
Please complete form in Typescript.
Please indicate clearly in (9) whether the form is signed on behalf of a

National Committee or a Commission.

Please indicate clearly in (2) whether suggested name is for a particular
office on Executive or on a Commission (e.g. for the latter Chairman.
Sacretarv or member)



PRESENT U. S., MEMBERSHIP ON EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND COMMISSIONS

AND

NOMINATIONS RECEIVED FOR REPLACEMENT OF U.S. MEMBERS WHOSE TERM EXPIRES THIS YEAR

(Data after name is year of appointment)

COMMITTEE /COMMISSION
Executive Committee

Financial Commission
Commission for S.U.N.
Commission on Thermodynamics and

Statistical Mechanics
Commission on Cosmic Rays
Commission on Very Low Temperature

Commission on Publications

Acoustics Commission
Semiconductors Commission

“Corresponding Member
Magnetism Commission

*Corresponding Member
Solid State Commission

%*Corresponding Member
Commission on Particles and Fields

Nuclear Physics Commission
*Corresponding Member

Atomic Masses and Related
Constants Commission
*Corresponding Member

Commission on Physics Education
Atomic and Molecular Physics and

Spectroscopy Commission
Plasma Physics Commission

(Established in 1969)

PRESENT MEMBER
R. F. Bacher (1966)
V. Weisskopf (1969)
R. F. Bacher (1966)
H, C. Wolfe (1957)

E. Montroll (1966)
P. Meyer (1966)
J. Bardeen (1963)

H. C. Wolff (1966)
S. Pasternack (1966;
I. Hirsch (1969)
E. Kane (1969)

H. Y. Fan (1969)
G. T. Rado (1966)
C. Herring (1969)
J. M. Cowley (1969)
J. S. Koehler (1966
R. L. Walker (1966)
C. N. Yang (1969)

T. Lauritsen (1966)
J. Fowler (1966)
E. R. Cohen (1966)
W. H. Johnson, Jr. (1966)
W. W. Buechner (1966
W. C. Kelly (1966)
W. L. Fite (1966)
L. M. Branscomb (1966)
S. C. Brown (19667)
R. F. Post (19667)

NOMINEE
J. Bardeen
V. Weisskopf (2d term)
(none received)
H. C. Wolfe (to continue)

H. B. Callam
C. J. Waddington
M. Tinkham
W. M. Fairbank
A. W. K. Metzner
S. Pasternack (continue)
I. Hirsch (2d term)
E. Kane (2d term)
J. Tauc

G. T. Rado (continue)
C. Herring (Member)
J. M. Cowley (2d term)
F. ¢. Brown
E. L. Goldwasser
C. N. Yang

R. L. Cool
V. Lu. Fitch
(None received)

E. R. Cohen (continue)

(None received)
V. W. Hughes
P. L. Bender
(Nominations pending)
R. F. Post (2d term)

H
H.

PROPOSED BY
". Fan

Fan &amp; P. Meyer

H. C. Wolfe

H. Y. Fan
P. Meyer
J. Bardeen
H. Y. Fan
H. C. Wolfe
H. C. Wolfe
H. Y. Fan
d. Y. Fan
EF. Kane

H. Y. Fan &amp; W., D. Doyle
H. C. Wolfe
H. Y. Fan
H. Y. Fan
R. L. Walker, C. N. Yang
R. L. Walker, H. Y. Fan
A. Wattenberg
A. Wattenberg
A. Wattenberg

W. W. Haven, Jr

H. M. Foley
H. M. Foley

S. Cc. Brown

* The grade "Corresponding Member' is being abolished.
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Liste des cnnords approuves en 1972
 A aad imt2 TE +Ca AUA ODA ET. PATA A.

Conferences approved for 1972

Cemmission on Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics
AP ATFISSA AsA Ir EI ASAE DO DTI S903AA 8WAIANAE sinin ™ I IAT£3 7 ©AA TEA Roa set pS

} Centenary of the Boltzmann Equation nee

Prof, Dr. P. MAZUR
Secretary of the Commission
instituut-lorentz voor

Theoretische Natuurkunds
Nieuwsteeg 18
Leiden. NETHERLANDS.

Vienna Summexr/
AUSTRIA Autumn

C
CommigsiononVeryLow Tenpzratures

2. XIII Int. Conf. on Low Tempereture Physics "A" Boulder Aug. 20-26
inf.: Dr. R.H. KAOPSCHOT Col., USA

Cryooenice Division
National Duresu of Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80302, USA.

Commigeion on Semiconductors

3. 411th Int. Conf, on the Physics
of Semiconductors

ip Te Warsaw
POLAND

July 25~29

inf.: Prof. SOSNOWSK]
Institute of Physics
The Polish Academy of Sciences
areas. POLAND.

4. Radiation Induced Defects in Semiconductors "B" Reading July 19-21
Uy

inf.: Prof. E.W.Jd. MITCHELL
J.J. Thomson Physical Laboratory
wWhiteknighta
Reading, HG6 2AF, UNITED KINGDOM,



Commigsion on Magnetiem

5. Symposium on the Physice
of Dense Matter

info: Di, CC. DeJARER
Tha Astronomical Ingtitute
21 Beneciuxlaan
Utrecht, NITHERLANDS,

{Co-spongared by IAU}

Jy Copenhagen
DENMARK

Commission on Sclid Stats Phyeics
eS and

hb. Int. Conf. on Thin Films

inf.: Dr. K.H. BEHARNDT
Granville~Phillipa Corporation
5675 East Avapazhre Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80303, USA,

(also gponsored by the ICO)

2nd Int. Conf. on Vapour Growth
and Epitaxy

inf,: Prof. WM, SCHIEEER
DepartmentofPhysics
The Hebrew University
Jerusalem. ISRACL.,

MN 2rd Int. Symposium on Surface Physics

inf.: Dr, A. voalILFHOVT
Technizche Hogeschool Twsnte
Afd. Technischeo Natuurkunds
Postbus 217
Fragrhede. NETHERLANDS,

9. Int. Conf. on Band Structure in Solids

inf.: Prof. E.P. WOHEFARTH
Department of Mathematics
Imperial College
Exhibition Read
London S.W, 7. UNITED KINGDOM,

THN

ty

wR

npn

Venice
ITALY

May 15-135

Jerusalem May 22-25
ISRAEL

Enschede June 22-23
NETHERLANDS

Exeter
HY

July 3=5



10. Tth Int. Symp. on the Reactivity
of Solids

inf.: Prof. J.5. ANDERSON
Morganiec Chemistry Laboratory
University of Oxford
South Parks Road
Oxford OA1 307, UNITED XIiNEDOM,

(co-sponsored by IUPAC)

11. 2nd Int. Conf, on the Properties of
Liquid Metals

"pH Bristol July 17-21
UK

HEH Tokyo
JAPAN

inf.: Prof. HM, TANAKA
Departnent of Applied Science
Faculty of Enginesring
Tohoku University
Sendai 980, JAPAN,

12. Luminescence A Leningrad August
USSR

inf.s Prof. E.F. BERTAUT
Secretary of the Commission
Lab. d*flectirostatigue
Cedex 166
38 Grenoble-Gare. FRANCE.

Commission on Particles and Fields

13. XVI Int. Conf. on High Energy Physics

inf.: Prof. R.A. WILSON
H.AL.
Box 50G
Batavia. Iliinois 60510, USA.

14, “Int. Conf. on Hadrenic Collisions
inf.: Dr. G. MANNING

Boel Ls
Chilton, Didcot
Berkghire. UNITED KINGDOM.

nA

132k

Chicago Sept. 6-13
I11., USA

Oxford
HK

April 5-7



15, 4th Int. Conf, on Macnet Technology
inf.: Dr. JF BLEWETT

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, L.l.
New Yolo 11973, USA,

nyu Brookhaven Sept. 19-22
New York, USA

Commission on Nuclear Physics

{6. Few Particle Problsmsg on the
Nuclear interxaction

tg Los Angeles Aug.28=
Calif., USA Sept. ist

inf.: Dr, Ivo SLAUS
Physics Department
University of California
l.Los Anoeles, Calif. 90024, USA,

17. Nuclesr Moments and Nuclear Siructure

inf.: Dr, Kenzo GUGINOTO
Dapartment of Phyeics
Ozake University
Toyonaka
Dsaka 560. JAPAN.

 | 6th Int. Cyclotron Lonverencs
inf.: Dr. M.K. CRADDOCK

TRIUMF
University of British Columbia
Vancouvasr 8. B.C... CANADA,

lt Osaka
JAPAN

Aug 26= ~Sept. det d=§

3 an Vancouver July 18-21
CANADA

Commission on Phyeicoe Edeeation

19. Int. Congress on Teaching Physics
to Students in Fhysics,
Reloted Sciences and
Engineering

inf.: Prof, VW. KROEBEL
Institute Tor Applied Physics
University of Kiel
New University House 34
23 Kiel. FEDERAL REPUBLIC of GERMANY.

tg Kiel July 20-26
F.h.GERMARY



Commission on Atomic &amp;Molecular Physics andSpectroscopy

20. Conf. on Inner Shell Ionization HGH Atlanta
. USA

Chemistry Department
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia, USA,

April 17-21

24 3rd Int. Conf. on Atomic Physics

inf.: Dr. 3.4. SMITH
J.ILA,
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302, USA.

HAH Boulder Aug. 7-11
USA

22. XVII Congress Ampere
inf.: Prof, V. HOVI

Wihuri Physical Laboratory
University of Tirku
Tirku, FINLAND.

tra Tirku
FINLAND

Aug. 21 ~26

223 . 1st Int. Conf. on Modulation Spectroscopy ®B" Tucson
inf.: Prof. B.0. SERAPHIN Wea

Optical Sciences Center
University of Arizona
Tucson. Arizona B572%1. USA,

Nov. 23-26

International Commission for Optics

24, 9th Congress of ICO : Space Optics
inf.: Dr. B.S. NICHOLSON

P.0. Box ©5213
Los Anoeles, California 90045,

HAN Santa Monica Oct. 9-13
Calif., USA

2%. Integrated Optics - Guided Waves,
Materials and Devices

inf,: Dr, R.V, POLE :
DSA
2100 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20037, USA,

npn Las Vegas Feb, 7-9
Nevada. USA



26 April 1972

U. S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF IUPAP

MEETING

27 April 1972

ADDENDUM TO ATTACHMENTS TO AGENDA

Attachment D. Addition to List of Delegates to XIV General Assembly:

CZECHOSLOVAKIA (one delegate)

Professor M. Trlifaj
Institute of Physics, CSAV
Na Slovance 2
Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC (three delegates)

Professor Dr. J. Auth
Humboldt-Universitat Berlin
Sektion Physik
104 Berlin 4
Hessische Str. 1/2
German Democratic Republic

Dr. H. Friedrich
Nationalkomittee fur Physik der DDR
L108 Berlin 8
Am Kupfergraben 7
German Democratic Republic

Professor Dr. K. Lanius
Direktor des Instituts fur Hochenergiephysik der DAW
1615 Zeuthen
Platanenallee 6
German Democratic Republic

IRELAND (one delegate)

Dr. Declan M. Larkin
Department of Physics
University College
Galway, Ireland

NORWAY (one delegate)

To be designated



Summary of Number of Delegates as of 26 April 1972:

Country

Bolivia
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Federal Republic of Germany
German Democratic Republic
Hungary
Ireland
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Spain
Jnited Kingdom
12 of 38 countries

Number

LO

)

49 - 54 delegates

Additional Representatives from Commissions:

COMMISSION ON COSMIC RAYS

Professor J. G. Wilson (also on U.K. delegation)
Department of Physics
The University, Leeds
LS 2 9JT United Kingdom

Attachment F. Addition to List of Proposed U.S. Nominations for IUPAP
Executive Committee and Commissions:

Plasma Physics Commission
" (alternate) "

Proposed by
S. C. Brown
S. C. Brown

New material attached for Agenda Item 2.

(1) Draft letter inviting physicists to attend the Scientific Sessions.

(2) Draft memorandum asking for nominations of physicists from
universities and laboratories.

Draft Second Announcements of IUPAP General Assembly and Scientific
Sessions.



DRAFT

19 April 1972

Draft of Letter to be sent to:

(1) Nobel Laureates in Physics
(2) Past and present members of USNC-IUPAP
(3) Past and present U.S. Officers of TUPAP
(4) NAS Members in Astronomy, Physics, and

Applied Physical and Mathematical Sciences
(5) Members of NAS/NRC Committees 0
(6) Senior Scientists and Administrators in relevant

Federal Agencies and Industries

Dear Colleague:

I wish to invite you to attend the Scientific Sessions of

the XIV General Assembly of the International Union of Pure

and Applied Physics (IUPAP), which will be held at the

National Academy of Sciences, in Washington, D. C. this

September. A copy of the first announcement of the Scientific

Sessions is enclosed.

As the attendance at these sessions is limited to about

400 scientists.inadditionto the official IUPAP delegates,

I would appreciate it if you would let us know on the attached

form whether or not you plan to attend the sessions. Additional

information on the program and registration will be sent to

you about the first of June if we receive information that you

plan to attend.

Sincerely yours,

Lewis M. Branscomb
Chairman, Arrangements

Committee
USNC for IUPAP



TOU*
Chairman, Arrangements Committee
U. S. National Committee for IUPAP
Div. of Physical Sciences (JH 421)
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N, W,.
Washington, D. C. 20418 U.S.A.

EE ' faLo.

(Name)

(Complete Address)

Please check one:

7 I do not plan to attend the scientific sessions,

/J 1 plan to attend the scientific sessions; please
send me additional information about the program
and registration.



DRAFT
19 April 1972

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

Chairmen of Physics Departments in U. S. Universities
Directors of U. S. Laboratories Doing Research in Physics

Chairman of Arrangements Committee, U. S. National
Committee of TIUPAP

SUBJECT: Scientific Sessions of XIV General Assembly of the
International Union of Pure and Applied Physics

In celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the International Union

of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP), a scientific program of invited

lectures surveying the present state of various principal fields of physics,

by noted international scientists, will be presented in five half-day

scientific sessions during the XIV General Assembly of IUPAP to be held

at the National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D. C., from September

20 through 25, 1972. Several copies of the first announcement of the

scientific sessions are enclosed.

As indicated in the announcement, the Academy can accommodate only

400 scientists in addition to the official IUPAP delegates at these

sessions. We would appreciate it if you would nominate a few physicists

from your institution who would be interestedinattendingthe scientific

sessions. We would also appreciate receiving the names of senior foreign

students in physics at your university who may desire to attend these

scientific sessions.

For your convenience a form for indicating the nominee and a pre-

addressed envelope are enclosed.



TO:

FROM:

Chairman, Arrangements Committee
U. S. National Committee for IUPAP
Div. of Physical Sciences (JH-421)
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20418 U.S.A.

(University/Laboratory)

The following physicists have indicated an interest in

attending the scientific sessions of the XIV General Assembly of IUPAP

and are hereby nominated to attend these sessions:

(From Universities) The following senior foreign students in physics
have indicated an interest in attending these scientific sessions:



FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY

SECOND

ANNOUNCEMENT

XIV General Assembly

T Fhe

International Union of Pure and Applied Physics

September 20-25, 1972

nt

National Academy of Sciences

Washington, D. C.



DRAFT
25 April 1972

The XIV General Assembly of the International Union of Pure and

Applied Physics (IUPAP) is to be held at the National Academy of Sciences

in Washington, D. C., from September 20 through 25, 1972. Arrangements for

the Assembly are under the aegis of the U. S. National Committee of IUPAP,

a committee of the National Academy of Sciences.

In celebration of the 50th Anniversary of IUPAP, a scientific program

of invited lectures surveying the present state of various principal fields

of physics, by noted international scientists, will be presented in five

half-day scientific sessions at the National Academy of Sciences.

ASSEMBLY SCHEDULE

MORNING:

AFTERNOON:

EVENING:

MORNING :

AFTERNOON:

EVENING:

MORNING :

AFTERNOON:

EVENING:

MORNING:

AFTERNOON:

EVENING:

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

General Assembly
General Assembly
Reception at National Academy of Sciences

Presentation of Bust of Niels Bohr

._ THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

Symposium-~-Scientific Session 1

Symposium--Scientific Session II
Dinner at Watergate Terrace

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
General Assembly

Symposium-~Scientific Session III
Dinner and Theater at J.F. Kennedy Center for the

Performing Arts

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

Symposium--Scientific Session IV
Symposium--Scientific Session V
IUPAP Banquet at Smithsonian Institution, Museum of

History and Technology



SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

MORNING : General Assembly

AFTERNOON: Sightseeing Tours

MORNING:

AFTERNOON:

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

General Assembly
Technical Tours

SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

MORNING SESSION, 10:00-12:00

EDOARDO AMALDI, University of Rome

The Unity of Physics

©x %

G. TORALDO DI FRANCIA, Institute of Optics, Florence

Optics

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
AFTERNOON SESSION, 2:00

J. TUZO WILSON, Erindale College, University of Toronto
The Physical Study of the Earth and the Scientific Revolution It Has Caused

x % *

SIR FRED HOYLE, University of Cambridge

Astrophysics

de Ja ofa

KIP S. THORNE, California Institute of Technology

Gravitation Theory
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

AFTERNOON SESSION, 2:00

GERHARD HERZBERG, National Research Council, Canada

Spectroscopy and Molecular Structure

* kk
/

JOHN BARDEEN, University of Illinois

Solid State Physics: Accomplishments and Future Prospects



SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

MORNING SESSION, 9:00-12:00

H. B. G. CASIMIR, Philips Industries, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Physics and Society

 ox %

WOLFGANG GENTNER, Max Planck Institute, Heidelberg
International Cooperation in Phys ics

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

AFTERNOON SESSION, 2:00

LL. A. ARTSIMOVITCH, Kurchatov Institute, Moscow

Plasma Physics: The Latest Infant of the Classics

 Yk fk x

Vv. F, WEISSKOPF, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

What Is An Elementary Particle?

Lok2%

, BOHR, Bohr Institute, Denmark

The Many Facets of the Nuclear Structure

{

SOCIAL PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

EVENING 8:00 p.m.

RECEPTION FOR DELEGATES AND MEMBERS OF IUPAP

AT

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

PRESENTATION OF BUST OF NIELS BOHR

IN THE
NAS AUDITORIUM

SPEAKERS: AAGE BOHR, LARKIN KERWIN, ROZENTAL



THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

EVENING 7:00 p.m.

Dinner at Watergate Terrace

Hosted by Research Corporation
Speaker: Dr. H. Guyford Stever,

Director of National Science Foundation

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

EVENING 7:00 p.m.

Dinner and Theater

at

J.F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

EVENING 7:00 p.m.

TUPAP Banguet

at

ERE KE BRIER XI REX TEHEX BR FX NEEE HBX BEX HE EE BEFXE RH XT EEKK

Smithsonian Institution, Museum of History and Technology

Hosted by American Institute of Physics
and American Physical Society

Arrangements have been made for luncheon at the National Academy of
Sciences for all delegates and members of IUPAP on Wednesday, September 20,

Friday, September 22, and Monday, September 25.
Technical tours of the Laboratories at the National Bureau of Standards

at Gaithersburg, Maryland and the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion Goddard Space Flight Center at Greenbelt, Maryland, are being AXYHAREHRX

arranged for Friday morning, September22andMonday afternoon, September
25.

The Arrangements Committee is planning several events for ladies and
other accompanying persons, which may include a tour of some of the

Embassies, and visits to restored historic hmmex homes, such as Mt, Vernon
and Curtis-Lee Mansion. Ladies are cordially invited to attend all of the

social functions.

Transportation between the Shoreham Hotel and the Academy and to evening

social functions will be available.



VITAS

It is recommended that delegates apply for a visa six weeks before

the date on which they plan to depart for the United States. If applica-

tion is not made directly to an American Consulate but, rather, through

national authorities, delegates should act earlier to assure that their

application will be in the hands of an American Consular Officer six weeks

before the date of their departure to the United States.

Consular Officers at all American Embassies have received notification

of the XIV IUPAP General Assembly from the Department of State.

If three weeks after applying to an American Comsular Officer,

delegates have still not received a visa, please cable information about

the date and place of applicationtotheChairman of the Arrangements

Committee, whose cable address is NARECO - Washington, D. C., USA. He

will make appropriate inquiries and will endeavor to resolve any problems

that exist. Within a week, he will cable information about the status

of the visa application and, whenever possible, the approximate date on

which the delegate can expect to obtain a visa.

No scientist who is qualified to take part in the General Assembly

will be refused a U.S. visa because of his nationality. On the other hand,

the U.S. Government, like those of other countries, reserves the right

to refuse a visa to a person for other reasons. Prospective participants

who reside in countries where there is no U.S. diplomatic representation

can obtain visas in other counries where such diplomatic representation

exists. If, because of the absence of an American Embassy in your country,

you expect to apply for a visa elsewhere, please let the Chirman of the

Arrangements Committee know in what country and city you intend to apply



so that he can notify the Department of State and be of assistance to you

in making whatever advance arrangements may be possible.

CLIMATE AND DRESS

Late September in Washington is very pleasant with mostly sunny

skies and mild temperatures. Anticipated daytime temperature is

approximately _ _. Scattered showers are possible

and delegates are advised to bring light raincoats. Evening dress will not

be required at any of the social functions.

POSTAL INFORMATION

You may use the address of the Shoreham Hotel where the delegates will

be staving:

c/o The Shoreham Hotel
Washington, D. C. 20008, U.S.A.

or you may have your mail sent to:

s/o U.S. National Committee for IUPAP
Div. of Physical Sciences (JH-421)
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20418 U.S.A.



(Second Draft)
25 April 1972

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, WASHINGTON, D. Ce

20 - 25 September 1972

REGISTRATION FORM

(Please indicate how correspondence should be addressed, i.e., Professor,
Dr., Mrs., Miss, etc.)

COMPLETE ADDRESS

NAME

INSTITUTIONAL AFFILIATIORX

NAMES OF ACCOMPANYING PERSONS:

Name Address

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS:

A block of rooms has been reserved at the Shoreham Hotel for delegates,
members of IUPAP and foreign participants. Please indicate your room require-
ments below:

____ Room(s) with single bed for 1 person @ $22.00
Room(s) with twin beds for 2 persons @ $26.00

Arrival and departure dates are essential:

Arriving Washington _ Hour
a.m,
P.mo.imeipL

Departing Washington Hour
a.m,
p.m.

Confirmation of reservations will be sent to the mailing address
the form. unless the registrant specifically requests otherwise.

indicated on



ACTIVITIES AND PRODEEDINGS OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Please indicate activities you and members of your group plan to attend.

Number

Reception at National Academy of Sciences - September 20

2. Dinner at Watergate Terrace - September 21

%¥3. Dinner and Theater at J. F. Kennedy Centér - September 22

fi. TIUPAP Banquet at Smithsonian - September 23

5. Sightseeing Tour of Washington - September 24

5. Tour of National Bureau of Standards - September 22

i" 1" 1" " n - September 25

] Tour of Goddard Space Flight Center - September 22

v1 1 "  _ September 25

%¥8. Luncheon for IUPAP Delegates and Members at National
Academy of Sciences - September 20

September 22

September 25

9. Ladies program ~- Tours during General Assembly Sessions

%*10. Copy of ProceedingsoftheXIV General Assembly

*“There will be a nominal fee charged for these activities and a copy of the
Proceedings. For your convenience we have established an advanced Activity
Fee of S$. for these items for all delegates ‘and members. However, if you
prefer you may pay separately for these activities and a copy of the Proceed-
ings at the following rates:

Dinner and TheateratJ.F.KennedyCenter - $______ per person

Luncheons at NAS ($___ each day) - $$ ______ per person

Proceedings of the XIV General Assembly - $_____ per copy

Please send completed registration form to:

Chairman, Arrangements Committee
U. S. National Committee for IUPAP
Div. of Physical Sciences (JH-421)
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20418 U.S.A.

Make check for the Activity Fee payable in U.S. dollars to National Academy of Sciences
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SECOND

ANNOUNCEMENT

Scientific Sessions

XIV General Assembly

of the

International Union of Pure and Applied Physics

September 20-25, 1972

at t+he

National Academy of Sciences

Washington, D. C



(Invited Participants
DRAFT

25 April 1972

The XIV General Assembly of the International Union of Pure and

Applied Physics (IUPAP) is to be held at the National Academy of Sciences

in Washington, D. C., from September 20 through 25, 1972. Arrangements for

the Assembly are under the aegis of the U. S. National Committee of IUPAP,

a committee of the National Academy of Sciences. -

In celebration of the 50th Anniversary of IUPAP, a scientific program

of invited lectures surveying the present state of various principal fields

of physics, by noted international scientists, will be presented in five

half-day scientific sessions at the National Academy of Sciencesy from

September 21 through 23, 1972.

—ASSEMBIE-SCHERBLE

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
MORN NG: General Assembly
erreoon: General Assembly |

EVENING:\ Reception at National ACadeny of Sciences
&gt;. Presentation of Bust of Niels Bohr

\. - THURSDAY , SEPTEMBER 21
Sympds ium -Seidatific Session 1
symposiim:-sientisic Session II
Dinner at/Watergate Terrace

/ FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22MORNING: General Assembly N\_
AFTERNOON: phpostun-—sciencifid gossion IIIEVENING: Dinner and Theater at 2, Kennedy Center for the

Performing Arts

MORNING:

AFTERNOON:

EVENING

| SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
Symposium-~-Scientific Session Iv
Symposium--Scientific géssion Vv
IUPAP Banquet at Smitheoaisn Institution, Museum of

History and Technology

—
AFTERNOON:

VENING:



rat
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

MORNING:~~ Semeral Assembly
AFTERNOON: Sight seeing-~Tours

“MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

Homie; General Assembly
AET OON: Technical Tours

a

SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
MORNING SESSION, 10:00-12:00

EDOARDO AMALDI, University of Rome

The Unity of Physics

 ok x

G. TORALDO DI FRANCIA, Institute of Optics, Florence

Optics

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

AFTERNOON SESSION, 2:00
J. TUZO WILSON, Erindale College, University of Toronto

The Physical Study of the Earth and the Scientific Revolution It Has Caused

Lo Kk

SIR FRED HOYLE, University of Cambridge

Astrophysics
Ja aleole

KIP S. THORNE, California Institute of Technology

Gravitation Theory

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
| AFTERNOON SESSION, 2:00

GERHARD HERZBERG, National Research Council, Canada

Spectroscopy and Molecular Structure

*fk

JOHN BARDEEN, University of Illinois
Solid State Physics: Accomplishments and Future Prospects



SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

MORNING SESSION, 9:00-12:00

H. B., G. CASIMIR, Philips Industries, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Physics and Society

* % x

WOLFGANG GENTNER, Max Planck Institute, Heidelberg
International Cooperation in Phys ics -

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
AFTERNOON SESSION; 2:00

L. A, ARTSIMOVITCH, Kurchatov Institute, Moscow

Plasma Physics: The Latest Infant of the Classics

* ok

J. 1*, WEISSKOPF, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

What Is An Elementary Particle?

xLe%

A. BOHR, Bohr Institute, Denmark

The Many Facets of the Nuclear Structure

~SOCIAL-PROGRAM—-

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
TFVENING 8:00 p.m.

RECEPTION FOR snes, a aes OF IUPAP
AT

NATIONAL sean oF Boi -28
tpl or BUST OF NIELS BOHR

IN THE

" NAS AUDITORIUM ~
seston: AAGE BOHR, LARKIN KERWIN, ROZENTAL’
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SOCIAL PROGRAM

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

EVENING 7:00 p.m.

Dinner at Watergate Terrace

Hosted by Research Corporation
Speaker: Dr. H. Guyford Stever,

Director of National Science Foundation

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

EVENING 7:00 p.m.
Dinner and Theater

nt

J.F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

EVENING 7:00 p.m.

TUPAP Banquet
at

BRAKNEBRENKXXKEETXHETBNYXMHERHXSXXH KKKEFXXREX TRERN
Smithsonian Institution, Museum of History and Technology

Hosted by American Institute of Physics

and American Physical Society

~Arrangements-have.been-made-for~luncheon-at-the.National.Academyof
Seienees—for-ali-delegates—and—members—of-FUPAP—omWednesday;—September=20,
Eriday—Septembes—22y-and-Monday...Septembher.25...

Technical tours of the Laboratories at the National Bureau of Standards

at Gaithersburg, Maryland and the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion Goddard Space Flight Center at Greenbelt, Maryland, are being sxranEdx

arranged for Friday morning, September22andMonday afternoon, September
25.

The Arrangements Committee is planning several events for ladies and

other accompanying persons, which may include a tour of some of the

Embassies, and visits to restored historic hmaex homes, such as Mt. Vernon

and Curtis-Lee Mansion. Ladies are cordially invited to attend all of the

social functions.

-

downtown hotels
Transportation between the Sherehem-Heotel and the Academy and to evening

~nocial functions will be available



VIALS} F

foreign participants
It is recommended that delegates apply for a visa six weeks before

the date on which they plan to depart for the United States. If applica-

tion is not made directly to an American Consulate but, rather, through
articipants -

national authorities, delegates should act earlier to assure that their

application will be in the hands of an American Consular Officer six weeks

before the date of their departure to the United States.

Consular Officers at all American Embassies have received notification

of the XIV IUPAP General Assembly from the Department of State.

If three weeks after applying to an American Consular Officer,
participants
delegates have still not received a visa, please cable information about

the date and place of application to the Chairman of the Arrangements

Committee, whose cable address is NARECO - Washington, D. C., USA. He

will make appropriate inquiries and will endeavor to resolve any problems

that exist, Within a week, he will cable information about the status

of the visa application and, whenever possible, the approximate date on
participant

which the delegate can expect to obtain a visa.

No scientist who is qualified to take part in the General Assembly

will be refused a U.S. visa because of his nationality. On the other hand,

the U.S. Government, like those of other countries, reserves the right

to refuse a visa to a person for other reasons. Prospective participants

who reside in countries where there is no U.S. diplomatic representation

can obtain visas in other counries where such diplomatic representation

exists. If, BoemIne of the absence of an American Embassy in your country,

you expect to apply for a visa elsevhede, please let the Chirman of the

Arrangements Committee know in what country and city you intend to apply



so that he can notify the Department of State and be of assistance to you

in making whatever advance arrangements may be possible.

CLIMATE AND DRESS

Late September in Washington is very pleasant with mostly sunny

skies and mild temperatures. Anticipated daytime temperature is

approximately Scattered showers are possible

and delegates are advised to bring light raincoats. Evening dress will not

be required at any of the social functions.

POSTAL INFORMATION

Foreign participants they
You may use the address of the Shoreham Hotel where the—delegates will

be staving:

c/o The Shoreham Hotel
Washington, D. C. 20008, U.S.A.

hey their |
OY ¥eu-may have yews mail sent to:

~/o U.S. National Committee for IUPAP
Div. of Physical Sciences (JH-421)
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20418 U.S.A.



(Invitied Participants’
(Second Draft)

25 April 1972

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

XIV GENERAL ASSEMBLY
— ep SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, WASHINGTON, D. C. TTT

20 - 25 September 1972

REGISTRATION FORM

(Please indicate how correspondence should be addressed, i.e., Professor,
Dr., Mrs., Miss, etc.)

COMPLETE ADDRESS

NAME

t——

INSTITUTIONAL AFFILIATION

NAMES OF ACCOMPANYING PERSONS:

Name Address

——

Hotel Accommodations:

A block of rooms has been reserved at the Shoreham Hotel for delegates,
members of IUPAP and foreign participants. It is requested that U.S. partici-
pants make their own arrangements for rooms at hotels of their choice in the
Washington area. O#mees please indicate their room requirements below:

Foreign participants"=&gt;
Rooms (s) with single bed for 1 person. @ $22.00
Room(s) with twin beds for 2 persons @ $26.00

Arrival and departure dates are essential:

Arriving Washington Hour 3m
Hour pom:Departing Washington

Confirmation of reservations will be sent to the mailing address indicated on
the form, unless the registrant specifically requests otherwise



(Invited Participants)

ACTIVITIES AND PRODEEDINGS OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

(Scientific Sessions)

Please indicate activities you and members of your group plan to attend.

Number

*,®

Ld 3 ~n ®

r |

)

Dinner at Watergate Terrace =~ September 21

Dinner and Theater at J. F. Kennedy Center ~- September 22

IUPAP Banquet at Smithsonian - September 23

Sightseeing Tour of Washington - September 24

Tour of National Bureau of Standards =~ September 22

" " - September 25

Tour of Goddard Space Flight Center - September 22

it 14 " - September 25

Tuneheon—for—tURAR-Delegatet—and-Mombot s=at-dNabional-
#feademy—of~Sciences—s—=September-20-

- wSeptenbeirdd—

--—September-—25

Ladies program - Tours during General Assembly Sessions

#14. Copy of Proceedings of the XIV General Assembly
 mesemi

fiovited participants
*There will be a nominal fee charged for these activities and a copy of the
Proceedings. For your convenienck we have established an advanced Activity
Fee of $30.00 for these items forvall deleaateo—end-members. However, if you
prefer you may pay separately for these activities and a copy of the Proceed-
ings at the following rates:

Dinner at Watergate Terrace : $ per person
Dinner and Theater at J. F. Kennedy Center -$ ___ per person

Luncheons at NAS ($2.00 each day) - $§___.u per person
TUPAP Banquet at Smithsonian 8 _ per person
Proceedings of the XIV General Assembly - S$ ' per copy

Please send completed registration form to:

Chairman, Arrangements Committee
U. S. National Committee for IUPAP
Div. of Physical Sciences (JH-421)
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20418 . U.S.A.

Malco ~rhaortr Far “hh ™ a) [yy v ™In - - ry &amp; hh - -
~ - rn ar nna rr nelowxr  Ff Jeience



Columbia University in the City of New York | New York, N.Y. 10027

DIVISION OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 287A Engineering Terrace

520 West 120th Street

April 15, 1972

U.S. National Committee of IUPAP, U.S. Members of IUPAP Com-
mission, 1972 General Assembly Advisors, and Professor
Larkin Kerwin.

From: W. W. Havens, Jr.

Subject: IUPAP General Assembly in Washington, September 22-26, 1972.

Gentlemen:

The Organizing Committee for the 1972 General Assembly of IUPAP
met in the office of Dr. H. W. Koch at the American Institute of Physics
at 10:00 A.M. on Friday, April 2, 1971. The Committee chose the dates of
the General Assembly to be from Thursday, September 23rd through Tuesday,
September 28th. The Committee allotted three sessions for conducting the
business of IUPAP as follows:

Thursday, September 23rd, 9:00 A.M. - 12:00 noon, The Plenary Session.

Saturday, September 25th, 3:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M., A Business Session.

Tuesday, September 28th, 2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M., Final Session.

Sight seeing tours will be arranged for Sunday afternoon, September 26th.
There will be 7 1/2 sessions devoted to presentation of technical topics,
allowing a total of approximately 15 invited pavers for one hour each.
Social events suggested are:

Wednesday evening, September 22nd, a welcoming reception at the National
Academy of Sciences.

Thursday evening,

Friday evening,

Saturday evening,

September 23rd, a State Department reception at the New
State Department Building.

September 24th, a foreign delegates reception at the
National Academy Building with the unveiling of the
yust of Niels Bohr which has been presented to TUPAP.

September 25th, a program at the JFK Center for the per-
forming arts.



Sunday afternoon, September 26th, « sight seeing tours with suggestions
as follows:

Lee Mansion, National Cemetry and Mount Vernon.

2. Goddard Space Center at Greenbelt, Maryland.

Naval Research Laboratory.

Suggestions for additional tours are solicited.

l |

Monday evening, September 27th, a banquet at the National Academy of
Sciences.

Sanborn Brown was appointed editor for the proceedings, and will in-
vestigate the possibility of publishing two volumes: the first being the
scientific papers and the second, a popular version of the scientific
papers. A more detailed suggested very tentative program for the meeting
is 2ttached herewith.

The names of the individuals listed on the program are only suggestions.
Except for Bacher, Weisskopf, and Butler, no one whose name appears on
the program has been informed that he has been suggested as an invited
speaker for the IUPAP General Assembly. I would appreciate it if you
would not distribute this information any more widely than is absolutely
necessary.

Hugh Odishaw agreed to prepare a budget for the operation of the 1972
General Assembly and submit it for approval to the U. S. National
Committee at its meeting on Thursday, April 29th.

You will note that many of the individuals who have been suggested as
invited speakers reside outside of the United States. We realize that
several of the individuals who are invited to speak will not be able to
accept the invitation and an alternate will have to be chosen. The
alternate is very likely to be a resident of the United States and for
this reason, we have attempted to keep the number of United States
scientists at a minimum.

[ would appreciate it if you could send me any suggestions you may have
for this meeting before September 23rd, so they can be discussed at the
next meeting of the U. S. National Committee of IUPAP.

Sincerely yours,
Es A

WwW. W. Havens Jr

WWH:ss

Encl



INTERNATIONAL UNION oF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

UNION INTERNATIONALE DE PHYSIQUE PURE ET APPLIQUEE

Secretary-General:
or. CC. BUTLER, F.RA.
Nuffield Lodge
Regent's Park
London, NWI 4RS
England
Telephone: 01-722 887]

Associate Secretary-General:
Prof, L. KERWIN, F.R.S.C.
Département de Physique
Faculté des Sciences
Université Laval
Québec 10, Canada
Téléphone: 418-656-2131

MEMORANDUM

To : Members of the Executive Committee

From : Secretary-General

ll

Role and Structure of ICSU

Professor Bacher has asked me to send you a copy of

the enclosed ICSU paper. IUPAP is asked to comment

by early May. Will you please send your comments to

Professor Bacher not later than April 20th, 1972.

C.C. Butler
March 1972

Fnc.



INTERHATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNICKS

SECRETARIAT:

7, VIA CORNELIO CELSO

00151 ROME, ITALY

TEL: 862555

CABLES: ICSUROMA

COMSEIL INVERMATICNAL DES UNIONS SCIEMTIFIQUES

PRESIDENT t PROF. V. A, AMCARTSUMIAN (USSR)
SECRETARY GENERAL: PROF. F.A. STAFLEU (NETHERLANDS)

TREASURER t+ PROF. N.DB. CACCIAPUOTI (ITALY)

Rome, 1972-02-29

Froms The President
TOs Members of ICSU

RO12 and Structure of ICSY

The -13 General Assembly of ICS agreed unanimously to
establish an ad hoc ccmmitteeofnotmore than nine members
to examine the r8le and structure of ICSU and reporttothe
President before 31 December 1971, so that proposals could
he circulated to ilembers early in 1272, and any revision of
Statutes required could be prepared for submission to an
Extra-Ordinary Assembly prior to the General Assembly 1872.

The General Assembly approved the following composition
of the ad hoc committee: Messrs, Bhagavantam, Brankov,
Coulomb, Kotani, Martin, Rees, Solecmon,.withthePresident
and the Secretary General ex officic.=

This committee held two meetings in 1971, in January in
Rome and in June. in Budapest, I acted as Convenor for the
first meeting, at which Sir David Martin was elected Chair-
man, The report prepared by the Committee was submitted to
me by Sir David illartin in September 1271 just prior to the
XIII Meeting of the Executive Committee, after consideration
of the report with ny fellow Officers we decided to dis-
tribute it to the members of the Executive Committee without
ccmment, The report of the discussions at the XIII Meeting
of the Executive Committee is given on pages 5-7 of the
Minutes of the Meeting.

As a result of these discussicns I wrote to Sir David
Maxtin requesting his comments on these Giscussions and in-
viting him to meet with the Officers in Amsterdam on 7 January
to discuss the proposed changes in the rfle and structure and
a preliminary revised version of the Statutes and Rules of

YA 3
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procedure. The Officers established an Editorial Advisory
Group, to consider further the preliminary draft, which met
on 18 January and has provided me with its proposals.

In accordance with the Resolution of the 13 General
Assenbly of ICSU I am forwarding to you the new version otf
the Statutes and Rules of Procedure which take into account
the proposed modifications in the rdle and structure of ICSU,

Briefly, the principal modifications are in the objects
of the Council, Statutes 3 and 4, and in the administration
of the Council. It is proposed that there be a General Assem-
bly, a General Committee and an Executive Committee, The
General Assembly remains unchanged; the General committee has
the same composition as the present Executive Committee; the
Executive Committee will consist of four Officers, a President,
Secretary General, Treasurer and President Elect, and four or-
dinary members, two from the Unions and two from the National
Members elected by the General Committee from its own membership,

I should appreciate it if you would let me have your
commentsontheproposedmodificationsinther8leandstruc-
ture of ICSU and also on the revised Statutes and Rules of
procedure.«+Itwouldbehelpful to me if you would send these
¢/o the ICSU Secretariat, 7 Via Cornelio Celso, 00161 Rome,
Italy, at your convenience but so as to arrive before 8 May,
when thé next meeting of the Officers will be held, The
texts of the Statutes and Rules of Procedure,tobesub-
mitted to the Extra-Ordinary General Assembly on 15 September,
will be distributed with the Agenda three months before the
Extra-Ordinary General Assembly is due to commence.

'=e=")  V,A, Ambartsumian

Ve



STATUTES

[ DENOMINATION AND DOMICILE

1, !The. International Council of Scientific Unions! herein-
after called'theCouncil!is.aninternationalnon-governmental
scientific organization, ~~
2.7" The legal domicile of the Council is in Brussels.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE COUNCIL

3. The four principal objectives of the Council are:
i) to encourage international scientific activity for

the benefit of rnankind, | a

to facilitate and co-ordinate the activities of the
International Scientific Unions in the field of the

exact and natural sciences and related disciplines,

iii) to stimulate, design and co-ordinaté international
interdisciplinary scientific research projects,
and, ; oo

iv) to act as a co-ordinatingcentrefor‘theinternational
activities of the National Members.

In ordertofurthertheattainmentoftheseobjectives
the Council may:

i) enter, through the intermediary of the national ad-
adhering organizations, ‘into relations with their
governments so as to co-operate in the promotion of
scientific research, LET

ii) maintain relations with the United Nations and its

special and related agencies, and
iii) make such contacts and mutual arrangements as are

deemed necessary with other International:Councils,
other Unionsorotherorganizationswherecommonin-
terests exist.

4.

ree i



5. In pursuing these objectives the Council shall observe

the basic policy of non-discrimination and affirm the rights

of scientists throughout the world to adhere to or to associate

with international scientific activity without regard to race,
religion, political philosophy, ethnic origin, lanquage or sex.
Recognizing and respecting the independence of the seientific
policy of its national adhering bodies the Council shall not
interfere with their internal affairs,

ITI, MEMBERSHIP OF THE COUNCIL

A The Council is composed of two categories of members:

i) Scientific Unions, :and
ii) - National Members. -

7. The Scientific Unions of the Council are the International
scientific Unions whose admission has been granted by the
edge oY
8. a) a National Member adheres to the Council either through
its principal scientific academy, or its national research coun-
eil, or any other institution or association of institutions.

b) Any territory having recoghized independent scientific
Re TLy soy Be Hogepted 2 a National Member.

c) A National Member should not normally be considered as

ready for full menbership, unless it can fulfil the obligations
imposed by fall membership and has a national body representing

“he GoUntEy*s Selentiflc activities which in some form has been
in existence for six years. Ce

"iN tT EAN RA 5,

Iv.. ADMISSION TO THE COUNCIL

9. The General Assembly, on the proposal of the Executive
Committee, shall examine each application for membership of
the Council, and may accept or reject it.
10, In order to be admitted to membership, a Scientific Union
must be international in character and interested in one or



STATUTES

I. DENOMINATION AND DOMICILE

tThe. International Council of Scientific Unions! herein-

after called'theCouncil!is.aninternationalnon-governmental
scientific organization; ..

~The legal domicile of the Council is in Brussels.
II. OBJECTIVES OF THE COUNCIL

3. The four principal objectives of the Council are:

i) to encourage international scientific activity for
the Denali of mankind, |
to facilitate and co-ordinate the activities of the
International Scientific Unions in the field of the
exact and natural sciences and related disciplines,

to stimulate, design and co-ordinate international
interdisciplinary scientific research projects,
and -. oo

iv) to act as a co-ordinating centre for ‘the international
activities of the National Members.

A. In ordér to furthertheattainmentoftheseobjectives
the Council mays: EE

i)" enter, through the intermédiary of the national ad-
adhering organizations, ‘into relations with their
governments so as to co-operate in the promotion of
scientific research, LET

ii) maintain relations with the United Nations and its
special and related agencies, and

iii) make such contacts and mutual arrangements as are

deemed NECEEEALY with other International:Councils,
other Unionsorotherorganizationswherecommonine-

terests exist.
WIA
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nore branches of the exact or the natural sciences not already

represented in the Council,

11. “Application by a Scientific Union for membership must be
supported by at least twelve National Members and must furnish
proof that the Union or the organization it has succeeded, or

of which it is an offshoot, has been in existence for at least

six years and has held or sponsored at least two international

meetings. A new Union shall be admitted to merbership only
when. there are strong scientific reasons for its admission,
and where there 4s no possibility for its accommodation by

modification of the structure of a Scientific Union which is

alreadyamember of ICSU. |

V. ASSOCIATES AND AFFILIATES OF THE COUNCIL

12, The Executive Committee may accept as National Associates

those who are not yet ready for full membership of the Council,

It may accept as Scientific Affiliates appropriate interna-
-

tional scientific organizations,

VI. RES IGNATIOH AND EXPULSICN OF MEMBERS

13, A member desirous of resigning from the Council rust give

three months! notice of resignation in writing, addressed to

the Secretary General,

14, The General Assembly may, by a qualified majority of two~
thirds of those present and taking part in the vote, cancel

the membership of any Member which has failed to fulfil its

Sd inn ions.

VII. ADMINISTRATION OF THE COUNCIL

15. a) There shall be:

i) The General Assernbly

ii) The General Cormittee



iii) The Executive Committee.
b) The composition and functions of these bodies are de-

fined in Sections VIII and IX below; their application is
governed by the Statutes and Rules of Procedure.
16; .a)- In the ebsenceofanyprovisiontothecontraryin
the StatutesandRulesofProcedure, decisions of these bodies

shall be by a majority of the affirmative.andnegativevotes
of those present and taking part in the vote, In the event

of an equality of votes, or if the issue is undetermined, the

Chairman shall decide. =

- Db) Qualified majorities. shall also be reckoned. solely on
the nunber of votes cast, by the Members present. and taking
part in the vote,

17. a) At the Czneral Assembly, Members' votes
gulated 28 follows: |

i) cna National Member has one vote, and
ii) cach Scientific Union has hee votes.
b) The vote of cach Member must be cast by a representa-

tive (or alternate) nominated by that Member,

 VIII. THE GrNIRAL ASSEMBLY

18. The General Assembly, to which the General Committee and
the Executive Committee are both responsible, consists of the
representatives of the Hational Members and of the Scientific
Unions. The President, Secretary General, Treasurer and Pre-
sident Elect should attend sessions of the General Assenbly
but as such have no right to vote. Nevertheless in the event

of an equality of votes the Chairman of the session shall

decide,

19, An ordinary session of the General Asserbly is normally
held every two vears, at a place and date determined by the
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General Assembly at its previous ordinary session, ‘or failing
that, by the Executive Committee.

20, The President may, with the consent of the Executive Com-~
mittee, summon an extraordinary session of the General Assembly,

He is obliged to do $0 at the réguest in writing of at least
one-third of the Members of the Council, oo

21, The Secretary General shall communicate the place and
date of a session of the General Assembly to all Members of

the Council and to all Members of the General Committee at
least wo months in dre,
22, Items proposed for inclusion in the agenda and applica-

tions for admission to the Council must be received by the

Secretary General at least four months before the date fixed
for an ordinary session of the General Assembly.

23. The Agenda of the General Assenbly shall be communicated
by the Secretary General to all Members of the Council and to
all members of the General Committee at least three months

before the first day of the session, No iten that has not
been placed on the Agenda can be discussed unless a proposal

to that effect is approved by the General Asserbly by a
majority of not less than two-thirds of the votes of the

Members present and taking part in the vote.

24, a) The General Assembly is the highest authorityofthe
council and shall determine its general policy.

b) It shall have, in surtlenlng, the following powers and
calimeeione:

i) to review the administration of the Council by the
Executive Committee since the previous ordinary. session
of the General Assenbly:



ii) to appoint a Finance Committee and any. other Committees
it may deem necessary for the administrative and scien-

tific work of the Council; C

iii) to examine, on the proposal of the Executive Committee,

each application for merbership of the Council, and
accept or reject its

iv) to cancel, if it so decides, the menbership of any

Member of the Council which has failed to fulfil its
obligations; -

v) to consider sdk ratify, if it thinks £it, ‘the Rules
of Procedure proposed by the Executive Cormittee;

vi) on the proposal of the Finance Committee,toexamine
and approvetheTreasurer'saccountsfortheperiod
since the previous ordinary session of the General
ASsenbly, and to discharge the Treasurer of liability;

vii) on ‘the proposaloftheExecutiveCommittee,todecide
the range of. annual dues to be paid by Members of the
Council: Ce oo

viii)toelectapresident,aSecretaryGeneral,aPresident
"Elect and a Treasurer; )

ix) to. elect the. representatives of the Scientific Unions
to the Ceneral Committee;

x) to elect the representatives of the National Members

iwm. EO the General Committee;
wi to approve the creation of the Special or Scientific

committees and the Inter-Union Commissions ‘recommended
by the General Committee, and to dissolve these Com-
mittees and Commissions when appropriate;

xii) to examine, at each of its ordinary sessions, on both
scientific and financial grounds, the work of Special
or Scientific Committees and other organizations within



the Council, in the presenceofappropriaterepresen-
tatives of these bodies, to arrange for the possible
transfer of their work to a nore appropriate and
sdequately equipped intergovernmental or other body
and to take administrative steps for any such transfer;
and

xiii) to deal with any other item that may be referred to

IX, THE GENERAL COMMITTEE

25, a) The General Committee consists of:
i) The Officers, namely the President, the Secretary

General, the Treasurer and the President Elect:

ii) Representatives of the Scientific Unions;
iii) Representatives of the National Merbers.

b) Each Scientific Union has a representative on the

General Committee; National Members are represented by
elected delegates, For every two Union vephesentatives above
fourteen, one additional National Representative above ten

shall be elected. :

c) Each Officer and each representative has one vote; in

the case of equality of votes the President shall decide.

d) The terms of reference of the General Committee are:

i) to review the international scientific scene, to study
scientific problems, to encourace and co-ordinate co-
operative activities between the Unions. and other

component parts of the Council, including the Council's

Special and Scientific Committees, whose representatives
shall be invited by the President to be presentasa

non-voting observer when appropriate;
to recommend to the General Assenbly the creation or

dissolution of Special or Scientific Committees, Inter-

ii)



Union Commissions, or other bodies having as their

purpose the attainment of objectives of the Council,

When urgent action is needed the General Committee

may set up such bodies, subject to ratification by

the next following session of the General Assembly:
iii) to elect andinary members of the Executive Comnittee,

e) No person in whatever capacity may serve on the General

committee for more than a total of twelve consecutive years,

26, The Scientific Unions shall themselves nominate their in-

dividual representatives on the General Committee,

¥X. THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

27.7" a) The Executive Cormittee consists of:
i) the Officers of the Council, namely the President,

the Secretary General, the Treasurer and the President

Elect; |
.) four ordinary menbers, two from the International

Scientific Unions and two from National Members elected
by the General Committee from its own membership,

| b) Each Officer and cach ordinary member has one vote;
the President, in addition, a casting vote,

28. a) The ordinary members shall hold office until the end
of the ordinary session of the General Assenbly next following
their election except that a merber elected to £ill a vacancy
shall hold office for the unexpired tern only. The ordinary
menbers are eligible for one additional term of office. Elec-
cions should, if possible, be 0 arranged that at each ordinary
session of the General Assenbly, one member from the Scientific
unions’and one member from the National Members are in their
First term.



b) The representatives of the National Mernbers are elected

in their individual capacity.

20, No person, in whatever capacity, may serve on the Execu=-

tive Committee for more than a total of eight consecutive years,

30. The Executive Committee directs the affairs of the Council
between sessions of the General Assembly. It shall meet as

often as is necessary and at least twice a year. It can be

convefiédbyadecisionofthePresidentincaseofparticular
urgency, provided at least thirty days' notice is given,
Anong its duties it shall include these specific actions:

i) present, through the. President, to each General Assen-
bly, a report on the work of the Council since the

previous ordinary Genaral Asserblys;
propose to the General nosembly the acceptance or re-
jection of each application for henbership of the
Council:

propose to the General Assembly rules ofprocedure
for the Council; oo

propose a budget of the Council for consideration by
the General Asserbly;
propose the range of annualduestobepaidbyMembers
of the Council;

propose dishursenents of subventions and grants for
scientific purposes from the Council's funds.

xT. THE OFFICERS |

vi)

31, The President, Secretary General, Treasurer and President
Elect shall hold office until the end of the ordinary session
of the General Asserioly next following their election, except
when elected to £111 a vacancy in which event they shall hold
office for the unexpired term only. The President is not
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eligible. for re-election for a second term of office unless
he has filled a vacancy and served for the unexpired term of

his predecessor. The Secretary General and the Treasurer are

eligible for re-election but for not more than two successive
Sonn Of office. co

32. The president, Secretary General, Treasurer and President
Elect of the Council shall exercise the same functionsinthe
General Committee and the General Assenbly, The Executive
Committee shall decide who shall undertake the duties of the
Secretary General or Treasurer if either is unabletodischarge
his duties between meetings of the General Asserbly...
33..The PresidentElectshallnormallyfulfilthedutiesof
the President should the President becone unable to discharge

them, =.

34, The Executive committee shall subnit to all Members of
the Council four months in advance of an ordinary session of

the General Assenbly a-list of names of those whom they propose
for the offices of President, President Elect, Secretary

ensony tna Treasurer,
XII. THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE

35. The Nominating Committee is appointed at the meeting of
the General Committee immediately preceding an ordinary General
Assembly. It consists of the President and six other memoers
drawn from the ——— Committee and representatives of the
Merbers of ICSU to ve present at the General rssembly. The

president shall prepare a 1ist of membersoftheNominating
committee after consultation:with the Executive Committee, for
decision by the General Committee. In making his nominations
the President shall endeavour to ensure-afair regional re-
presentation. No member of the Nominating Committee shall be
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a candidate for election to the Executive Committee at the
particular General Assembly concerned.
36, The Nominating Committee shall present to the General
Assembly a list of candidates for election to the offices of

president, president Elect, Secretary General and Treasurer
and as menbers of the General Committee, The Nominating Com-
mittee shall, excluding the President, President Elect, the
Secretary General and Treasurer, CARenoNT to present a list
of candidates for submission to the General Assenbly as re-
presentatives of NationalMembersontheGeneralCommittee,
so that a) there shall, normally, be not more than one elected
member from a National mMonber, and b) there shall be a reason-
able balanceofscientificandregionalinterests,

XTII. DECISIONS OF THE GENERAL AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES

37. The Secretary General shall at all sined keep Members
of the Council informed of the important proposals, decisions,

and Aine of the General Committee and of the Executive
committee, Co tr TEL ree

38. A record of the proceedings of the General Committee,

and. an audited | statement of ‘accounts, shall be communicated
annually to each Member of the Council.

XIV. ALTERNATES AND OBSERVERS

39, Alternates to representatives on the General. Committee

are permitted in case of illness or other compelling circum-

stances, and subject to the approval of the President, Al-
ternates shall be scientists familiar with the business
involved, and preferably of the standing of an Officer of

a Scientific Union,
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40, Observers are. permittedtoattendmeetingsof the General
Committee only on the invitation of the President, This Yre-
striction shall not apply where a separate formal agreement

permits the attendance of observersofanexternal organization,
XV. SPECIAL AND SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEES, AND

INTER-UNION COMMISSIONS OF THE COUNCIL |

41. a) The General Committee may recommendtotheGeneral
Assembly the creationofSpecialor Scientific Committees to
facilitate and co-ordinate scientific activities on an inter-

national basis. = It may also set up Inter-Union Commissions,
Such Committees and Commissions shall function:in-accordance
with rules adopted by the General Committee, FAIRS

b) The Assembly shall approve the setting up of these

bodies only if it is satisfied that no other means exist for

achieving the specific objectives of the proposed Committee
or Commission,
42, .. The Executive Committee has the right to send an observer
to any meeting of the governing body ol a Committee or Commis—

sion appointed by the Council,
43, The proeident shall request an observer of each Special
and Scientific Committee, acting as a consultant, to attend
meetings of the Executive Committee and General Committee at
which matters of importance affecting these Committees are to

be discussed. oF

bexio .. XVI. LEGAL REPRESENTATION

Ad, “¥he president, or, if he is not available, the President

Elect, is the legal representative of the Council:in.its deal-
ings with other organizations. In case of necessity, the
President may entrust the Secretary General or another member

of the Executive Committee to represent him in such dealings.
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XVII. FINANCE

45. a) The funds of the Council are obtained from:
i) the dues of its Members,.
1) subventions, donations and legacies accepted by the

Enecutive Commlttes on behalf of the Council, and

iii) revenue from capital investment,

~ b) Funds derived from donations. accepted by the Council
shall be used in accordance with the agreements made with the
donors. A donation shall not be accepted if its acceptance
could interfere with the true international spirit of ICSU's

activities and the complete independence of its scientific

policies.

46. a) Each Member of the Council shall pay annual dues

within a range determined by the General Assembly,

b) National Associates and Scientific Affiliates pay no

dues and have no voting rights.

47. In the event of resignation or cancellation of membership

the Member concerned is liable to pay any dues owed including

those for the current year,

Any Member that ceases to belong to the Council shall

forfeit all rights to the assets of the Council from the

moment of ceasing to be a Member.

AS. In the event of the dissolution of the council, its assets

may not be distributed amongst the Members.

XVIII, LIABILITY

49, The liability of each Member of the Council is limited

to the amount of that Member's dues.

50, The organisms of the Council may not incur expenditure in

axcess of the funds at their disposal,



XIX. MODIFICATION OF THE STATUTES

51. No change may be made in these Statutes except with the

approval of the General Assembly by a two-thirds majority of

the votes cast by the Members present and taking part in the
vote.

Enabling Clause, The validity of these Statutes shall not be

vitiated by any error of a formal or

accidental nature.



RULES OF PROCEDURE

I. APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

1s1r a) Applications for membership and for Affiliate and
Associate status must be addressed wo the Secretary General.

b) A standing conten Zor the consideration of admis-
sions shall be set up, consisting ofthe President and eight
other menbers not necessarily members of the Executive Com-
mittee,

1.2 Application for membership ag a National Merber shall
name the organization through which it is desiredto.adhere
to the Council, -

1.3 a) Application from a Scientific Union for membership -

mudt beAccompanied by a copy of the StatutesofthatUnion
and evidence of support from at least twelve National Merbers
(sce Statute 11).

b) The statutes of Scientific Unions seeking admission

to the Council should:

i) indicate the objects of the Union,

ii) provide for the direction of the Union by 2 General

Assembly of its members, |

iii) indicate the scale of dues payable by national ad-
+ hering organizations, and |

&lt;div): set forth the rules of vouing.
1,4 Any application from a Union or a National Scientific
Body for merbership shall be communicated by the Secretary
general to all Members of the Council and to the members of
the ‘Executive Committee. -

IT. OFFICERS OF 'THE COUNCIL

2.1 The President shall act as Chairman at all meetings of the

General Assenbly, of the General Committee and of the Executive



Committee, He shall be in charge of the implementation of the

general policy of the council.

2,2 on the advice of the Executive Committeé he may invite
any scientific person to an ordinary meeting of the General
Assembly, the General Committee, OF of the Executive Committee.

2.3 He may, with the consent of the Executive Committee,
delegate some of his power to one or more Officers of the

Council,

2.4 The President Elect: shall deputize for the President when

necessary.
2.5 a) The Secretary General shall be responsibleforall
matters concerningtheadministrationoftheCouncil,ofthe
General Committee, and, in particular, for the conduct of

correspondence, the preparation and distributionofpublica-
tions authorized by the General AssemblyortheExecutive
committee, and the safe keeping of the archives of the Council,

b) He shall prepare an annual report:-on the Council's

work, which shall be distributed to.all Members of the Council,

2,6 a) The Treasurer shall be responsible for the finances
of the council, in accordance with the directives issued to
him by the Executive Committee. Ce

b) He shall submit annually to the Executive Committee
and to the Members of the Council an: audited statement of ac-

i
c) He may in one financial year, without prior authoriza-

tion, expend sums not budgeted for up to a total of $1000. Such

expenditure shall be submitted to the Executive Committee for

approval,



2.7 The Secretary General and the Treasurer shall be assisted
by a full-time Executive Secretary and such other staff as may

be approved by the Executive Committee, The salariesand
terms of appointment of all members of the administrative
staff shall be determined by the Executive Committee;

2.8 With the approval.oftheExecutiveCommittee,responsi-
bility for a particular duty normally dischargedbythePre-
sideént, the Secretary General, or the Treasurer, wy be

delegatedtootherpersons,

2.9 In the event of a vacancy arising on the General Com-

nittee through the death or incapacityofarepresentativeof
a National Member, the Executive Committee shall have the

power to £111 the vacancy for the unexpired term, after con-
sultation with the National Member concerned, A Scientific
Union has the power to £ill any vacancy in its representation

on the General Committ=ze..

2.10 In the event of a vacancy arising among the ordinary
menbers of the Executive Committee, through death or in-

capacity, the General Committee shall have the power to fill
the vacancy for the unexpired term.

ITI. NOMINATION OF PRESIDENT, SECRETARY GENERAL,
TREASURER, AND PRESIDENT ELECT

3.1 The Secretary General, on behalf of the Executive Com-
mittee, shall, at least six months in advance of an ordinary

session of the General Assembly, invite Members to put forward
names of Gandidates for the offices of President, Secretary
General, Treasurer andPresident Elect, Each suggestion
Should be accompanied by biographical details and by an assure~-
ancé that the candidate has agreed to serve if elected.



3.2 The Executive Committee shall propose at least one person
for each of the four offices, and shall send its proposals,

together with biographical details, to all Members of the
council four months in advance of an ordinary session of the

General Assenbly*,
3.3 Membersmaysubmitadditional names up to two months in

advance of an ordinary session of the General Assembly, Such

proposals can be accepted only if accompanied by biographical
details and by an assurance that the candidate has agreed to

serve if elected, oo

3.4 , The list of proposed names shall be distributed to all
Members at least one month in advance of the date of the
ordinary session of the General Assembly, At the time of the
General Assembly the Nominating Committee shall review all
proposals for the offices of President, Secretary General,

Treasurer, and President Elect, taking into account the pro-

posals made by the Executive Committee, and shall prepare a
selected list of nominees for consideration by the Asserbly.
Additional nominations may be made from the floor from the
list of names previously proposed, provided that each such
nomination has the support of at least five Members.

3.5 Election of the president, Secretary General, Treasurer
and President Elect by the General Assembly shall take place

according to established voting procedures, |

K If a name is put before the Executive Committee for con-
sideration before the Committee submits a list of candidates

(as requiredbytheStatutes) for the positions of President,
Secretary. General, TreasurerorPresidentElect, and it is not

on the list,itmaybeformallyproposedagain,‘asrequiredby
Rule of Procedure 3.3.
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3.6 Nominations for ordinary members of the Executive Com

mittee should be formally proposed and seconded by members of

the General Committee, =

Iv. ELECTION OF REPRESENTATIVES OF NATIONAL MEMBERS
TO THE GENERAL COMMITTEE

4 The procedure for these elections shall be as follows:

i) in cede to facilitate the choice of representatives
of the National Members, the Scientific Unions shall
notify the Secretary General, before the start of an

ordinary session of the General Assembly, of -the names

of their representatives to serve on the General Com-~

mittee for the following term;
the Secretary General shall request all National Mem-
bers to submit four months before an ordinary session
of the General Assembly, the names of those scientists
in their own country whom they wish to put forward as
candidates for election to the General Committee,
Fach submission should be accomprnied by biographical
details and by an assurance that the candidate has

agreed to serve if elected; |
the names of the members of the General Committee due

to retire, the names of the representatives of the

Scientific Unions, already nominated by the Unions,
and the full list of names put forward by the National

Menbers, shall be sent by the Secretary General to
the members of the Nominating committee at the begin-

ning of an ordinary sessionof.theGeneralAssembly:
iv) the Nominating Committee shall select, from the names

‘put forward by the National Members,alistof names
for submission to the General Assernbly equal in number

iii)

to the number of vacancies:
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v) other names, from among those already put forward by
the National Morbers, may be added to the list in
iv), on the proposal of any five Members represented
at the General Assembly; and

#1) election shall be by secret ballot according to the

established voting procedure,

V. VOTING PROCEDURES FOR ELECTIONS AND

DECISIONS BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

5.1 The election of the President, Secretary General,
rreasurer and President Elect shall be by secret ballot,

separately for each position to be filled,

5.2 The election of the representatives of the National

Members on the General Committee shall be by secret ballot,
Each voting Member shall vote for the same nurber of names

as there are vacancies to be filled.

5.3 ‘At each ballot the list of candidates shall be ordered

according.tothenumberofvoteseachreceives and they shall
be elected in that order, provided that no candidate shall be

élected whe has received less than half the total number of

votes actually cast. If at any stage it becomes necessary to

decide between candidates who have obtainedthesamenumber

of votes, a separate ballot shall be taken, At any ballot

in which no candidate has obtained the required majority, the

candidate with the least number of votes shall be eliminated,

 hd the voting continued,

5.4 B11 majorities are calculated on the basis of the total
number of affirmative and negative votes actually cast; ab-
sences, fale to vote, and abstentions are not taken into
account.



VI. QUORUM

6.1 In meetings of the Executive Committee or of the General

committee, half the membership shall constituteaquorum,

vIT. REPORTS

7.1 The Scientific Unions, the Scientific and Special Com=-

mittees and the Inter-Union Commissions set up under the terms
of Statute 41 shall submit annual reports to the General Come

mittee, as well as reports to the General Assembly, They shall
submit in writing to the Secretary General, at least four
months before a session of the General Assembly, reports on

their activities since the last session of the General Assem-

bly. The Secretary General shall send such reports to all

Merbers of the Council when sending the Agenda for the General

Assembly.

VIII. FINANCE

8.1 The Finance Committee appointed by the General Assembly

shall consist of two representatives of the National Members,

two representatives of the Scientific Unions, and the Treasurer,

ox officio. The Committee shall examine the budget estimates

for the ensuing period, together with the accounts for that

preceding, This committee shall submit separate reports on
these two items to the General Assembly, which, after con-

sidering the reports, shall fix the range of dues of Menbers

for the succeeding two years.

8.2 Any Member of the Council which is in arrears with its

dues for two years shall have no voting power. It may be ex~

cluded from the Council by a decision of the General Assembly.
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IX. NATIONAL ASSOCIATES AND SCIENTIFIC AFFILIATES
Tw gle

ES

9.1. National Associates and Scientific Affiliates admitted
under Statute 12, shall enjoy the privilege of participation

in discussions of the General Assembly without the right to

vote.’

tr
£4) GENERAL PROVISIONS

10.1 These Rules of Procedure may not be amended except by

the General Assembly, by a majority of two thirds of the
Menbers present and taking part in the vote,



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE

INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

Secretary-General :

Dr. C.C. BUTLER. F.R.S..
Nuffield Lodge
Regents Park
London NW1 4RS, ENGLAND.
Tel.: 01 - 722-8871

Secrétaire général adjoint:
Prof. L. KERWIN, F.R.S.C..
Université Laval
Québec 10, Canadas.
Tél: 418 - 656-2131

MEMO to Members of the Executive Committee of IUPAP

from Associate Secretary-General

Enclosed please find the audited accounts of the Union

for 1971 as well as a résumé of our operations for 1969-

1971 which will be submitted to the General Assembly in

Washington.

I propose to discuss the report briefly at the Brussels

meeting in June.

Québec, March 22nd, 1972.



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE

INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

Secretary-General :

Dr. C.C. BUTLER, F.R.S.,
Nuffield Lodge
Regents Park
London NW1 4RS, ENGLAND.
Tel.: 01 - 722-8871

Secrétaire général adjoint:
Prof. L. KERWIN, F.R.S.C.
Université Laval
Québec 10, Canada.
Tél.: 418 - 656-2131

NOTES on 1971 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

A - BALANCE-SHEET

2,

3

Dues receivable
Since January 1st, 1972, $1,200. of the $7,550. outstanding
at that date has been paid,

Accounts payable
I'his includes as in 1970 mostly unclaimed Commissions expenses.
This surplus will be allotted to the unusual expenses for the
1972 General Assembly.

Differed income
Dues prepaid by member countries for 1972.

B - INCOME and EXPENSES

Miscellaneous income
Return of our 1970 subscription to ICSU,

J.

x

Pe

fy

Se

Commission travelling
This is the standard allotment to Commission, not all of which
has been claimed. See above (2).

Commission travelling -~ special
I'his consists of travelling expenses of individuals to inter-
union sctivities (COSPAR, SCOPE, etc.).
These activities are relatively expensive,

Subscriptions -

ICSU: $45. - CIES: $200. -

Bank charge
Fhis is a net figure. It includes the various bank charges
and exchange losses diminished by the amount of appreciation
of our Canadian dollar received during the year.



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE
INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

ETAT DES REVENUS ET DEPENSES
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES

1971 1970 1969 Total
REVENUS
INCOME

Subventions de 1'I.C.S.U.
Grants from U.N.E.S.C.O.

Cotisations des pays membres
Dues from member countries

Intérét gagné
Interest earned

Revenu divers
Miscellaneous income

.

YY 13,125 16,000 16,125 45,250

50,250 42,250 42,000 134,500

1.605 1,040 1,000 3,645

840 840 887 2,567
65,820 60,130 60,012 185,962

DEPENSES
EXPENSES

Conférences subventionnées par 1'I.C.S.U.
Conferences subsidized by U.N.E.S.C.O. 13,125 16,000 16,125 45,250

Conférences subventionnées par
1'U.I.P.P.A.

Conferences subsidized by I.U.P.A.P.

Frais de déplacement - commissions -
réguliers

Travelling expenses - commissions=
regular 7.500 7.500 6,700 21,700

Frais de déplacement ~ commissions -
spéciaux

Travelling expenses - commissions -

special 3,696 1,77¢ 5,474

Frais de déplacement - comité exécutif
Travelling expenses =- executive
committee 5,128 7.376 7.637 20,141

Secrétariat et comptabilité
Secretariat and accounting 3,074 2,898 1,400 - 7,372

Cotisations
Subscriptions 1.145 1.140 1,040 3,325

FORTIER. LANGEVIN &amp; ASSOCIES



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE
INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

ETAT DES REVENUS ET DEPENSES |

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES
(suite...)

1371 1970 1969 Total

Impression
Printing 2, Ji8 2,018

Buste - Professeur Bohr
Bust =- Professor Bohr

Vérification
Auditing

| 3 Oy 420 £52

223 214 207 644

Télécommunications
Telephone, telegrams 4 30 32 177

Fournitures de bureau, papeterie
Stationery  26 49 453 638

Frais bancaires et échange
Bank charges and.exchange 14 279 300

64,836 58,057 49,748 172,641

REVENU NET DE ‘L'ANNEE
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR r 984 2,073 10,264 13,321

FORTIER. LANGEVIN &amp; ASSOCIES



FORTIER, LANGEVIN &amp; ASSOCIES
COMPTABLES AGREES / CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

PIERRE FORTIER, C.A.

GABRIEL PELLERIN, C.A.

RENE MONTREUIL. C.A.

JACQUES R. LANGEVIN, C.A.

GILLES MORIN, C.A.

LEON CADIEUX, C.A.

TROIS-RIVIERES
1330, RUE ROYALE . TEL. 376.4477

CAP-RE-LA-MADELEINE
399.A, BOUL. STE.MADELEINE . TEL. 375.8996

UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE

ETATS FINANCIERS

AU 31 DECEMBRE 1971

INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 1971



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEER
INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

Bilan au 31 décembre 1971
Balance sheet as at December 31, 1971

ACTIF
ASSETS

U.S. Dollars

ENCAISSE ET CERTIFICAT DE DEPOT
CASH AND DEPOSIT CERTIFICATE

3,796.04 dollars canadiens
52,431.39 dollars américains

5 3,758.08
52,431.39

S$ 56,189.47

COTISATIONS A RECEVOIR
DUES RECEIVABLE 7,550.00

 _—-.

S 63,739.47

PASSIF
LIABILITIES

COMPTES A PAYER ET DEPENSES ENGAGEES
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ENCUMBRANCES

REVENU DIFFERE
DIFFERED INCOME

5 6,996.10

800.00

AVOIRS
SURPLUS

Solde au 31 décembre 1970
Balance as at December 31, 1970

Ajouter: Revenu net de l'année
Add: Net income for the year

Solde au 31 décembre 1971
Ralance as at December 21, 1971

$ 54,959.57

983.80

-

&gt;

£5,843.37

63, 739.47



ETAT DES REVENUS ET DEPENSES
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES

pour l'année termine le 31 décembre 1971
for the year ended December 31, 1971

REVENUS
INCOME

Subventions de 1'I.C.S.U.
Grants from U.N.E.S.C.O.

Cotisations des pays membres
Dues from member countries

Intérét gagné
Interest earned

Revenu divers
Miscellaneous income

5 13,125.00

50,250.00

1,605.25

840.00
$ 65,820.25

DEPENSES
EXPENSES

Conférences subventionnées par 1'I.C.S.U.
Conferences subsidized by U.N.E.S.C.O.

Conférences subventionnées par 1'U.I.P.P.A.
Conferences subsidized by I.U.P.A.P.

13,125.00

30,575.00

Frais de déplacement - commissions - réguliers
Travelling expenses =~ commissions-regular

Frais de déplacement - commissions - spéciaux
Travelling expenses - commissions - special

Frais de déplacement - comité exécutif
Travelling expenses =- executive committee 5,128.00

Secrétariat et comptabilité
Secretariat and accounting

Cotisations
Subscriptions
Buste - Professeur Bohr - transport
Bust - Professor Bohr -~ freight

Vérification
Auditing

Télécommunications
Telephone, telegrams
Fournitures de bureau
Stationery

Frais bancaires et échange
Bank charges and exchange

REVENU NET DE L 'ANNEE
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR

3,074.16

1,145.00

132.41

222.75

94.84

136.35

 .34
64,836.45

23 .80



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et Arruiyv...

COTISATIONS DES PAYS MEMBRES

Unités
1971

Solde a
recevoir
31-12-70

Cotisations Montants
1971 recus

Solde 3
recevolir
31-12-71

Afrique du Sud
Allemagne Est
Allemagne Ouest
Argentine
Australie
Autriche
Belgique
Bolivie
Brésil
Bulgarie
Canada
Chine de Formose
Corée
Cuba
Danemark
Espagne
Etats-Unis
Finlande
France
Grande Bretagne
Hollande
Hongrie
Indes
Irlande
Isra&amp;l
Italie
Japon
Mexique
Norvége
Pakistan
Pologne
République Arabe Unie
Roumanie
Suéde
Suisse
Tchécoslovaquie
U.R.S.S.
Yougoslavie

1
4

19

300
1,200
3,600

600
1,800

300
1,200

300
600
300

2,400
300
300
300
900

1,200
5,400

300
3,600
4,500
1,200

600
1,200

300
600

3,600
2,400

600
900
300

1,200
300
200

2,400
600
900

3,600
300

S 300
1,200
3,600

600
1,800

300
2,2001,000

"30
600
550

2,400
300

40” }

300
750 (1) 150

1,200
6,600

300
3,000
4,500
1,200

600
1,200

300
1,100
3,000
2.400

300

] L.200

1
1

500
3.000

00
2900

600

250
1,200

250

800

300
900

2,400
600

(1970) 900
3,600

750 1,050

171
1
170

7.450 51, 300
300

51,000

Moins: Pakistan
50,150 8,600

300

8, 3007.450 50, 150
Moins: Cotisations
remises (1) —_— — 70 750

170 '$ 7,450 $ 50,250 $ 50,150 §$ 7,550



UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE
INTERNATIONAL UNION of PURE and APPLIED PHYSICS

Nous avons examiné le bilan de l'Union
Internationale de Physique Pure et Appliquée au 31 dé-
cembre 1971, et l'état des revenus et dépenses pour
l'année terminée a cette date. Notre examen a compor-
té une revue générale des procédés comptables et tels
sondages des livres, pieces et autres documents i
l'appui que nous avons considérés nécessaires dans
les circonstances.

A notre avis, le bilan et l'état des reve-
nus et dépenses ci-annexés présentent équitablement la
situation financiére de l'Union Internationale de
Physique Pure et Appliquée au 31 décembre 1971 ainsi
que les résultats de ses opérations pour l'année ter-
minée a cette date, conformément aux principes compta-
bles généralement reconnus, appliqués de la méme manié-
re qu'au cours de l'année précédente.

ou

— “+ /

sr Ll Kyler ¥ Hav scaComptables ajréés

Trois-Riviéres, Qué.
le 13 mars 1972.

We have examined the balance sheet of
International Union of Pure and Applied Physics as at
December 31st 1971, and the statement of income and
expenses for the year ended on that date. Our
examination included a general review of the accounting
procedures and such tests of accounting records and
other supporting evidence as we considered necessary in
the circumstances.

In our opinion the accompanying balance sheet
and statement of income and expenses present fairly the
financial position of the International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics as at December 31st 1971, and the
results of its operations for the year ended on that
date, in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that of
the preceding vear.

. S/S
serleen Zone [Nan F- A gs6ct0a

—dlred accountants

Trois-Riviéres, Qué.
March 13th, 1972.
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Le printemps dernier, nous avons publié une liste
i'adresses 2 corriger dans la brochure UIPPA-16,
Joieci de nouvelles corrections &amp; y apporter:

Last March, we issued a list of corrected
addresses to be noted in IUPAP-16.
Here are a few other ones.
hy GE. ----og -

page 101: Prof. Robert F. BACHER
—=""™"" Downs Laboratory of Physics

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109, USA.

page 105: Dr. N, KAPLAN
Secretary - Nat. Committee for IUPAF
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Jerusalem, ISRAEL

Romania:
Prof. A. CORCIDVEI
[Institute for Atomic Physics
P.O. Box 35
Bucuresti, ROMANIA,

Prof. W. DEKEYSER
Laboratorium voor Kristallografie
Krijgslaan 271
B-9000 Gent, BELGIUM.

page 103: Argentina:
Dr. Alberto F, BONFIGLIOLI
Secrétaire général
Asociacion Fisica Argentina
Avenida Santa Fé 1145
Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

Switzerland:
Prof. H.H., STAUB
Physik-Institut der Universitit
Sch8inberggasse J
Zirich 8001, SWITZERLAND.

Austria:
Dr. Norbert PUCKER
“xecutive Secretary
Austrian Society of Physics
c/o Institut fiir Theoretische Physik
Universit8tsplatz 5/1
A-8010 Graz, AUSTRIA,

page 109: Financial Committee:
Prof. Robert F. BACHER
G.W. Downs Laboratory of Physics
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109, USA.

Prof. W. DEKEYSER
Laboratorium voor Kristallografie
Krijgslaan 271%
B~9000 Gent, BELGIUM.page 104: France:

Monsieur J, BADOZ
Laboratoire d'Optique physique
Ecole supérieure de Physique et
| Chimie industrielles

10, rue Vauguelin
[5 Paris 5e, FRANCE,

East Germany:
change for - changer pour:
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC.

dest Germany:
change for ~ changer pour:
FEDERAL REPUBLIC of GERMANY.

page 113: Solid State Commission?
Dr, Walter BOAS
Department of Metallurgy
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria 3052, AUSTRALI,

page 115: Nuclear Physics Commission?
Prof. R.E. BELL
Principal and Vice-Chancellor
McGill University
P.0. Box 6070
Montréal 101, P.0.. CANADA.



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Memo to. Viki Roont

2/23 1972

I have sent a copy of this letter to
Sandy Brown, since he seems to be the
relevant person.

from... Te ny Room... Ext...
MURAN BOSTON



UNION INTERNACIONALE
DE PHYSIQUE PURE ET APPLIQUEE

COMITE ESPANOL

February 15, 1972.

Prof. V. Weiskopd
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass 02139
J. SS. A.

Dear Prof. Weiskope,

[ have pleasure in informing you that I have been choosen
President of the Spanish Committee of the I.U.P.A.P.. My
teaching and research activities range in the field of Solid
States Physics, in particular, crystal defects and thin films
atilizing techniques of electron diffraction and electron
nN1Croscopy.

It is my greates wish that there exist a strong colaboration
between the Spanish Committee. and the I.U.P.A.P. Executive
“ommittee.

[ have the intention to attend the conference held in Kiel on
July 20-26 of this year, and also the general assembly to be
held on the 21st of September (Washington?).

Thank vou and best regards, I am,

Yours very sincerely,

PHYSICS DEPT
LV

rep 07 Gy?

COPY ro. Dean Burson
BEV:=TiveDOS
FILE ating Sem eta ant cia

Prof. L. Bru.

,B/mta.
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INTEANATIONAL CONFERENCES
Readers saould consult the list published In
News-Bulletin No. 25 (Cctobexr 1371) and contain-
ing wertinent addresses, They ars reminded cf
the coming Spring meetings:
No. 6 ¢ THIN FILMS

No. 7 : VAPOUR GROWTH &amp; EPITAXY

No,%4 : HALDRONIC COLLISIONS

Mo.20 : INNER SHELL IONIZATION

No.25 : OPTICS, GUIDED WAVES

3}

UNICN CF
PURE AND
APPLIED

Jie
February 1972

MUCH ACTIVITY ai ICSU/AH
CSU's Abstracting Board project for establishin
a world-wide system for abstracting and indexing
[spe News--Bulletin No. 18, September 1970) had
made considerchble progress.
Union repressnitative H.W, KCIH attended the
meeting at Orléans in July 1371 where 12 abstrac
ting sezvizes {up one from 1970), 7 Union repre-
sentatives and 3 national representatives (a
new feature: more will be added) spent a week
detailing plans for the project.
This calls for one major service per official
language per discipline, Thus for Physics, the
services will be:

English: Physics Abstracts
German: Physikalische Eerichte
French: Bulletin signalétiqus
Russian: Referativny Zhurnal

May 15-15
Venics
Yay 22-25
Jerusalem
April 5-7
Oxford
April 17-21
Atlanta
February 7-9
Nevada

ADD NDUM
hn 2eon LRTartatlonsl out eruuwe wee wenn ee
IUPLP sponsorship for 1972. Recommended by the
Commission for Nuclear Physics, it is:

No.&gt;6 s NUCLEAR STRUCTURE STUDY July 31-Aug.5
with NEUTRONS Keszthely,

Ainf.: Prof. D. KISS, HURARY
Contral Research Inst, of Physics,
P.O, Box 49,
Budapest 114, HUNGARY.

Tir menktew Leal miben spblses Smaludinn on deed
sion to continue emphasis on science. fOWEVET
it is hoped *o add technology if the World Fed.
of Enginezrs joins the group. Working cui
meane of evfecting inpul cooperation among
the services was examined in detail.
 eee ee treet eee rm etre eet ree ener

CODATA and PHYSICS RESULTS :

I1CSU's Committee on Data for Scierce and Techne
logy has bzen getting down to cases and an ex-
smple is its consideration of the problem of
compilatior of High Erergy Physics results,
The status of compilation of such data from the
Narticle Data Group at Berkeli=zy and the turopear
{ERA Group based at CERN was analyzed for CODAT!
oy Dr. D.R.0. Morrison of CERN, A résumé may
he found in the Juno 1971 CODATA Newsletter
which also contains many references to data
compilations in other fields of Physics.
 eee ee ree eee em ine ee er entree

NOISE POLLUT CIN
The ICSU Spccicl Committee on Problems of the
fnvironment has now tackled the noise problem,
IUPAP delegate to SCOPE, Dr. A. Lara Saenz,
reports that the Canberra meeting accented the
draft proposals on the problem framed by the
International Congress of Acoustics last August
The January meeting of SCOPE is considering
the details of the program.

COSPAR and PHYSICS

Vicz-President Bhagavantam, IUPAP's delegate to
COSPAR, advises that the XVth meeting of this
group will take place in Madrid, May 13-24, 1972.
The working groups and symposia will cover a wide
ranae of topics, many of particular interest to
physicists, such as:

- lunar laser ranging;
- magnetosphere physics;
- solar electron events;
- neutral properties of the upper atmosphere.

National Committees for IUPAP are reminded of the
need to work closely with the National Committees
for COSPAR and to publicize the XVth meeting.
They should contact the COSPAR committees or writ
wriie Tot

Dr. L. decAZCARRAGA
Z0SPAR
Apartado de Correos 8454
Madrid 8, SPAIN.

§
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= printemps dernier, nous avons publié une liste!
‘adresses a corriger dans la brochure UIPPA-16,
3ici de nouvelles corrections a y apporter:

Last March, we issued a list of corrected
addresses to he noted in IUPAP-1£.
Here are a few other ones.

) 4

age 101: Prof. Robert F. BACHER
Downs Laboratory of Physics
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109, USA.

page 105: Dr. N., KAPLAN
Secretary - Nat, Committee for IUPAS
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Jerusalem, ISRAEL

Roménia:
Prof. A. CORCIOVEI
Institute for Atomic Physics
P.0. Box 35
Bucuresti, ROMANTA.

Prof. W. DEKEYSER
Laboratorium voor Kristallografie
Krijaslaan 271
R.o0N0 Gent, BELGIUM.

Argentina:
Dr. Alberto F. BONFIGLIOLI
Secrétaire général
Asocizcion Fisica Argentina
Avenida Santa Fé 1145
Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA.

Austria:
Dr. Norbert PUCKER
Executive Secretary
Austrian Society of Physics
c/o Institut fOr Theoretische Physik
Universit¥tsplatz 5/1
A-8010 Graz, AUSTRIA.

page 106:

age 103: Switzerland:
Prof. H.H., STAUB
Physik-~Institut der Universitit
Sch8nberggasse 9
28rich 8001, SWITZERLAND.

page 109: Financial Committee:
Prof. Robert F. BACHER
G.W, Downs Laboratory of Physics
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109, USA.

Prof. W. DEKEYSER
Laboratorium voor Kristallografie
Krijgslaan 271
B-9000 Gent, BELGIUM.sage 104: France:

Monsieur J. BADOZ
Laboratoire d'Optique physique
Ecole supérieure de Physique et

Chimie industrielles
10, rue Vauquelin
[5 Paris Se, FRANCE.

East_Germany:
change for - changer pour:
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REFUBLIC.

page 113: Solid State Lommissiont
Dr, Walter BOAS
Department of Metallurgy
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria 3052, AUSTRALI?

page 115: Nuclear Physics Commission?
Prof. R.E. BELL
Principal and Vice-Chancellor
McGill University
P.0. Box 6070
Mahtréal 101, P.Q., CANADA.Nest Germany:

change for -~ changer pour:
"CDFRAL REPUBLIC of RERMANY



FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS
203 C Street, N. E.

Washington, D. C. 20002
Code (202) 546-3300

DR. MARVIN L. GOLDBERGER
Chairman

DR. JEREMY J. STONE
Director

Dr. S. E. Luria
Vice Chairman

National Council Members

Harrison Brown
William M. Capron
Barry M. Casper
Sidney Drell
Richard A. Falk
Michael H. Goldhaber
Morton Halperin
S. E. Luria
Matthew S. Meselson
Philip Morrison
Laurence I. Moss
John R. Platt
Joel Primack
George William Rathjens
Leonard S. Rodberg
Arthur H. Rosenfeld
Cameron B. Satterthwaite
Herbert Scoville, Jr.
Victor W. Sidel
Eugene B. Skolnikoff
Jeremy J. Stone
Victor Weisskopf
Lincoln Wolfenstein
Quentin D. Young

Board of Sponsors
(Partial List)

Hans A. Bethe
Owen Chamberlain
Abram Chayes
Paul R. Ehrlich
Adrian Fisher
Jerome D. Frank
John Kenneth Galbraith
Donald A. Glaser
Marc Kac
George B. Kistiakowsky
Wassily W. Leontief
Robert Merton
Hans J. Morgenthau
George Polya
David Riesman
Harlow Shapley
Cyril S. Smith
Robert M. Solow
Norman E. Steenrod
Harold C. Urey
Jerome B. Wiesner
Herbert F York

MEMORANDUM

January 26, 1972

T0: Council Members and Executive Committee Members

FROMM: Jeremy J. Stone

We are sending you these things for your consideration
and/or approval, and for keeping in your files.

1. Some comments of Michael Goldhaber which were
made at the Council meeting and which it was agreed at that time
would be circulated.

2. Copies of the Constitution of FAS and its
bylaws--the latter have some minor changes in them, e.g.
substitution of Director for "newsletter editor”, a final clause
permitting me to act in emergencies that is parallel to the
delegation clause in the constitution permitting the Council to
delegate to the Executive Committee. As our membership grows,
demand for our Constitution and bylaws grows. [I want to consider
the bylaws as amended approved by the Council. Therefore please
communicate any objections to me. If they are 0.K., as I
anticipate, or if they can be ironed out, I would like to consider
them approved by a mail ballot.

JJdS:nth
Enclosures



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF I'URE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

Form for suggesting the name of a physicist for consideration for filling
a vacancy either onthe IUPAP Executiveorononeof the Commissions

Name of National Committee or Commission making suggestion

Suggested Office (for example position on Executive or position on a
particular Commission)

Name of candidate (and title, e.g. Dr. or Professor) 4 \ pe

Present appointment

}

7

F'ull address

Brief biographical details of candidate, indicating expertise in physics
(not more than 50 words)

Signed :

Notes:

}

10.

On behalf of :

If the recommendation is made on behalf of a Commission has the candidate's
National Committee approved? Yes/No

Forms must reach the Secretary-General by May 15th 1972
Please complete a separate form for each name suggested.
Please complete form in Typescript.
Please indicate clearly in (9) whether the form is signed on behalf of a

National Committee or a Commission.
Please indicate clearly in (2) whether suggested name is for a particular

office on Executive or on a Commission (e.g. for the latter Chairman,

Secrefare or momhar)



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS —_—— lgiNgrPen aN al) PHYSICS
To National Committees for Physics and to Commissions from the Secreta ry- General

Possible changes in election procedures for use at the 1972 and
subsequent General Assemblies

1. At their 1970 meeting in Copenhagen the Executive Committee of IUPAP
reviewed the arrangements adopted at recent General Assemblies for the
appointment of Executive Committee and Commission Members. They felt that
the time had come when some changes in the procedures should be considered.

2. The attached paper sets out the views of the Executive and suggests a possible
new procedure for elections.

3. I should be most grateful to receive the comments of your National Committee
or Commission by the end of May 1971." .

The Executive plans to meet in Dublin in September 1971 when they will revise
their proposals taking into account the comments of National Committees and
Commissions.

4. If the Executive receive sufficient encouragement, they will formally
propose new election procedures for use at the 1972 Assembly. In the event, a
formal Extraordinary General Assembly will be held the day before the normal
1972 Assembly to consider the new scheme and, if it is adopted, to modify the
Statutes. The new scheme could then be used at the 1972 Assembly. The
Executive will inform you of the final proposals towards the end of 1971 or early
in 1972.

C.C. Butler,
Secretary-General,

Nuffield Lodge,
Regent's Park,

London N. W. 1.

February 15th, 1971. Tel: 01 722 8871
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INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS- TTT LESsSyTHI
Possible new arrangements for the appointment of Executive Committee

and Commission Members at General AssembliesRTS

Introduction ,

At its 1970 meeting in Copenhagen the IUPAP Lxecutive Committee
reviewed the arrangements adopted at recent General Assemblies for the
appointment of Executive Committee and Commission Members. They noted
that some physicists at the 1969 General Ae sernbly in Dubrovnik were
somewhat concerned when a number of additions to commissions were propos-
ed from the floor but no formal clections ware held. The Executive considered
a new election schemne suggested by the Secretary- General and, after
agreeing a number of meoedifications, they decided to seek opinions from
National Committees and Commissions.

The Executive Lope that IUPAP Members and Commissions will
consider (probably by correspondence) the proposed scheme during the first
half of 1971 and submit written comments and amendments to the Secretary-
General by the end of May. The Executive plan to meet in Dublin in
September, 1971, when they will reconsider their proposals in the light
of the comments available. If they receive sufficient encouragement, the
Executive will formally proposs nee election procedures for use at ths 1372
Assembly. In this event, an Extraordinary General Assembly will be held
immediately before the normal 1972 Assembly in order to consider the
new scheme and, if it is adopted, to amend the Statutes accordingly.
It should then be possible to use the new scheme at the 1972 Assembly.

In order to set the scene, the procedures used recently are described
briefly in paragraphs 2 and 3, and a possible new scheme is outlined in par-
agraphs 4 and 5,

2 The present procedure - Executive Coramittee

The Statutes provide for a President, the Immediate Past-President,
a First Vice-Fresident (who acts for the President in his absence), an
unspecified number of Vice-Presidents and a Secretary-General.
The Executive is appointed by the General Assembly and serves for 3 years.
The President serves for a maximum of 3 years and Vice-Presidents for a
maximum of 6 years. By custom the First Vice-President succeeds the
Prenident; he may be chosen from among the Vice-Presidents or appointed
directlv to the office of First Vice-President.

In 1963 the Executive appointed Professor Kerwin as Associate
Secretary- General.

Approximately 9 months before a General Assembly, National
Committees are asked for nominations for the office of First Vice-
President and for Vice-Presidents. Proposals must be sent to the
Secretary- General 3 months before the Assembly. A list of all proposals
is published at the beginning of the Agsemblv



The outgoing Executive meets just before the Assembly and
prepares itz list of candidates for vacancies on the Executive, taking
account oi zil the proposals received, the needs of the Union and the
necessary world-wide distribution of the Executive membership.
The Executive list is also published at the beginning of the As sernbly and,
in practice, is usually confirmed at the last session of the Assembly.
In recent years formal elections have not been necessary as no
additional or aliernative names have been proposed from the floor of
the Assembly. Perhaps the major difficulty is that the number of
Vice-Presidents is not fixed, which would make formal voting or any
proposals somewhat awkward.

3 The present proredura - Commissions

Commissions consist of a Chairman, a Secretary, a number of
members and provision is made for corresponding members. The
Statutes do not fix the sizes of commissions. The 1960 General Assembly,
however, decided that the membership should be limited to 6 or 7,
together with a small number of corresponding members. The corres-
ponding members were envisaged as advisers to the commission to which
they were attached. They were not entitled to attend commission meetings
except as alternates for full members.

Commissions are appointed for 3 years but there are no strict
rules about the total length of service of commission members - 6 years
is regarded as the normal period bu% some members serve for very much
longer.

The method of appointment at General Assemblies is as follows:-

(2) Nine months before the General Assembly the Secretary-
General calls for nominations from National Committees and from the
retiring Commissions.

(b) The full list of nominations is published at the beginning
of the Assembly.

(c) The retiring Executive draws up its recommended list of
commission members which is also published at the beginning of the
Assembly. The appointment of commission members tukes place
during the last session of the As sembly. In practice, the Assembly
accepts the Executive list but often adds names, particularly as
corresponding members. Thus the number of corresponding members
has grown considerably since 1960, i.e. from 1 or 2 to 6 or 7 per
commission.

Nominations from the floor of the Agsembly are valuable but
cause considerable problems. Firstly, the names proposed may not be
generally known to the Assembly and consequently it is difficuii for
members to make significant judgments. Secondly, considering that in



practice there is no real difierence betwzen ordinary and corresponding
members, the size of some commissions has become unwieldy. Furthermore,
the secretariat often have considerable difficulty in obtaining the addresses
of the physicists added to the Executive List by ths Assembly,

The main difficulty with the present procedure is that the number
of commission members is not fixed in the Union Statutes; thus it is
difficult to hold formal ballots for a specified number of vacancies.

A suggested procedure for the future - Executive Committee

At its 197C meetingz in Copenhagen the Executive decided to
recommend for discussion the following proposals:~

(a) The composition of the Executive should be President,
Immediate Past-President, First Vice-President, 8 Vice-Presidents,
Secretary- General and Asscciate Secretary - General. (This is the
present size of the Executive. )

(b) The length of service of the President, Immediate Past-
President and First Vice-President to be 3 years - as at present.
Vice-Presidents to serve for 3 years with the possibility of one further
term of 3 years - i.e. a maximum of 6 years. The Executive did not
decide on fixed terms of service ior the Secretary- General and the
Associate Secretary- General.

Nominations would be called for from National Committees as at present
and the full list of names publisined at the beginning of the Assembly. Names
and full addresses, together with a briei statement on the candidates’ -
professional experience and nosition, would be required on a special form.

The retiring Executive would publish its list at the beginning of the
Assembly, bearing in rind all the nominations received and the need to have
an Executive composed of distinguished physicists expert in a wide variety
of specialities within physics and also reason: bly representative of
physicists throughout the world.

Additional names could be added to the Executive List after being
proposed and seconded by National Delegations. Both proposer and seconder
ranust come from different countries and neither may belong to the candidate's
own country. If additional names are duly proposed and seconded, a secret
ballot would be held, following the voting procedures established in the
existing Union Statutes, i.e. voting by National Delegations according to the
numbers of votes prescribed for each delegation.

 Ny A suggested procedure for the future - Commission Members

The Executive recommends the following arrangements:-
(a) Each Commission should consis® of a Chairman and Secretary

together with 7 to 10 ordinary members. It would avoid complications.



however, if ail curnrnissions could be fixed at the same size, say, 10 members,

(b} The appointment of corresponding members should be discontinued.

(c) Nowiually, not more than one ordinary member of a Commission
to come from any one country.

(d) The actual number of ordinary members to be fixed for each
commission by the General Assembly, after receiving the advice of
the Commission and the Executive Committee and before voting for
members. (This compiication would be avoided if the size of all Commissions
could be the same.)

(¢) Ordinary members would serve for 3 years and may be
appointed for one further period of 3 years. Exceptionally, and for
certain commissions only, e.g. SUN and Atomic Masses and Related
Constants, a longer period of service may be permitted.

(f) The Chairman and Secretary would normally serve for
3 years (usually after 3 years as an ordinary member or exceptionally
after 6 years).

The Rection procedure world follow broadly dhe ous proposed lor tne
appointment of the Executive Committee. The essential steps would be
the following :-

(i) First-round nominations would be requested by the Secretary-
General from boih Commissions and ational Committees, with a deadline of
3 months before the General Assembly. All nominations would be published
at the beginning of the Assembly. Names and full addresses, together
with a brief statement on the candidate's professional experience and
position. would be required on a special form.

(ii) The Executive Committee would publish its list of commission
members early in the Assernbly.

(iii) Additions to the Executive List can then be proposed - both
proposer and seconder must come from two different countries
other than that of the nominee.

(iv) If additions to the Executive list for a commission are proposed
and seconded, a secret ballot for the agreed number of places on that
particuiar commission will be held and the results announced at the last
session of the Assembly.

\
- Surrmary of Proposals

The recommendations made in this paper can be summarized
as follows:-

(i} The size of the Executive is fixed and terms of office are fixad for all



the members, oivher than the Secretary- General and Associate Secretary-
General.

(ii) The size of each Commission would be fixed and terms of
office of the members are fixed (allowing for a few exceptional cases).

(iii) The grade of corresponding memher of commissions is
abolished,

(iv) Nomination procedures are clearly established.

(v) Formal elections will be held, if required, according
to the rules laid down in the Union Statutes.

Nuffield Lodge,
Regent's Park,
London, N, W. 1.

Dr. C.C, Butler, FRS
Secretary-General, IUPAP

February 1971



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

Proposed arrang ements for the app ointment of Executive and Commission
Members

An introductory note

(1) At their 1970 meeting in Copenhagen the Executive Committee
decided to propose changes in the election procedure for Executive and
Commission members for consideration by National Committees and
Commissions. They reached this view because many physicists present
at the 1969 General Assembly in Dubrovnik were unhappy with the election
arrangements, A paper, dated February 1971, describing the proposals was
circulated to National Committees and Commissions, and during the summer
of 1971 the Secretary-General received very many useful and constructive
comments. The Executive met in Dublin in September 1971, and re-considered
their proposals in the light of all the comments received. After a very
thorough discussion the Executive decided to make a number of changes to
their February 1971 proposals. They now submit the attached proposals for
consideration at the beginning of the 1972 General Assembly to be held at
Washington.

(2) The three most important impressions formed by the Executive from
‘he comments they received are :

1) All commentators agree that the Executive and
Commissions should be fixed in size to cimplify the
holding of formal elections.

(ii) The majority of correspondents accept the abolition
of the "Corresponding Member" grade for Commissions

iii) The final decisions on appointments must continue to
be made by National Committees of Physics, through
‘heir Delegations at General Assemblies.

(3) The E- tive members present at Dublin (all except Professors
Blokhintsev, ~:lini and Pal) were unanimous that the procedure leading
up to the appoir:: s by the Assembly must provide an opportunity for the
Commissions to css their views, and to suggest names to fill their
vacancies. The . -.cutive considers it essential that the Commissions should
feel involved in 1UI'AP, otherwise a number might elect to become independent
bodies such as the existing International Committee on Relativity. This
Committee is not formally affiliated to IUPAY but often receives IUPAP grants
for its conferences. The Executive feels that the wish of the Commissions
can best be taken into account by continuing the procedures adopted in recent



years. Namely, the Executive notes and circulates all the names suggested
by National Committees and Commissions and prepares its recommendations
as required by IUPAP Statute 8» The General Assembly has full powers to
alter the Executive recommendations by formal vote.

(4) The new proposals attached to this note are not in contradiction with
the Statutes of IUPAP which can be found in document IUPAP-16, published
in 1970.

(5) At their Dublin meeting the Executive recognised that the Statutes
are somewhat out-of-date and are imprecise on many important points. They
decided to embark on a preliminary re-drafting of the Statutes, following the
general format of the ICSU Statutes and Rules of Procedure. Most of the new
proposals for conducting elections would probably be incorporated in Rules of
Procedure, which we do not have at present. It should be possible to circulate
drafts of the Statutes and Rules of Procedure well before the 1975 General

Assembly.

(6) As an exceptional measure the Executive has decided to hold a
Special Meeting in Brussels in June 1972.

(7) The deadline for the receipt of names for consideration by the
Executive will be May15th, 1972 in London. This will be a final deal line and
late suggestions will be disregarded. The Executive's recommendations will
be circulated to National Committees in July 1972.

(8) Commissions are asked to make recommendations about the numbers
of members they need for their work to the Secretary-General by May 15th, 1972.

(9) It will not be possible to define the number of vacancies on
Commissions until the sizes are fixed. There will be four vacancies on the
Executive Committee (instead of Bernardini, Bhagavantam, Boas and Dekeyser)
and additionally a First Vice-President will be nceded (instead of Maier-Leibnitz
who, following precedent, will become President for 1972-1975).

(10) Special Forms for making suggestions for membership of the
Execufive and Commissions are attached. Further copies can be obtained on

application.

January 1972 C.C. Butler
Secretary-General



INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

MEMORANDUM

To : Members of the Executive Committee

From: Secretary-General

Proposed changes in the Election Procedures

l. I have now prepared a new version of proposed arrangements for the
election procedures to be used at Washington. The new version
incorporates many valuable suggestions I received from members of
the Executive. Copies are attached.

2. Because of the importance of the May 15th dead line I have sent out the
papers to National Committees and Commissions.

3. The President has agreed that we should hope to operate the new scheme
under the present Statutesinl972 and plan for new Statutesand Rules of
Procedure to be formulated in good time for the 1975 Assembly.
Professor Bacher was anxious that we should not blatantly contravene
the existing statutes. For this reason the present titles of members of
the Executive have been retained, as has the office of Past President.
These offices are provided for in Statute 5. The Associate Secretary-General
is not mentioned in the Statutesbut we have had one since 1960 so I feel

we can ignore this minor procedural point.

C.C. Butler

20th January, 1972
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Proposed arrangements for the appointment of Executive and Commission
Members TT

An introductory note

(1) At their 1970 meeting in Copenhagen the Executive Committee
decided to propose changes in the election procedure for Executive and
Commission members for consideration by National Committees and
Commissions. They reached this view because many physicists present
at the 1969 General Assembly in Dubrovnik were unhappy with the election
arrangements. A paper, dated February 1971, describing the proposals was
circulated to National Committees and Commissions, and during the summer
of 1971 the Secretary-General received very many useful and constructive
comments. The Executive met in Dublin in September 1971, and re-considered
their proposals in the light of all the comments received. After a very
thorough discussion the Executive decided to make a number of changes to
their February 1971 proposals. They now submit the attached proposals for
consideration at the beginning of the 1972 General Assembly to be held at
Washington.

(2) The three most important impressions formed by the Executive from
the comments they received are :

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

All commentators agree that the Executive and
Commissions should be fixed in size to simplify the
holding of formal elections.

The majority of correspondents accept the abolition
of the "Corresponding Member" grade for Commissions.

The final decisions on appointments must continue to
be made by National Committees of Physics, through
their Delegations at General Assemblies.

(3) The Executive members present at Dublin (all except Professors
Blokhintsev, Bernardini and Pal) were unanimous that the procedure leading
up to the appointments by the Assembly must provide an opportunity for the
Commissions to express their views, and to suggest names to {fill their
vacancies. The Executive considers it essential that the Commissions should
feel involved in IUPAP, otherwise a number might elect to become independent
bodies such as the existing International Committee on Relativity. This
Committee is not formally affiliated to IUPAP but often receives IJIUPAP grants
for its conferences. The Executive feels that the wish of the Commissions
can best be taken into account by continuing the procedures adopted in recent



years. Namely, the Executive notes and circulates all the names suggested
by National Committees and Commissions and prepares its recommendations
as required by [UPAP Statute 8 The General Assembly has full powers to
alter the Executive recommendations by formal vote.

(4) The new proposals attached to this note are not in contradiction with
the Statutes of IUPAP which can be found in document JUPAP-16, published
in 1970.

(5) At their Dublin meeting the Executive recognised that the Statutes
are somewhat out-of-date and are imprecise on many important points. They
decided to embark on a preliminary re-drafting of the Statutes, following the
general format of the ICSU Statutes and Rules of Procedure. Most of the new
proposals for conducting elections would probably be incorporated in Rules of
Procedure, which we do not have at present. It should be possible to circulate
drafts of the Statutes and Rules of Procedure well before the 1975 General
Assembly.

(6) As an exceptional measure the Executive has decided to hold a
Special Meeting in Brussels in June 1972.

(7) The deadline for the receipt of names for consideration by the
Executive will be May 15th, 1972 in London. This will be a final deal line and
late suggestions will be disregarded. The Executive's recommendations will
be circulated to National Committees in July 1972.

(8) Commissions are asked to make recommendations about the numbers
of members they need for their work to the Secretary-General by May 1bhth, 1972.

(9) It will not be possible to define the number of vacancies on
Commissions until the sizes are fixed. There will be four vacancies on the
Executive Committee (instead of Bernardini, Bhagavantam, Boas and Dekeyser)
and additionally a First Vice-President will be needed (instead of Maier -Leibnitz
who, following precedent, will become President for 1972-1975).

(10) Special Forms for making suggestions for membership of the
Executive and Commissions are attached. Further copies can be obtained on

application.

January 1972 C.C. Butler

Secretary-General
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Arrangements for the Appointment of Executive and Commission Members
at General Assemblies

Proposals by the Executive Committee for consideration and adoption
(if approved) at the 1972 General Assembly.

1. The Executive Committee

1.1 The Executive Committee will consist of the following members:

President
Past-President
First Vice-President
8 Vice-Presidents
Secretary-General
Associate Secretary-General

1.2 The eight Vice-Presidents will be appointed for 3 years and will
be eligible for one further period of 3 years.

1.3 The First Vice-President will be appointed for 3 vears and will
be the President-Elect.

1.4 The President will serve for 3 years and will be succeeded by
the First Vice-President.

1.5 The Secretary-General and the Associate Secretary-General will
be appointed for 3 years and will be eligible for a maximum of
3 terms, i.e. 9 years in all. (It is expected that in practice service
will be for longer than 3 years and that arrangements must be made
to avoid the possibility of two Secretaries taking office at the same
time, i.e. appointment of new Secretaries will be either 3 or 6 years

apart.)
The precise division of administrative duties between the two
Secretaries will be decided from time to time by the Executive
Committee.

Note : The Statutes do not provide explicitly for the office of an Associate
Secretary-General. The 1963 Assembly appointed Professor Kerwin
to this office and the present Executive wish the post to continue.
At the next revision of the Statutes the Assembly will be advised to
provide for an Associate Secretary-General.



2. The Commissions

2.1 Each Commission will consist of:

Chairman
Secretary
5to 10 members as needed for the work of the Commission

Commissions will be asked to recommend their appropriate size
to the Executive Committee who will, in turn, make recommendations
to the General Assembly. The General Assembly will fix Commission
sizes before elections take place (circumstances may require that
the sizes be changed from time to time).

2.2. Terms of office for members (excluding Chairman and Secretary)

Commission members will be appointed for 3 years and will be
eligible for one further term of 3 years. Exceptions to this rule
will be permitted for members of the S, U, N., Commission and the
Atomic Masses Commission, both of which have very specialised
tasks and undoubtedly have a need for some of their members to
serve longer than 6 years.

The members of each Commission (excluding Chairman and
Secretary) must all come from different countries adhering to IUPAP
The work of a few Commissions may be hindered by this rule, for
example Particles and Fields. They may present their case to the
Executive and, if approval is given, the Executive will make a
recommendation to the General Assembly for ratification before the
elections take place.

2.3 Terms of office for Chairmen of Commissions

Chairmen will be appointed for 3 years; normally after 3 (or
exceptionally 6) years as a member of their Commission. If the
appointment is made from outside the Commission the Chairman
will become an ordinary member for 3 vears after his 3 years as
Chairman.

2.4 Terms of office for Secretaries of Commissions

Secretaries will be appointed for 3 years after 3 years service on
the Commission. Secretaries will be eligible for a reappointment
for a second, and final, cycle of 3 years, i.e. 6 years will be the
maximum service as Secretary.

2.5 When new Commissions are established ad hoc arrangements will
need to be made until a proper rotation of membership can be
obtained.

2.6 Some Commissions have established valuable links with other
Unions. They may wish to ask these Unions to nominate experts
in their fields to become Associate Members of the IUPAP
Commissions. These members would be additional to the fixed
number of JUPAP members. Associate Members will not be



eligible for IUPAP grants towards travelling and subsistence
expenses when attending IUPAP Commission meetings. They
will not have a vote at Commission meetings.

- Election Procedure for Executive Committee

3.1 National Committees will be invited to submit names of physicists
willing to serve to the Secretary-General 4 months before each
General Assembly. Each suggested name must be accompanied
by brief details of the physicist's career and post currently held.
A special form will be provided for this purpose. The Secretary-
General (or Associate Secretary-General) will circulate all the
names received by the dead line to National Committees
approximately 3 months before the General Assembly.

3.2 The Executive Committee will carefully consider all the suggested
names (and may itself suggest names), and will prepare, as a basis
for discussion at the Assembly, a list of names to fill vacancies.
Besides considering all the suggested names, the Executive will
consider the needs of the Union, the spread of physics expertise
within the Executive and the necessary world-wide distribution of
the Executive membership. The Executive will publish its
prepared list of physicists to fill the vacancies as early as possible
but not later than the beginning of the General Assembly.

3.3 National Delegations attending the Assembly will be able to add
names, from the first list of suggested names, to the Executive
list. At this stage each proposal must be seconded by another
Delegation. If the candidate is not a member of the proposer's
country, then the permission of the candidate's National Delegation
must be obtained before the proposition can be made. A convenient
deadline (about mid-way through the Assembly) will be fixed for
the receipt of formal proposals, duly seconded.

3.4 If more names are proposed, either by the Executive or by
National Committees, than the number of vacancies to be filled,
then a secret ballot will be held. Voting will be by heads of
Delegations completing the number of ballot forms corresponding
to the number of votes allotted to their Delegation.

3.5 If one or more vacancies occur on the Executive between meetings
of the General Assembly, the Executive is empowered to fill them.
Members appointed to these vacancies will serve until the next
General Assembly. In the event of their being reappointed by the
Assembly, the initial period of service will not count towards the
maximum permitted length of service.



Election Procedure for Commission Members

1 National Committees and Commissions will be invited to suggest
names for membership (including the offices of Chairman and
Secretary) of Commissions to the Secretary-General up to four
months before the General Assembly. Each name submitted must
be accompanied by brief details of the physicist's career and post
currently held, and, for names submitted by Commissions, it is
desirable that the permission of the candidate's National Committee
should be obtained. A special form will be provided for this
purpose. The Secretary-General (or Associate Secretary-General)
will circulate all the names received by the deadline to National
Committees approximately 3 months before the General Assembly.

4,2 The Executive Committee will consider all the suggested names
(and may itself suggest names) and will subsequently prepare,
as a basis for discussion at the Assembly, a list of names to fill
the vacancies on the Commissions. In preparing the lists of names
for Commissions the Executive will endeavour to ensure a

satisfactory world-wide apread of Commission membership. The
Executive will publish their proposed list of Commission members
as early as possible but not later than the beginning of the General
Assembly.

4.3 National Delegations attending the Assembly will be able to add
names, from the first list of suggested names, to the Executive
list. Each proposal at this stage must be seconded by another
Delegation. A convenient deadline (about mid-way through the
Assembly) will be fixed for the receipt of formal proposals, duly
seconded. If any candidate is not a member of the proposer's
country, then the proposer must secure the permission of the
candidate's National Delegation before making the proposal.

4.4 If more names are proposed and seconded than the number of
vacancies to be filled on one or more Commissions, then secret

ballots will be held. The voting procedure will be the same as the
one adopted for choosing Executive Committee members.

4.5 The procedure for filling casual vacancies on Commissions which
occur between meetings of the General Assembly will be the same
as for casual vacancies on the Executive Committee.
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Form for suggesting the name of a physicist for consideration for filling
a vacancy either on the JUPAP Execntiveoronone of the Commissions

Name of National Committee or Commission making suggestion

/ Suggested Office (for example position on Executive or position on a
particular Commission)

Name of candidate (and title, e.g. Dr. or Professor) * A 2 £

Present appointment

Full address

Brief biographical details of candidate, indicating expertise in physics
(not more than 50 words)

8

J.

10.

Signed :

On behalf of :

If the recommendation is made on behalf of a Commission has the candidate's
- . ?

National Committee approved? Yes/No

Notes: Forms must reach the Secretary-General by May 15th 1972
Please complete a separate form for each name suggested.
Please complete form in Typescript.
Please indicate clearly in (9) whether the form is signed on behalf of a

National Committee or a Commission.
Please indicate clearly in (2) whether suggested name is for a particular

office on Executive or on a Commission (e.g. for the latter Chairman,

Secretary or member).
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Arrangements for the Appointment of Executive and Commission Members
at General Assemblies

Proposals by the Executive Committee for consideration and adoption
(if approved) at the 1972 General Assembly.

1. The Executive Committee

1.1 The Executive Committee will consist of the following members:

President
Past-President
First Vice-President
8 Vice-Presidents
Secretary-General
Associate Secretary-General

1.2 The eight Vice-Presidents will be appointed for 3 years and will
be eligible for one further period of 3 years.

1.3 The First Vice-President will be appointed for 3 vears and will
be the President-Elect.

1.4 The President will serve for 3 years and will be succeeded by
the First Vice-President.

1.5 The Secretary-General and the Associate Secretary-General will
be appointed for 3 years and will be eligible for a maximum of
3 terms, i.e. 9 years in all. (It is expected that in practice service
will be for longer than 3 years and that arrangements must be made
to avoid the possibility of two Secretaries taking office at the same
time, i.e. appointment of new Secretaries will be either 3 or 6 years

apart.) oo
The precise division of administrative duties between the two
Secretaries will be decided from time to time by the Executive
Committee.

Note: The Statutes do not provide explicitly for the office of an Associate
Secretary-General. The 1963 Assembly appointed Professor Kerwin
to this office and the present Executive wish the post to continue.
At the next revisionoftheStatutes the Assembly will be advised to
provide for an Associate Secretary-General.



2. The Commissions

2.1 Each Commission will consist of:

Chairman
Secretary
5 to 10 members as needed for the work of the Commission

Commissions will be asked to recommend their appropriate size
to the Executive Committee who will, in turn, make recommendations
to the General Assembly. The General Assembly will fix Commission
sizes before elections take place (circumstances may require that
the sizes be changed from time to time).

2.2. Termsof office for members (excluding Chairman and Secretary)
Commission members will be appointed for 3 years and will be
eligible for one further term of 3 years. Exceptions to this rule
will be permitted for members of the S, U.N. Commission and the
Atomic Masses Commission, both of which have very specialised
tasks and undoubtedly have 2a need for some of their members to
serve longer than 6 years.

The members of each Commission (excluding Chairman and
Secretary) must all come from different countries adhering to IUPAP,
The work of a few Commissions may be hindered by this rule, for
example Particles and Fields. They may present their case to the
Executive and, if approval is given, the Executive will make a
recommendation to the General Assembly for ratification before the
elections take place.

2.3 Terms of office for Chairmen of Commissions

Chairmen will be appointed for 3 years, normally after 3 (or
exceptionally 6) years as a member of their Commission. If the
appointment is made from outside the Commission the Chairman
will become an ordinary member for 3 vears after his 3 years as

Chairman.

2.4 Terms of office for Secretaries of Commissions

Secretaries will be appointed for 3 years after 3 years service on
the Commission. Secretaries will be eligible for a reappointment
for a second, and final, cycle of 3 years, i.e. 6 years will be the
maximum service as Secretary.

2.5 When new Commissions are established ad hoc arrangements will
need to be made until a proper rotation of membership can be

obtained.

&gt; 6 Some Commissions have established valuable links with other
Unions. They may wish to ask these Unions to nominate experts
in their fields to become Associate Members of the IUPAP
Commissions. These members would be additional to the fixed
number of TUPAP members Associate Members will not be



eligible for IUPAP grants towards travelling and subsistence
expenses when attending IUFAP Commission meetings. They
will not have a vote at Commission meetings.

3. Election Procedure for Execcutive Committee

3.1 National Committees will be invited to submit names of physidsts
willing to serve to the Secretary-General 4 months before each
General Assembly. Each suggested name must be accompanied
by brief details of the physicist's carcer and post currently held.
A special form will be provided for this purpose. The Secretary-
General (or Associate Secretary-General) will circulate all the
names received by the dead line to National Committees
approximately 3 months before the General Assembly.

3 2 The Executive Committee will carefully consider all the suggested
names (and may itself suggest names), and will prepare, as a basis
for discussion at the Assembly, a list of names to fill vacancies.
Besides considering all the suggested names, the Executive will
consider the needs of the Union, the spread of physics expertise
within the Executive and the necessary world-wide distribution of
the Executive membership. The Executive will publish its
prepared list of physicists to fill the vacancies as early as possible
but not later than the beginning of the General Assembly.

3.3 National Delegations attending the Assembly will be able to add
names, from the first list of suggested names, to the Executive
list. At this stage each proposal must be seconded by another
Delegation. If the candidate is not a member of the proposer's
country, then the permission of the candidate's National Delegation
must be obtained before the proposition can be made. A convenient
deadline (about mid-way through the Assembly) will be fixed for
the receipt of formal proposals, duly seconded.

,.4 If more names are proposed, either by the Executive or by
National Committees, than the number of vacancies to be filled,
then a secret ballot will be held. Voting will be by heads of
Delegations completing the number of ballot forms corresponding
to the number of votes allotted to their Delegation.

3.5 If one or more vacancies occur on the Executive between meetings
of the General Assembly, the Executive is empowered to fill them.
Members appointed to these vacancies will serve until the next
General Assembly. In the event of their being reappointed by the
Assembly, the initial period of service will not count towards the
maximum permitted length of service.



4. Election Procedure for Commission Members

4.1 National Committees and Commissions will be invitedtosuggest
names for membership (including the offices of Chairman and
Secretary) of Commissions to the Secretary-General up to four
months before the General Assembly. Each name submitted must
be accompanied by brief details of the physicist's career and post
currently held, and, for names submitted by Commissions, it is
desirable that the permission of the candidate's National Committee
should be obtained. A special form will be provided for this
purpose. The Sccretary-General (or Associate Secretary-General)
will circulate all the names received by the deadline to National
Committees approximately 3 months before the General Assembly

1.2 The Executive Committee will consider all the suggested names
{and may itself suggest names) and will subsequently prepare,
as a basis for discussion at the Assembly, a list of names to {ill
the vacancies on the Commissions. In preparing the lists of names
for Commissions the Executive will endeavour to ensure a

satisfactory world-wide apread of Commission membership. The
Executive will publish their proposed list of Commission members
as early as possible but not later than the beginning of the General
Assembly.

4.3 National Delegations attending the Assembly will be able to add
names, frorn the first list of suggested names, to the Executive
list. Iach proposal at this stage must be seconded by another
Delegation. A convenient deadline (about mid-way through the
Assembly) will be fixed for the receipt of formal proposals, duly
seconded. If any candidate is not a member of the proposer's
country, then the proposer must secure the permission of the
candidate's National Delegation before making the proposal.

1.4 If more names are proposed and seconded than the number of
vacancies to be filled on ore or more Commissions, then secret

ballots will be held. The voting procedure will be the same as the
one adopted for choosing Executive Committee members.

4,5 The procedure for filling casual vacancies on Commissions which
occur between meetings of the General Assembly will be the same
as for casual vacancies on the Executive Committee.
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UNION INTERNATIONALE de PHYSIQUE PURE et APPLIQUEE

Liste des congrés approuvés en 1972
Conferences approved for 1972

Commission on Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics
 a OnTRTE dl HeltTRRSRAAtleTSRleAEREREttl

Centenary of the Boltzmann Equation nen

Prof. Dr, P. MAZUR
Secretary of the Commission
Instituut-Lorentz voor

Theoretische Natuurkunds
Nieuwsteeg 18
Leiden, NETHERLANDS.

Commission on Very Low Temperatures

2. XIII Int, Conf. on Low Temperature Physics "A"

inf.: Dr. R.H., KROPSCHOT
Cryogenics Division
National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80302, USA.

Vienna Summex/
AUSTRIA Autumn

81,000.

Boulder Aug, 20-26
Col., USA

82.000,

Commigsion on S=smiconductors

3. 41th Int. Conf. on the Physics
nf Semiconductors

inf.: Prof. SOSNOWSKI
Institute of Physics
The Polish Academy of Science
darsaw. POLAND.

HAY

A
adh Radiation Induced Defects in Semiconductors "B"

inf.: Prof. E.W.J., MITCHELL
J.J. Thomson Physical Laboratory
Whiteknights
Reading, RG6&amp; 2AF, UNITED KINGDOM,

Warsaw
POLAND

$3,000,

Reading
Ux

Nn.

July 25-23

July 19-21



Commission on Magnetism

5. Symposium on the Physics
of Dense Matter

cn

inf.: Dr, C. DeJAGER
The Astronomical Institute
21 Beneluxlaan
Utrecht, NETHERLANDS,

(Co-sponsored by: IAU)

Commission on Sclid State Physics

6, Int, Conf. on Thin Films

inf.: Dr, K.H., BEHRNDT
Granville-Phillips Corporation
5675 East Avapahre Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80303, USA,

{also sponsored by the ICO)

ign

f 2nd Int. Conf. on Vapour Growth
and Epitaxy

tn

inf.: Prof, M, SCHIEBER
Department of Physics
The Hebrew University
Jerusalem, ISRAEL.

3 2nd Int, Symposium on Surface Physics

inf,: Dr. A. vanSILFHOVT
Technische Hogeschool Twante
Afd. Technische Natuurkunds
Postbus 217
Enschede, NETHERLANDS.

npn

J, Int. Conf. on Band Structure in Solids npn

inf.: Prof. E.P, WOHEFARTH
Department of Mathematics
Imperial College
Exhibition Road
London S.W. 7, UNITED KINGDOM,

Copenhagen
DENMARK

rn

Venice
ITALY

May 15-19

”

FR

Jerusalem May 22-25
ISRAEL

$1,000.

Enschedea June 22-23
NETHERLANDS

$1,000.

Exeter July 3=5
UX

52,000.



10, 7th Int. Symp. on the Reactivity
of Solids

inf.: Prof, J.S5., ANDERSON
Morganic Chemistry Laboratory
University of Oxford
South Parks Road
Oxford 0X1 30R, UNITED KINGDOM,

(co-sponsored by IUPAC)

1. 2nd Int. Conf, on the Properties of
Liquid Metals

inf.: Prof. M, TANAKA
Department of Applied Science
Faculty of Engineering
Tohoku University:
Sendai 980, JAPAN.

12. Luminescencs

inf.: Prof, E.F. BERTAUT
Secretary of the Commission
Lab, d'Electrostatique
Cedex 166
38 Grenoble-Gare, FRANCE.

REY Bristol July 17-21
UK y

Ta9

npn Tokyo
JAPAN

52,000.

14H Leningrad August
"ISSR

23,000.

CommissiononParticlesand Fields

13. XVI Int. Conf. on High Energy Physics
inf.: Prof. R.R., WILSON

N.A.L.
Box 500
Batavia, Illinois 60510, USA,

14. Int. Conf. on Hadronic Collisions

inf.: Dr. G. MANNING
R.H.E.L.
Chilton, Didcot
Berkshire, UNITED KINGDOM,

nan

Hngn

Chicago Sept. 6-13
I11., USA

53,000.

Jdxford
UK

April 5-7

21.



15. 4th Int. Conf. on Magnet Technology

inf.: Dr. J.P, BLEWETT
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, L.I,
New York 11973, USA,

npn Brookhaven Sept. 19-22
New York, USA

ALi.

Commission on Nuclear Physics

16. Few Particle Problems on the
Nuclear Interaction

inf.: Dr, Ivo SLAUS
Physics Department
University of California
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024, USA,

17. Nuclear Moments and Nuclear Structure

inf.: Dr, Kenzo SUGIMOTO
Department of Physics
Osaka University
Toyonaka
Osaka 560, JAPAN,

18. 6th Int. Cyclotron Conference
inf.: Dr. M,K, CRADDOCK

TRIUMF
University of British Columbia
Vancouver 8, B.C., CANADA.

hgn

npn

gn

Los Angeles Aug,28=
Calif., USA Sept. 1st

52,000.

Oaaka
JAPAN Sept.L.8

51,200.

Vancouver
CANADA

July 18-24

51,800.

Commission on Physics Education

19. Int. Congress on Teaching Physics
to Students in Physics,
Related Sciences and
‘ngineering

Tn Kiel July 20-26
FF R_GEAMANY

inf. Prof. W. KROEBEL
Institute for Applied Physics
University of Kiel
New University House 34
23 Kiel, FEDERAL REPUBLIC of GERMANY, $3,000.



Commission on Atomic &amp; Molecular Physics and Spectroscopy

20, Conf. on Inner Shell Ionization upy Atlanta
inf.: Dr. RW. FINK USA

Chemistry Department
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

21. 3rd Int. Conf. on Atomic Physics

inf.: Dr. S.J. SMITH
J.I.L.A.
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302, USA.

ran Boulder
USA

$3,000,

22, XVII Congress Ampare
inf,: Prof. V., HOVI

Wihuri Physical Laboratory
University of Tirku
Tirku, FINLAND.

4 4 Tirku
FINLAND

81,500.

22. 1st Int. Conf, on Modulation Spectroscopy "BY

inf.: Prof. B.0, SERAPHIN
Optical Sciences Center
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721, USA.

Tucson
ISA

April 17-21

Aug. T-11

Nov, 23-26

International Commission for Optics
AA TrFAA HA ATS EE Rae A et.Ha TE HCA ASU ITS PO TE Sr nD

24, 9th Congress of ICO : Space Optics AT

inf,s Dr. D.S. NICHOLSON
P,0, Box 95213
Los Angeles, California 90045, USA,

25. Integrated Optics =~ Guided Waves,
Materials and Dasvices

inf.: Dr. R.V, POLE
OSA
2100 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
washington, D.C. 20037, USA.

np"

Santa Monica Oct. 9-13
Calif, 9 USA

30.

Las Vegas Feb, 7-9
Nevada, USA

20.



CONSTITUTION OF THE
U.S, NATICNAL COMMITTEE FOR THE

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

(REVISED JUNE 1, 1972) :

fn the text of the Constitution and By-Laws
"USNC!" stands for "United States National
Committee,” "IUPAP" stands for "International
Union of Pure and Applied Physics," and "NRC"
stands for "National Research Council.”

Article I, Objects:

The objects of the USNC for the IUPAP shall be (1) to promote
the advancement and dissemination of physics, (2) to represent the
United States in the IUPAP, and (3) to carry out such duties as are
required of a national committee under the Statutes of the IUPAP,
including the nomination to NRC of delegates to Assemblies of the
TUPAP.

Article II, Membership:

The USNC shall consist of voting members appointed by the NRC,
and these shall include:

Ex officio:1.

(a) Any or all of the following officials of IUPAP who
are citizens of the United States: The President,
any Vice President, and the Secretary of IUPAP whose
term of membership shall continue after retirement
from IUPAP office until the end of the calendar
year following that in which retirement occurred.
U.S. members of any Commission of IUPAP, whose
terms shall continue until the end of the calendar
year in which thev retire from such Commissions.

(b) The Chairman of the U.S. National Committee of any
Commission of the IUPAP designated by the IUPAP as
an Affiliated Commission.

(c) The Chairman of the Division of Physical Sciences
of the NRC.



2. Nominees as follows:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Nominator

American Physical Society
American Association of Physics Teachers
The Acoustical Society of America
American Institute of Physics
A committee composed of the Chairman of
the Division of Physical Sciences of the
NRC (as Chairman) and the officers of
rhe USNC,

Number

Two
One
One
One
Three to Five

If anyone appointed on nomination in accordance with provi-
sions of this Article vacates his appointment for any reasons, the
organization which originally nominated him shall be invited to
nominate a successor to be appointed the next January 1 to serve
the remainder of the original term of appointment.

No one shall be eligible to be nominated by the same nomina-
ting organization for more than two consecutive three-year terms.

3. The Foreign Secretary of the National Academy of Sciences
shall serve as an ex-officio, non-voting member.

Article III, Officers:

The officers of the USNC shall be the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman,
and the Secretary. The term of office in each case shall be three
calendar years. If the office of Chairman is vacated for any reason,
the Vice-Chairman shall become Chairman, If the office of Vice-Chairman
is vacated for any reason, a successor for .the remainder of the term
shall be elected at the next meeting of the USNC, If the office of
Secretary is vacated for any reason, a successor shall be appointed for
the remainder of the term by a Committee composed of the Chairman and
Vice-Chairman of the USNC and the Chairman of the Division of Physical
Sciences of the NRC.

Article IV. Election of Officers:

Officers for each three-year term shall be elected before the end
of the calendar year following the year of the preceding IUPAP General
Assembly. The ballot shall be mailed by the Secretary not later than
December 1, and shall contain the names of nominees for each office,
All ballots returned by the date printed on the ballot shall be counted.
The nominee receiving the most votes for a given office shall be de-
clared elected to that office.



A slate of nominees for each office shall be prepared by a Nomi-
nating Committee, appointed and functioning in such manner as shall
be specified in the By-Laws. No individual shall be nominated unless
his membership in the USNC the following year is assured by continua-
tion of term or new appointment,

No one shall be eligible for more than two consecutive full terms
in the same office.

Article V, Meetings:

Meetings of the USNC shall be called by the Chairman at times and
places designated by him, It shall be his duty to call at least one
such meeting during each calendar year. A meeting may also be called
by the Chairman of the Division of Physical Sciences of the NRC. One
half of the full membership of the USNC shall constitute a quorum, A
regularly-called meeting attended by fewer may, however, act tentatively,
subject to veto of any action by mail ballot by a majority of the full
membership, A ballot for this purpose must be mailed within ten days of
the meeting, and all votes received within ten days of such mailing shall
be counted.

Article VI. Amendments:

Subject to approval by the NRC, this Constitution may be amended by
an affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of the full membership of the
USNC,



REVISED BY-LAWS OF THE

U. S. NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS

Nominations for Membership:

It shall be the duty of the Secretary prior to
October lst of each year to write the appropriate organi-
zations requesting them to make their nominations for the
next year by January lst. He shall present the resulting
nomination to the NRC for appointment as soon as practi-
cable after January lst.

“ Nomination of Officers:

The Chairman shall appoint a nominating committee
to prepare a slate for the ballot referred to in Article
IV of the Constitution.

- Information:

The Secretary-Treasurer of the USNC, or an
alternate designated by him, shall act as the agent of
the Secretariat of the IUPAP for the distribution of in-
formation to the members of the USNC.

fy Amendment:

These By-Laws may be amended by an affirmative
vote of at least half of the full membership.oftheUSNC.


